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2008ABSTRACT
With the dramatic increase of media trafc on the Internet, existing media systems have
showntheir inefciencies in resource utilizationand performance bottlenecks on high qual-
ity media services. Although the inconsistency between the media access patterns and the
Zipf-like distributions of Web workloads has been observed by a number of measurement
studies,existingmediasystemdesignsandevaluationsstillassumethatmediaworkloadhas
the same access pattern as that of conventional Web workload. An insightful understand-
ing of media access patterns is essential to guide Internet system design and management,
including resource provisioning and performance optimizations.
In this Ph.D. dissertation, we analyze the access patterns of Internet media systems
and study effective system designs for large scale media content delivery. With exten-
sive measurements on the Internet, we nd current media systems tend to over-supply or
over-utilize server hardware and network bandwidth to provide high quality media service,
which is not a scalable and effective approach for serving the explosively increasing media
trafc on the Internet. We then systematically study the access patterns of different kinds
of Internet media systems, in order to exploit the temporal locality among media requests
for efcient and high performance system design. Our study shows that the reference ranks
of media objects on the Internet follow stretched exponential distribution, despite different
underlying systems and delivery techniques used. With this kind of access patterns, the
performance of media caching in a client-server model is far less effective than that of Web
iicontent caching. We further analyze the evolution of object reference rank distributions
in long duration media workloads, and nd that the temporal locality in media systems
increases with time. Thus, long term caching is benecial to improve the performance of
media systems. However, a high volume of storage size is required for long term caching,
for which peer-to-peer (P2P) model is attractive. Our stretched exponential model lays out
an analytical foundation to establish peer-to-peer caching systems for delivering the huge
amount of media content on the Internet.
We further conduct a performance study of BitTorrent-like P2P systems for large scale
media delivery. Through modeling and analysis, we nd although the existing BitTorrent
system is effective for addressing the ash crowd problem upon the debut of a new le, it
has service unavailability and performance instability problems after a period of time, due
to the exponentially decreasing peer arrival rate. We then quantitatively analyze the inter-
action among multiple BitTorrent systems with a graph-based model, and show that inter-
torrent collaboration is much more effective than stimulating seed peers to serve longer for
addressing the service and performance problems in BitTorrent systems. Finally, we pro-
pose PROP, a P2P-assisted media caching system, which utilizes peer-to-peer collaboration
to provide service scalability and dedicated servers to provide service reliability.
iiiTo my family.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Media Delivery on the Internet
The dominant trafc on the Internet has changed from text and graphics based Web
content to more information-rich media content, such as audio and video. With the dra-
matic increase of network bandwidth and the advancement of technologies on media au-
thoring, encoding, and distribution, media trafc on the Internet has increased explosively
and now accounts for the majority of trafc volume. According to IBLNEWS [66] and
comScore [43], video-related trafc is doubling every 3-4 months, while the trafc of pop-
ular video sites grows even faster. For example, YouTube nearly doubled its trafc in May
2006, and more than 100 million video streams were served per day in July 2006. Accord-
ing to the measurement report of Alexa Internet [68], the daily reach of YouTube keeps
increasing every week, and had ranked the third in November 2007, after Yahoo! and
Google.
Different from conventional Web content, media content can be delivered through a va-
riety of approaches. Similar to downloading other les with a browser, Web-based down-
loading fetches the entire object completely with HTTP protocol [20] before playback. In
order to save network bandwidths and CPU cycles, streaming technique has been proposed
1and used to transfer media content with the progress of user access, through streaming pro-
tocols such as RTSP [102] and MMS [13]. A mixture of downloading and streaming is
pseudo streaming, which progressively downloads and plays the media content in the me-
dia player, with the conventional HTTP protocol [56]. In addition, overlay multicast, such
as ppLive [92] and ppStream [93], le exchange based peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, such
as Gnutella [1] and KaZaa [2], and swarming based P2P networks, such as BitTorrent [42],
are also widely used for large scale media delivery.
Despite these kinds of delivery techniques, existing media services are still far from
being satisfactory. Modern media systems are often hosted by expensive, dedicated infras-
tructures, such as content delivery networks (CDNs). In order to provide quality service,
these systems tend to over-supply or over-utilize scare server resources, causing high CPU
and bandwidth consumption [61]. The widely used cost effective P2P-based systems tend
to abuse bandwidth resources, while the services are still unstable and even unavailable
[54].
The Internet is an open, complex system for a wide variety of applications. Deliv-
ering huge amount of media content with high quality to the global scope of end users
on the Internet is challenging. First, the delivery of media content has stringent require-
ments on network bandwidth, delay, and loss rate. However, the Internet has no Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantee, and has no management and control for real-time media ows.
Second, media trafc is user-behavior driven, and user requests often arrive in bursts. In
the peak time, a media server often needs to serve thousands of concurrent streams from
diverse clients, including wired and wireless devices with different network connections.
Furthermore, users always have increasingly high expectations and demands on the qual-
ity of media content, while the performances of media encoding, data compression, and
2data communication techniques increase slowly. Due to the highly dynamic network con-
ditions and user behaviors, measurements and modeling are critical for evaluating system
performance under the Internet environment, understanding user access patterns in media
systems, and providing guidance to media system design and management.
1.2 Media Access Patterns and Performance of Internet Media Sys-
tems
Caching is a basic technique to improve the performance of Internet systems with cost
effective hardware, by exploiting temporal locality among memory accesses and user re-
quests. The benet of caching is highly dependent on the access pattern of objects in the
system. It is commonlyagreed that Web requests followa Zipf-like distribution,alsoknown
as power law, meaning if ranking objects in the system by the descending order of the num-
ber of references, then the number of references to an object is proportional to the power
of its reference rank [30]:
yi / i
 ; (1.1)
where i is the rank of the object, and yi is the number of references to this object.  is
a constant, called skewness factor. The reference rank of an object reects the popularity
of this object. Zipf distribution characterizes the property of scale invariance for many
physical and social phenomenons, and has been believed the general model of Internet
trafc patterns.
Intuitively, Zipf distribution can be expressed as the so called 80-20 rule, which
means 80% of effects comes from 20% of causes. For example, sociology studies have
found that 80% of social wealth is owned by 20% people (Pareto law [105]). For Web sys-
tems, it has been widely known that 80% Web requests access 20% pages [30]. This means
3Web workload has high temporal locality, which is an analytical foundation for improv-
ing Web access performance by client-server based proxy caching systems. Today, Web
proxies have been widely deployed across the Internet.
However, the Zipf-like access pattern of Web objects is mainly based on the measure-
ment and analysis studies when text-based Web content dominated the Internet. With the
dramatic increase of media content on the Internet, it is important to distinguish media traf-
c from the general Web trafc, since media objects are muchlarger than conventionalWeb
objects such as html and graphic les, and have accounted for the majority of Internet traf-
c. Unfortunately, due to the variety of media delivery systems and the diversity of media
content, existing studies on media trafc are largely workload specic, and the observed
access patterns are often different from or even conict with each other. For Web media
systems, Chesire et al. [38] report that the access pattern of streaming media is Zipf-like
in a university campus network, while Cherkasova et al. [37] nd that it is not Zipf-like in
an enterprise media server. For VoD media systems, Acharya et al. [22] nd that it is not
Zipf-like in a multicast-based Media-on-Demand server of a campus network, while Yu et
al. [123] report it is Zipf-like in a large VoD streaming system of an ISP in China. For P2P
media systems, Gummadi et al. [52] reports that the access pattern of media workload in
KaZaa system collected in a campus network is not Zipf-like, while Iamnitchi et al. [65]
report that it is Zipf-like in an ISP network. For live streaming media systems, Veloso et al.
[112] report that user interests are object driven and follow a Zipf-like prole for the work-
load collected in a content service provider of Brazil, while Sripanidkulchai et al. [107]
report that the popularity distribution of live media programs hosted by Akamai content
delivery network (CDN) is not Zipf-like.
4A number of distributions and models have been proposed or used to explain the ob-
served media access patterns, such as Zipf distribution with exponential cutoff effect [31],
Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution [98], generalized Zipf-like distribution model [108], fetch-
at-most-once model [52], two-mode Zipf model [107], and log quadratic distribution
model [39], etc. Most of these models are still based on the Zipf distribution, with some
heuristic assumptions. However, each of them can only explain a very limited scope of
measurement results; and furthermore, the mechanisms of these models are different from
or even conict with each other. A general model of Internet media access patterns is
highly desirable for trafc engineering on the Internet and is critical to design, benchmark,
and evaluate Internet media delivery systems.
In practice, althougha numberof caching algorithmsand solutionshave been proposed,
including commercial products, such as Helix Universal Proxy [9] of RealNetworks and
WindowsMediaProxy [16]of Microsoft, fewof themare usedinreality. Instead, duetothe
high quality requirements and resource demands of media delivery, current media systems
have to rely on expensive CDN services, or over-supply system resources and over-utilize
network bandwidth to ensure the quality of services [61]. An insightful understanding of
media access patterns is essential to guide content delivery system design, Internet resource
provisioning, and performance optimization.
Establishing the access pattern model of media objects is challenging. Existing studies
cannot identify a general media access pattern, due to the limited number of workloads and
a constrained scope of media trafc in the study. Furthermore, some biased measurements
and noises in the data sets may also affect the observation of media request patterns. A
general access pattern model should be accurate, simple, and meaningful. It should char-
acterize the unique properties of media accesses, have clear physical meanings, provide
5observable and veriable predictions, and have impacts on system designs. In order to
evaluate the model, we need not only to verify the model with the goodness-of-t test,
but also need to reexamine and explain the different observations previously reported, and
reappraise other proposed models.
1.3 Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we have the following objectives: First, to discover a general dis-
tribution model of media object access patterns for different media systems, with com-
prehensive measurements and experiments, rigorous mathematical analysis and modeling,
and insights to media system designs. Second, to analyze the performance of BitTorrent
systems for media delivery, identify the weakness of BitTorrent, model the potential of col-
laboration among different torrents, and propose system facility and incentive mechanism
for multi-torrentcollaboration. Finally,we willalsodesignandimplementstreamingmedia
systems, for reliable and scalable Internet streaming with P2P techniques, power efcient
wireless media systems, and high performance Internet streaming through WLANs.
1.3.1 Measurements of Internet media trafc
Modern Internet streaming services have utilized various techniques to improve the
quality of streaming media delivery. Despite the characterization of media access patterns
and user behaviors in many measurement studies, few studies have focused on the stream-
ingtechniques themselves,particularlyon the qualityof streamingexperiences that theyof-
fer end users and on the resources of the media systems that they consume. In order to gain
insights into current streaming services and thus provide guidance on designing resource-
efcient and high quality streaming media systems, we analyze the most commonly used
streaming techniques such as automatic protocol switch, Fast Streaming, multiple-bit-rate
6(MBR) encoding and rate adaptation with streaming media trafc collected in a large ISP.
Our measurement and analysis results show that with these techniques, current streaming
systems tend to over-utilize CPU and bandwidth resources to provide better services to end
users, which is not an effective way to improve the quality of streaming media delivery.
We also propose and evaluate a coordination mechanism that effectively takes advantage of
both Fast Streaming and rate adaptation to better utilize the server and Internet resources
for streaming quality improvement.
1.3.2 Access pattern model of Internet media systems
With the dramatic increase of media trafc on the Internet, the inconsistency between
the media access patternsand Zipf-like distributionshas been observedin a numberof stud-
ies. However, due to their case study approach and thus the constrained scope of analyzed
media trafc, existing studies have provided various and even conicting explanations for
such inconsistency. A general model of Internet media access patterns is highly desirable.
We have studied a wide variety of media workloads collected from both client and
server sides in different media systems with different delivery methods. Through extensive
measurements and analysis, we nd: (1) The media access pattern of all these workloads
follows the stretched exponential (SE) distribution despite their corresponding media sys-
tems and delivery methods. (2) Some biased measurements may lead to Zipf-like observa-
tions on media access patterns, which may explain previously reported Zipf-like observa-
tions. (3) The stretched exponential distribution model of media access patterns has clear
physical meanings. The parameters are mainly controlled by its median le size, client
request rate, and object birth rate in the system. (4) In general Zipf-like distribution cannot
well t the access patterns of any media workloads. The deviation of media access patterns
7from the Zipf model increases with time, due to the popularity decaying of media objects.
(5) Previously proposed models are not general to characterize object access patterns in
various media systems.
We further analyze the effectiveness of media caching with a mathematical model.
Compared with Web caching under the Zipf-like model, media caching under the SE model
is far less effective unless the cache size is enormously large. This indicates that many
previous studies based on a Zipf-like assumption may have overestimated the benet of
media caching. Analyzing the evolution of object reference rank distributions in long du-
ration media workloads, we nd that the temporal locality in media systems increases with
time. Thus, long term caching is benecial to improve the performance of media systems.
However, the conventional client-server model of media proxies cannot work well for long
term caching, due to the high volume of storage size required. Our study indicates that
an Internet infrastructure of distributed or global resource sharing, such as a P2P system,
is promising to provide the enormously large and scalable cache space for efcient media
contentdelivery. Thus, the stretchedexponentialaccess pattern modellaysoutan analytical
foundation to establish peer-to-peer media caching systems.
1.3.3 Performance analysis of BitTorrent peer-to-peer systems
In order to investigate the potential of P2P collaboration on high quality media content
delivery, we conduct a performance study of BitTorrent-like P2P systems by modeling.
Existing studies on BitTorrent systems are single-torrent based and assume the process of
request arrivals to a torrent is Poisson-like. However, in reality, most BitTorrent peers par-
ticipate in multiple torrents and the le popularity changes over time. Our measurement
and analysis show that although the existing BitTorrent system is effective for addressing
8the ash crowd problem upon the debut of a new le, due to the exponentially decreasing
peer arrival rate, it has service unavailability and performance instability problems after a
period of time. Based on the exponentially decreasing peer arrival model, we have further
proposed a graph based model for the interactions among multipletorrents, which quantita-
tively demonstrates that inter-torrent collaboration is much more effective than stimulating
seeds to serve longer for addressing the service unavailability in BitTorrent systems. An
architecture for inter-torrent collaboration under an exchange based instant incentivemech-
anism is also discussed and evaluated by simulations.
1.3.4 Peer-to-peer assisted media caching system
To efciently deliver streaming media on the Internet, we present a novel and efcient
design of a scalable and reliable media proxy system assisted by P2P networks, called
PROP. PROP utilizes the resources of end users to provide scalability and dedicated proxy
servers to ensure reliability. In the PROP system, the clients' machines in an intranet
are self-organized into a structured P2P system to provide a large media storage and to
actively participate in the streaming media delivery, where the proxy is also embedded as
an important member to ensure the quality of streaming service. We have comparatively
evaluated our system through trace-driven simulations with synthetic workloads and with
a real-life workload extracted from the media server logs in an enterprise network, which
shows our design signicantly improves the quality of media streaming and the system
scalability.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a set of
large scale measurements of Internet media trafc and investigate the state of the art of
9Internet media delivery from the perspectives of content, quality and resource utilization.
Chapter 3 presents the stretched exponential model of Internet media reference rank dis-
tribution and the implications of stretched exponential access patterns on media caching.
Chapter 4 studies the performance of BitTorrent-like P2P systems. Chapter 5 presents a
peer-to-peer based media caching system. Chapter 6 makes concluding remarks, discusses
the impacts of media access patterns on the Internet system design and management, and
explores possible future research directions.
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QUALITY AND RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF INTERNET
MEDIA SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
The past decade saw the evolution of Internet content from mostly text and images to
increasingly more multimedia objects such as audio and video [38, 52]. Three methods
are commonly used to deliver multimedia content on the Internet, namely, downloading,
pseudo streaming, and streaming. Initially, multimediaobjects were distributed in the same
way as non-media objects: a client downloads an audio or a video clip from the Web
server. This approach is easy to implement and requires no change to the Web server. The
drawback is that the client has to nish downloading the entire object before it can start
playing the media. This can incur a long startup latency for large media objects or for
clients who have limited bandwidth to the Internet (e.g., dial-up clients). Moreover, if a
client decides that the content of a large media object is not interesting after playing for a
few seconds, most of the trafc in downloading this object is simply wasted.
Pseudo streaming is another delivery method for multimedia objects. It has the same
nature of downloading, but provides an option on the client side to play the object while it
is being downloaded. Most media players, such as Windows Media Player and Real Player,
11supportthe pseudostreaming mechanism. A major limitof pseudo streamingappears when
the downloading connection is slow and cannot catch up with the playback speed. In this
case, a client has to stop frequently to wait for new data.
To address the deciency of downloading and pseudo streaming, researchers have de-
veloped streaming as the most efcient technique for delivering multimedia content. With
streaming, the playback of a media object can start shortly after the client receives the ini-
tial portion of the object from the streaming server. In addition, streaming provides clients
with a variety of controls during playback, such as pause, rewind, jump, etc.. This allows a
client to start or stop the media stream easily at any time. Compared with downloading and
pseudo streaming, the amount of data transferred in streaming is closest to what the client
really needs. Streaming service is superior in handling thousands of concurrent streams
simultaneously, exible responses to network congestion, efcient bandwidth utilization,
and high quality performance [57]. Because of its many advantages, streaming is used in
various Internet applications today.
Today, more than 90% of streaming media trafc on the Internet is delivered ei-
ther through Windows media services or RealNetworks media services [57]. Different
from downloading or pseudo streaming small sized video clips from a Web site such as
YouTube [122], streaming long duration and high quality media objects on the Internet
has several unique challenges. These commercial streaming services have adopted vari-
ous techniques to address the above challenges and to satisfy the ever-increasing quality
demands of users, such as TCP and HTTP based streaming, Fast Streaming, multiple bit
rate (MBR) encoding and rate adaptation. Due to the wide deployment of Network Ad-
dress Translation (NAT) routers and rewalls that often prevent UDP packet transversal,
12TCP-based streaming has been widely used and now accounts for the majority of Inter-
net streaming trafc [57, 107]. Fast Streaming [7] is a group of techniques supported by
the Windows media service, which aggressively utilizes the Internet bandwidth by deliver-
ing a media object at a rate much higher than its encoding rate, in order to minimize the
user perceived startup latency and guard against potential network bandwidth uctuations.
MBR encoding is a technique that encodes a media object with multiple bit rates so that the
streaming server can deliver the same content with different quality to clients with different
network connections. MBR encoding also enables dynamic stream switch among streams
of different rates encoded in the object during a user session, in order to adapt to the current
bandwidth, which is called Intelligent Streaming [12] in the Windows media service and
SureStream [15] in the RealNetworks media service.
In spite of the wide deployment of these techniques, existing measurement studies of
Internet streaming media mainly focus on the characterization of media access patterns and
user behaviors, such as [24, 37, 38, 44, 123], which is helpful to the design of media deliv-
ery systems such as server clusters and media proxies [36, 119]. However, the mechanisms
of the commonly and practically used streaming techniques themselves and their effects on
improving Internet streaming quality have not yet been thoroughly studied, which is nec-
essary to understand state-of-the-art of Internet streaming media and to provide guidance
on future Internet streaming services. Despite several experimental studies in lab envi-
ronments on the Windows and RealNetworks media systems [40, 87], to the best of our
knowledge, to date, there is no comprehensive study on the delivery quality and resource
utilization of these streaming techniques in the Internet environment. It is highly desirable
for both streaming service providers and system designers to be guided with an insightful
understanding of existing Internet streaming techniques.
13In order to investigate Internet streaming quality and the efciency of resource utiliza-
tion with the deployment of these techniques, in this work, we have collected a 12-day
streaming media workload from a large ISP in the United States. The workload covers
thousands of broadband home users and hundreds of business users who access both on-
demand and live streaming media. Through extensive analysis of the majority of TCP-
based streaming trafc on the Internet, we have the following observations:
 We nd that the overhead of protocol rollover plays an important role in user per-
ceived startup latency, and thus may have affected the way that media is served by
content providers. When UDP is not supported, the overhead of protocol rollover
from UDP to TCP contributes a non-trivial delay to the client startup latency. More
than 22% of protocol rollover is longer than 5 seconds.
 By aggressively utilizing the Internet network bandwidth, Fast Streaming shows
both positive and negative features. Although Fast Streaming can help smooth re-
buffering jitter, it over-supplies media data to end users by about 55%, and consumes
more CPU resources, which leads to a longer server response time.
 MBR-encoding is widelyused inmedia authoring, and nearly half of streamingvideo
and audio objects on the Internet are MBR-encoded. However, the rate adaptation
functionality of MBR is poorly utilized, particularly when Fast Streaming is used.
 Overall, on the Internet, about 13% of home and 40% of business streaming sessions
suffer various quality degradations, such as rebuffering, thinning, or switching to a
lower quality stream.
Our measurement and analysis results show that with these techniques, current stream-
ing services tend to over-utilize CPU and bandwidth resources to provide better service
14to end users, which may not be a desirable and effective way to improve the quality of
streaming media delivery. Furthermore, the Fast Streaming technique does not work with
rate adaptation, resulting in even worse user experiences than normal TCP-based streaming
upon long-term network congestion. Motivated by these results, we propose Coordinated
Streaming, a mechanism that effectively coordinates caching and rate adaptation in order to
improve streaming quality with an efcient utilization of the server and Internet resources.
The potential of such a mechanism in streaming quality improvement is evaluated accord-
ingly.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes our trace
collection and processing methodology. Section 2.3 presents an overview of our collected
workload. The measurement and analysis of the delivering quality and resource utilization
of streaming media services are performed in Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. The coordinating
caching and rate adaptation mechanism is discussed in Section 2.7. Some related work is
outlined in Section 2.8. Finally, we summarize our work in section 2.9.
2.2 Trace Collection and Processing Methodology
The prevailing streaming protocols on the Internet are RTSP [102] and MMS [13]. In
RTSP streaming, the client and the server exchange streaming commands via RTSP, run-
ning on TCP. The media data packets and streaming control/feedback packets are delivered
via RTP/RTCP [101] (such as Windows and QuickTime media services) or RDT [14] (Re-
alNetworks media services), running on UDP or TCP. In MMS streaming, all streaming
commands and control packets between a client and a server are exchanged via MMS in
the same TCP connection, and the media data can be delivered over UDP or TCP. For both
RTSP and MMS streaming, when TCP is used to deliver media data, the media and control
15packets are interleaved with RTSP or MMS commands in a single TCP connection, instead
of using two separate TCP connections. In addition to RTSP and MMS, media can also be
streamed through HTTP [10]. Different from HTTP downloading (also known as pseudo
streaming [57]), HTTP streaming uses the HTTP protocol to deliver both RTSP commands
and media data. In Microsoft HTTP streaming, the RTSP headers are embedded in the
Pragma headers of HTTP messages. In RealNetworks and QuickTime HTTP streaming,
the RTSP commands are embedded in HTTP message bodies with the base64 encoding
format.
In this study, we collected streaming media packets in a data center of a major ISP from
2005-04-29 15:00 (Friday) to 2005-05-10 20:30 (Tuesday), using the Gigascope appli-
ance [46]. The data center hosts servers for thousands of business companies, and provides
Internet access services for a large cable company. The Gigascope is running on a site close
to the end users (broadband home users and business users). To collect streaming packets
of RTSP/MMS requests, Gigascope captures all TCP packets from/to ports 554-555, 7070-
7071, 9070, and 1755. According to a recent measurement study that collects RTSP/MMS
packets based on keyword matching [57], our port number selection covers 97.3% of the
RTSP/MMS streaming requests 1. Meanwhile, we also collected UDP streaming trafc via
ports 5004-5005, 6970-6980, and 7000-7010, which are the most popular ports for UDP
streaming. For UDP streaming trafc over other port numbers due to network address
translation (NAT), we calculate the trafc volume based on the summary information that
a client reports to its server when a streaming session is terminated. Compared to existing
studies that are based on server logs [37, 44, 107, 113, 123], in which only the summary
information of streaming sessions is available, our study is conducted at the packet level,
1There are about 2.6% RTSP/MMS/HTTP streaming requests using port 80 or 8080, which are hard to
distinguish from regular HTTP downloading trafc. We exclude this trafc in this study.
16which facilitates more detailed analysis on the quality and the resource utilization of vari-
ous Internet streaming techniques.
The initial trace processing is as follows. We rst grouped TCP packets by TCP con-
nections, based on the IP address, port number, and TCP SYN/FIN/RST ag. Then we
extracted the RTSP/MMS commands from each streaming request. Based on the analysis
of these commands, we identied and parsed media data and streaming control packets
from the TCP or corresponding UDP streams, and dumped the corresponding RTP/RTCP,
RDT, and MMS packet headers. Finally, we identied home users and business users in
our traces based on IP prex matching.
Our trace collection and processing methodology have been validated by extensive ex-
periments on various media server and player products, including Windows Media Player
and Windows Server 2003, Real Player and Helix Server, QuickTime Player and Darwin
Server. All these products have extensions to the standard RTSP and RTP protocols. Due
to the lack of documentation, we reverse-engineered proprietary protocols by capturing
and analyzing media trafc under different environments, with the help of tools such as
tcpdump/windump, ethereal, and NIST Net network emulator.
2.3 Trafc Overview
We have captured 126 GB of streaming data (compressed in gzip format) during the
12-day period. In our workloads, there are 7,591 home users accessing 1,898 servers in
121,091requests, and there are 219businessusersaccessing 911serversin18,742requests.
Both users and servers are identied by their public IPs, and the real number of business
users would be much larger due to the usage of NAT (a business IP may host up to 64 users
as shown in Section 2.4.2).
17Content Type Product Type # of Requests TCP/UDP Trafc (GB)
WM 28,210 5.86/0.89
audio RM 9,139 0.79/2.26
on QT 244 0.00/0.082
demand WM 67,002 151.21/20.64
video RM 12,117 6.25/17.31
QT 113 0.01/0.34
WM 1,499 5.36/6.69
audio RM 1,164 0.25/2.39
live QT 4 0.00/0.14
media WM 950 13.50/2.85
video RM 643 5.69/3.09
QT 6 0.00/0.003
Table 2.1: Home user streaming media workload overview
2.3.1 Streaming trafc by user communities
Content Type Product Type # of Requests TCP/UDP Trafc (GB)
WM 9,725 3.67/0.01
audio RM 1,285 3.03/0.04
on QT 5 0.00/0.001
demand WM 5,762 21.18/3.31
video RM 1,057 3.94/0.42
QT 8 0.00/0.01
WM 493 5.56/0.01
audio RM 350 4.46/1.05
live QT  
media WM 50 0.65/0.00
video RM 7 0.20/0.00
QT  
Table 2.2: Business user streaming media workload overview
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Figure 2.1: On-demand and live audio distributions in the home and business user work-
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Figure 2.2: On-demand and live video distributions in the home and business user work-
loads
Table 2.1 and 2.2 show the trafc breakdowns based on the content types (audio/video,
live/on-demand) and media service products in the home user and business user work-
loads, respectively. In these tables, WM, RM, and QT denote Windows, RealNetworks,
and QuickTime media services, respectively. In our workloads, most streaming trafc is
delivered over Windows media services (80.7% and 85.5% of the requests in the home and
19business user workloads, respectively), and RealNetworks is next (19.0% and 14.4% of the
requests in the home and business user workloads, respectively). Only a small fraction of
streaming trafc is delivered over QuickTime. These tables also indicate that TCP is re-
sponsible for the majority of streaming trafc on the Internet, conrming previous studies
such as [57, 107].
In the home user workload, 2.20% and 31.05% of the requests access live and on-
demand audio objects, and 1.32% and 65.43% of the requests access live and on-demand
video objects, respectively. Video is responsible for the majority of streaming media re-
quested by home users. In contrast, in the business user workload, 4.50% and 58.77% of
the requests access live and on-demand audio, while 0.30% and 36.43% of the requests
access live and on-demand video, respectively. Audio is responsible for the majority of
streaming media requested by business users. In addition, although the volume of live me-
dia trafc is far less than that of on-demand media trafc in both workloads, compared to
home users, business users are more likely to access live media, most of which is audio.
Figure 2.1(a) and Figure 2.2(a) show the distributionof le length (in terms of playback
duration) of on-demand audio and video objects in each streaming session requested by
home and business users, respectively. These gures indicate that business users tend to
request audio and video objects with longer le lengths. Specically, for audio objects, as
shown in Figure 2.1(a), more than 70% of sessions in the business user workload request
objects with a le length between 200400 seconds, the typical duration of a pop song;
in contrast, for home users, more than 50% of audio sessions request les with a length
around 30 seconds, most of which are music preview samples.
Figure 2.1(b) and Figure 2.2(b) further compare user playback durations of on-demand
audio/video sessions in the home and business user workloads. As shown in Figure 2.1(b),
20for more than half of on-demand audio sessions in the business user workload, the user
playback duration is about 200400 seconds, corresponding to the length of a typical pop
song as in Figure 2.1(a). Figures 2.1(c) and 2.2(c) show the playback duration of live
audio/video sessions in the home and business user workloads. From these gures, we
can see that for both live and on-demand audio/video sessions, the playback duration of
business users is much longer than that of home users (note that the x-axis is in log scale).
The above results indicate that business users tend to listen more audio on the Internet
and tend to stick to the media content being played longer than home users. However,
looking into the URLs and the Referer headers of RTSP commands in the trace, we
found that the majority of streaming media accessed by home users and business users are
both from news and entertainment sites. Thus, the different access pattern of business users
is not due to the accesses of business related media content, but rather due to the working
environments of business usersaudio is more preferred possibly because it attracts less
attention when they are working, and the long playback duration might be because their
business work prevents them from frequently changing media programs.
2.3.2 Streaming trafc by media hosting services
In general, there are two approaches thata contentprovidercan useto deliveritsstream-
ing media. The rst is that a content provider can host the streaming server itself. We call
this self-hosting. The second is that a content provider can ask help from a third party,
such as a commercial content delivery network (CDN) or media delivery network (MDN),
to avoid service management and hardware/software investments. We call this third-party
hosting. For both self-hosting and third-party hosting, the portals of streaming media are
usually on the Web sites of their content providers.
21Hosting Content Home User Business User
Service Type Vol. (GB) Req. Vol. (GB) Req.
Third audio 13.82 27,896 10.19 9,810
Party video 126.24 54,136 13.71 3,820
Self audio 11.41 12,188 7.64 2,056
Hosting video 95.33 26,939 16.00 3,085
Table 2.3: Streaming media trafc by different hosting services
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Figure 2.3: Service providers ranked by trafc volume
We identied service providers in our workloads by their host names and IP addresses.
The host names are extracted from the URLs of media objects encoded in RTSP/MMS
packets. We have identied24 third-partymedia services, including22 CDNs/MDNsand 2
media services hosted by ISPs (we anonymize the company names due to customer privacy
concerns).
Table 2.3 shows the volume and number of requests of streaming trafc served by third-
party media services and self-hosting media services in the home and business user work-
loads, respectively. In the home user workload, third-party media services serve 56.8% of
22the trafc and 67.7% of the requests. In the business user workload, third-party media ser-
vices serve 50.3% of the trafc and 72.6% of the requests. The percentages of audio trafc
served by third-party services are similar for home and business users, but business users
request more video from self-hosting media services. Our further investigation nds that
a substantial amount of such video trafc comes from a news site and a sports site outside
United States, which might be due to the foreign employees in these business companies.
In general, more than half streaming trafc is served by third-party hosting services in both
workloads.
Figure 2.3(a) and Figures 2.3(b), 2.3(c) further show the rank of trafc volume served
by different service providers in the home and business user workloads, for third-party
hosting services and self-hosting services, respectively. Most streaming trafc is served by
the top ve CDNs/MDNs and the top two self-hosting commercial sites (one video site and
one well-known search engine site).
2.4 Protocol Rollover and User Startup Latency
Although traditionally UDP is the default transport protocol for streaming media data
transmission, in practice, UDP is often shielded at the client side. Therefore, today stream-
ing media data are often delivered over TCP or even HTTP. Among the three options,
generally UDP is tried rst upon a client request. If UDP is not supported due to either
server side or client side reasons, TCP can be used instead. If TCP is not supported ei-
ther, HTTP will be used. Such a procedure is called protocol rollover, which is conducted
automatically by the media player.
Due to the wide deployment of NAT routers/rewalls in home user networks and small
business networks, protocol rollover plays an important role in the user perceived startup
23latency and may have affected the way that media is served by content providers. In this
section, we rst analyze the impact of protocol rollover on the user perceived startup la-
tency, then investigate rollover avoidance in these streaming media services.
2.4.1 Startup latency due to protocol rollover
ProtocolrolloverinRTSP worksas follows(protocolrolloverinMMSissimilar). Upon
a client request, the media player sends a SETUP command with a Transport header,
specifying the transport protocol it prefers. If UDP is supported, the port numbers for re-
ceiving data and sending feedback are also specied. Then in the Transport header of
the SETUP reply message, the streaming server returns the protocol it selects. If it selects
UDP, the port numbers for sending data and receiving feedback are also returned. If the
player requests UDP but the server does not support it, the server responds with the proto-
col it supports (i.e., TCP) directly, and the protocol switches without additional overhead.
However, if the server supports UDP but the player is shielded by a NAT router/rewall,
the incoming UDP trafc may not be able to go through the router. After a timeout, the
player has to terminate the current RTSP connection and sends a new RTSP request in a
new TCP connection, specifying TCP as the transport protocol in the SETUP command.
As a result, such a negotiation procedure for protocol rollover takes a non-trivial time.
Thus, the startup latency of a user session can be further decomposed into three parts:
(1) protocolrollovertime is the duration from the beginningof the rst RTSP/MMS request
to the beginning of the last RTSP/MMS request in the user session; (2) transportsetup time
is the duration from the the beginning of the last RTSP/MMS request (or the rst request
if no protocol rollover) to the time when the transport protocol setup succeeds; (3) startup
buffering time is the time to ll the play-out buffer of the media player, starting from the
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Figure 2.4: Protocol rollover increases startup latency of streaming sessions
transport setup success time to the playback start time. In our workloads, we have found
that although most user sessions with protocol rollover try UDP only once, some sessions
may try UDP up to 3 times before switching to TCP. As the negotiation process of protocol
rollover may take a non-trivial time, the protocol rollover increases the startup latency a
user perceives.
Assuming a ve-second play-out buffer [6] is used, Figure 2.4(a) and Figure 2.4(b)
show the distribution of startup latency in Windows and RealNetworks media services,
respectively, for RTSP sessions with protocol rollover in the home user workload (the dis-
tribution for business user workload is similar). In Windows media services, more than
22% of the streaming sessions have a rollover time longer than 5 seconds, in addition to
the normal startup latency due to the transport setup and the initial buffering. Figure 2.4(b)
shows that RealNetworks media services have an even longer rollover timemore than
67% of the streaming sessions have a rollover time longer than 5 seconds. We also ob-
serve that in general the Windows Media service has a much shorter buffering time than
25the RealNetworks Media service. This is probably due to the higher buffering rate of Win-
dows media streaming (see Fast Start in Section 2.5), since the object encoding rates of
Windows and RealNetworks media in our workloads are comparable. Figure 2.4(c) further
compares the delay from the session beginning time to the transport setup completion time
for sessions with and without protocol rollover in Windows media services in the home
user workload. As shown in the gure, about 37% of the sessions with protocol rollover
have a delay longer than 5 seconds. In contrast, only about 13% of the sessions without
protocol rollover have a delay longer than 5 seconds.
2.4.2 Protocol selection and rollover avoidance
In most client side media players, although the transport protocol of streaming media
can be specied by a user manually, the default protocol is usually UDP. In Section 2.3,
we have also found that the majority of streaming trafc in our workloads is delivered over
TCP. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that a large portion of the user sessions experience
protocol rollover.
However, in the home user workload, we found that there are only about 7.37% of
streaming sessions trying UDP rst and then switching to TCP. In the business user work-
load, only about 7.95% streaming sessions switch from UDP to TCP. These results imply
that TCP is directly used without protocol rollover in most streaming sessions, despite the
default protocol setting in the player. We analyze this phenomenon as follows.
The Windows streaming service allows the specication of the transport protocol in the
URL modier at either the client side or the server side. In Windows media streaming, the
URL passed to a media player is either input by a user (client side action) or exported from
a media meta le stored on or dynamically generated by a Web server (server side action).
26For example, rtspt means using TCP as the transport protocol while rtspu means us-
ing UDP. We extracted URL modiers from the summary of media playing information,
which is sent by the client in a RTSP/MMS command when a session is terminated. In
both home user and business user workloads, we found that for more than 70% of the Win-
dows streaming sessions, TCP is specied as the transport protocol by content providers.
This explains why TCP-based media streaming is so prevalent on the Internet. Study [107]
suggests that the NAT and rewall deployment constrained the usage of UDP in streaming
media applications. Our conjecture is that as content providers are generally aware of the
wide deployment of NAT and rewalls, they actively use TCP to avoid any possible shield-
ing or protocol rollover to end users. With such a conguration, even if UDP is supported
at both the client side and the server side, the streaming media will still be delivered over
TCP directly.
To validate our conjecture, we further investigate the NAT usage of home users and
business users with the MMS streaming in our workloads. Different from RTSP, in MMS
streaming, a client reports its local IP address to its server in clear text. Extracting this
information from the MMS workload, we found that most MMS users in the home and
business user workloads report private IPs (such as 192.168.1.100), indicating that
they access the Internet through NAT. In the home user workload, about 98.3% of the
MMS requests are initiated from clients shielded by NAT, and about 99.5% of the MMS
clients are shielded by NAT. These two numbers are 89.5% and 88.0% in the business
user workload, respectively. A NAT router hosts up to 3 MMS clients in the home user
workload, and up to 64 MMS clients in the business user workload. Thus, for these clients,
the TCP transmission specied on the server side effectively avoids protocol rollover, and
signicantly reduces user perceived startup latency.
27On the other hand, RealNetworks media services try to avoid protocol rollover by using
NAT transversal techniques. By reverse-engineering of the protocol, we nd that different
from the Windows media service, in which a server sends UDP packets to its client rst
through the port that the client reports in the SETUP command, in the RealNetworks media
service, a client sends UDP packets to its server rst, so that the server can gure out the
client's external UDP port number converted by NAT. To distinguishdifferent user sessions
shielded by the same NAT, the server uses different UDP port numbers to listen to UDP
packets coming from different sessions, which are generated by the server dynamically and
sent to its clients in the replies of SETUP commands. As a result, UDP accounts for the
majority of streaming trafc in the RealNetworks media service, and protocol rollover is
less frequent than that in the Windows media service. However, as indicated by Figure 2.4,
once a protocol rollover happens, the rollover time in the RealNetworks media service is
generally much longer than that in the Windows Media service. Furthermore, this solution
somehow violates the standard RTSP specication because the UDP port number that a
client reports to its server in the SETUP command is intentionally discarded.
2.5 Fast Streaming
In early streaming media services, a media object is streamed at its encoding rate and a
small play-out buffer is used to smooth the streaming jitter. However, in practice, the play-
out buffer may be exhausted, since the available bandwidth between a client and its server
may uctuate from time to time. This is particularly important for TCP-based streaming,
in which the congestion control mechanism constrains the streaming rate. As we have
shown in Section 2.4, content providers of Windows media services often use TCP-based
streaming directly to avoid protocol rollover. In order to provide high quality streaming
28Delivery home user business user
Method third-party self-hosting third-party self-hosting
FC 55.00 GB 68.72 GB 3.75 GB 6.24 GB
TCP 49.91 GB 15.27 GB 15.92 GB 16.79 GB
UDP 35.15 GB 22.74 GB 4.23 GB 0.62 GB
Table 2.4: Streaming trafc with Fast Cache
experience to end users, Windows Media services use Fast Streaming techniques [7], in-
cluding Fast Start, Fast Cache, Fast Recovery, and Fast Reconnect 2. Both Fast Start and
Fast Cache transmit media data at a rate higher than the media encoding rate 3. Fast Start
can run over both TCP and UDP while Fast Cache always runs over TCP. Fast Start is en-
abled by almost all Windows media servers in order to reduce the startup buffering time for
clients. Basically, Fast Start transmits data to the client as fast as possible until the play-out
buffer is lled. After the Fast Start period, Fast Cache streams media data until the entire
object is delivered or the session is terminated by the user. In order to smooth out network
bandwidth uctuations, Fast Cache transmits media data to a client at a speed usually up
to 5 times the media encoding rate and the client maintains a growing buffer for the early
arrived data.
Table 2.4 shows the total volume of streaming trafc delivered over Fast Cache (FC),
normal TCP streaming excluding FC (TCP), and UDP streaming (UDP) in our workloads.
As the table shows, Fast Cache is widely used by both third-party hosting services and self-
hosting services, accounting for 50.1% and 21.0% of the streaming trafc in the home and
2As Fast Recovery and Fast Reconnect events are rare in our workloads, we do not include them in this
study.
3Similarly, RealNetworks media services can also stream a media object at a rate higher than its encoding
rate. Due to page limits, we only present the analysis results of Windows streaming services.
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Figure 2.5: Features of media delivered by Fast Cache and normal TCP streaming
business user workloads, respectively. There is less streaming trafc delivered over Fast
Cache in the business user workload than in the home user workload, because the access
pattern of business users is different from that of home users. Business users access more
audio and live media than home users. Audio media objects have low bit rates and usually
do not need Fast Cache, while live media objects cannot be streamed over Fast Cache at
all. The on-demand video they access is different too.
Figure 2.5 comparesthe distributionof le lengthand encodingrate of objectsdelivered
over Fast Cache supported streaming and normal TCP streaming in on-demand Windows
video sessions of the home user workload. As shown in the gure, Fast Cache is more
widely used for objects with longer le lengths and higher encoding rates. This is reason-
able because these objects are more sensitive to network bandwidth uctuations and thus
Fast Cache can help more.
Due to page limit, in the remainder of this section, we only present our analysis results
of Windows media streaming for TCP-based on-demand video sessions with a playback
30duration longer than 30 seconds in the home user workload, if not specied particularly
(the results for the business user workload are similar).
2.5.1 Fast Cache smoothes bandwidth uctuation
As mentioned before, Fast Cache supported streaming smoothes the uctuation of net-
work bandwidth by maintaining a growing buffer for the early arrived data. To understand
how Fast Cache utilizes the network bandwidth, we extract the Bandwidth header in a
client's PLAY command, and the Speed header in this command and that in the server's
reply. The Bandwidth header contains the client advertised bandwidth, which is either
a default value set by a user in the media player, or measured in real time before media
streaming with the so called packet pair technique. The Speed header in a client's PLAY
command species the delivery speed that the client requests, in multiples of the media en-
coding rate, which is usually equivalent to the client available bandwidth. The speed that a
server agrees to offer is specied in the Speed header of the reply to the PLAY command,
which is usually not greater than 5 times of the media encoding rate. However, the actual
streaming speed may be smaller than the speed that the server claims in the PLAY reply.
Thus, we computed the average of actual streaming rate during each user session based on
the packet level information in our workload (the startup buffering is excluded).
Figure 2.6(a) shows the distribution of the client advertised bandwidth, the client re-
quested streaming rate (i.e., the product of the Speed value and the media encoding rate),
and the actual streaming rate for streaming sessions with Fast Cache support. Figure 2.6(b)
shows the advertised bandwidth and the actual streaming rate for normal TCP streaming.
Comparing Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b), we nd that the actual streaming rate in Fast Cache
supported streaming is much closer to the client advertised bandwidth than that in normal
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TCP streaming 4. So Fast Cache exploits the unutilized network bandwidth under the con-
straint of TCP congestion control. In other words, for normal TCP streaming, it is possible
to deliver the same media at a higher transmissionrate, or to deliver the media with a higher
encoding rate.
In Windows media streaming, the default play-out buffer size accounts for ve seconds
media playback [6]. Upon network uctuations, if the play-out buffer is empty, the client
has to stop to buffer data, and a playback jitter occurs. With Fast Cache, the early buffered
data could afford a smooth playback much longer before rebuffering is necessary. We de-
ne the rebuffering ratio of a streaming session as the total time for rebuffering over the
total playback duration, which reects the streaming quality that a user experiences. Fig-
ure 2.7(a) shows the rebuffering ratio of sessions streamed with and without Fast Cache
support (i.e. Fast Cache and normal TCP streaming in the gure). To make a fair com-
parison, we only consider sessions requesting video objects with an encoding rate between
4The 2 Gbps client advertised bandwidth corresponds to the player's connection speed setting 10 Mbps
and above.
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Figure 2.7: Bandwidth uctuation smoothed by Fast Cache
200400 Kbps. About 15% of the normal TCP streaming sessions suffer rebuffering while
only about 8.5% of the Fast Cache supported streaming sessions suffer rebuffering. Thus,
FastCache caneffectivelyeliminaterebufferinginstreamingsessions. We alsoobservethat
for Fast Cache supported streaming, there are about 1.8% of the sessions with a rebuffer-
ing ratio larger than 50%, while for normal TCP streaming, there are only about 0.9% of
the sessions with a rebuffering ratio larger than 50%. The reason is that when rebuffering
happens, normal TCP streaming may switch to a stream of lower rate if the media object
is MBR encoded (see Section 2.6.1), thus avoiding further rebuffering. In contrast, stream
switch is disabled in Fast Cache supported streaming, thus the rebuffering may happen
repeatedly, resulting a large rebuffering ratio (see Section 2.6.3).
Fast Cache supported streaming also decreases the possibility of encountering network
congestion by reducing the data transmission time. Figure 2.7(b) shows the distribution of
data transmission duration for Fast Cache supported streaming sessions and normal TCP
streaming sessions, respectively. We can see that although in general the media objects
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streamed with Fast Cache have higher le lengths and encoding rates as shown in Fig-
ure 2.5, the transmission time of Fast Cache supported streaming is much shorter than that
of normal TCP streaming (note that the x-axis is in log scale).
2.5.2 Fast Cache produces extra trafc
Fast Cache continuously delivers a media object at a rate higher than (usually up to ve
times) its encoding rate. In reality, the entire media object can be delivered completely to
the user in the middle of the user's playback. If the user stops in the middle, the pre-arrived
data for the remaining part are wasted. Considering the well known fact that most sessions
only access the initial part of a video object [119], the extra delivered trafc by Fast Cache
would be non-trivial, especially for large media objects such as movies.
In this study, we compute the over-supplied trafc as follows. The packet size and the
time that a packet should be rendered can be extracted directly from the RTP packet header.
Based on the timestamps of PLAY, PAUSE, and TEARDOWN commands, we get the user
playback duration for each session. Assuming a default ve-second play-out buffer [6]
on the client side, we compute the extra trafc for each session. Figure 2.8 shows the
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Figure 2.10: The server response time to streaming requests
extra trafc caused by Fast Cache supported streaming and normal TCP streaming, for all
Windows streaming sessions in the home user workload. On average, Fast Cache over-
supplies about 54.8% of media data to clients due to clients' early terminations, while the
over-supplied trafc is only about 4.6% for normal TCP streaming sessions. Figure 2.9
shows the CDF of the average transmission speed (in multiples of the media encoding rate)
of Fast Cache supported and normal TCP streaming, respectively. In the computation of
the average tranmission speed, we only consider the data transmission after the Fast Start
buffering period. The high data transmission speed in Fast Cache supported streaming
indicates the reason for the over-supplied data.
2.5.3 Server response time of Fast Cache
In addition to over-utilizing the network bandwidth, by transmitting media at a rate
much higher than its encoding rate, a streaming server running Fast Cache may also con-
sumemore CPU, memory, diskI/O,and other resources thana streamingserver notrunning
Fast Cache. As a result, a request may have to wait for a longer time to be served when a
35burst of requests arrive at the server. We dene the server response time of a RTSP/MMS
request to be the duration from the time instant when a server receives the rst command
from a client, to the time instant when the server sends its reply. Since our workloads are
collected by Gigascope at a site very close to end users, the timestamp of a captured packet
can be regarded as the time instant when the client sends or receives that packet. We use
the timestamps of TCP handshake packets to estimate the packet round trip time (RTT),
and then compute the server response time.
Figure 2.10(a) shows the distribution of the server response time for streaming requests
served by third-party media services. We compare the response time of requests to servers
with and without running Fast Cache. For servers running Fast Cache, about 43% of the
requests have a response time longer than 0.1 second, while for servers not running Fast
Cache, only about 9% of the requests have a response time longer than 0.1 second. Fig-
ure 2.10(b) shows the corresponding distribution of the server response time for streaming
requests served by self-hosting media services. For servers running Fast Cache, about 21%
of the requests have a response time longer than 0.1 second, while for servers not running
Fast Cache, only about 5% of the requests have a response time longer than 0.1 second.
These results indicate that the response time on servers running Fast Cache is statistically
longer than that on servers not running Fast Cache. We also observe that the response
time of the third-party hosting service is larger than that of the self-hosting service. As a
commercial company, a third-party hosting service may want to fully utilize its server re-
sourceswithmanyservicesubscribers. Incontrast, self-hostingservices are morededicated
and thus are often less heavily loaded.
362.5.4 Server load of Fast Cache
To further investigate the system resources consumed by Fast Cache, we conducted ex-
periments with the Windows server 2003 and the Windows media load simulator [17]. We
ran Windows server 2003 on a machine with 2 GHz Pentium-4 CPU and 512 MB memory,
and ran a Windows media load simulator on a Windows XP client machine. The server ma-
chine and the client machine are connected through a 100 Mbps fast Ethernet switch. We
generated two streaming video les with the Windows media encoder, one is encoded with
282 Kbps and the other is encoded with 1.128 Mbps, both of which have a 20-minute play-
back duration. We duplicated each le with 50 copies, and saved each copy with a different
name. We rst ran 50 normal TCP streaming sessions for 5 minutes using the simulator,
each of which requests a different copy of the 282 Kbps video le simultaneously. Since
the simulator does not support Fast Cache, we ran 50 normal TCP streaming sessions re-
questing the 1.128 Mbps video using the simulator, in order to simulate the streaming with
Fast Cache support for the 282 Kbps video (with 4 speed). This experiment was also con-
ducted for 5 minutes, with each session requesting a different le copy simultaneously. In
each experiment, the simulator recorded the CPU and memory usage reported by the server
every second. The average bandwidth usage was recorded in the server logs. We repeated
each experiment 10 times.
Figure 2.11 showsthe average usage of CPU and bandwidthof the server over the entire
duration of the simulation (the memory usages of Fast Cache and normal TCP streaming
are very close and thus are not presented). The bandwidth usage of Fast Cache is 3.67
times of that of the normal TCP streaming, while the CPU load of Fast Cache is 3.57 times
of that of normal TCP streaming. This indicates that the CPU consumed by Fast Cache
is approximately proportional to the streaming delivery rate. Given that Fast Cache could
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Figure 2.11: Server load comparison between Fast Cache and normal TCP streaming
deliver a media object at a rate 5 times of its encoding rate, Fast Cache increases server
load signicantly, and thus limits the scalability of a streaming server. In our workloads,
the Windows media servers in the second largest media delivery network and the largest
self-hosting media service (a well known search engine site) do not support Fast Cache at
all (we anonymize their domain names due to customer privacy concerns), which might be
due to the concerns of high resource demands of Fast Cache.
2.5.5 Effectiveness of resource over-utilization
Fast Cache delivers a media object to a client faster than the playing speed by over-
utilizing the bandwidth and CPU resources. However, streaming a media object at a rate
higher than itsencoding rate is onlypossiblewhen the available bandwidthbetween a client
and its server is large enough. Intuitively, when a media object is streamed at its encoding
rate, the higher the average bandwidth between a client and its server over its encoding
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rate, the lower possibility at which performance degradation occurs during the playback.
To understand whether Fast Cache performs better than normal TCP-based streaming when
the average bandwidth between a client and its server is large enough, we plot the CDF of
rebuffering ratio for Fast Cache based streaming sessions and normal TCP-based stream-
ing sessions in the home user workload in which the media encoding rate of each stream
is 200320 Kbps and the client advertised bandwidth (extracted from the Bandwidth
header) is at least 500 Kbps greater than the media encoding rate, as shown in Figure 2.12.
Compared with Figure 2.7(a), the two curves in Figure 2.12 are very close, which means
that, although temporary network congestion may occur from time to time, a small play-out
buffer performs well enough to smooth out bandwidth uctuation during streaming, when
the average bandwidth is large enough. Thus, aggressively over-utilizing the server and In-
ternet resources is neither performance-effective nor cost-efcient under a high bandwidth
condition. The higher speed at which Fast Cache can stream a media object, the lower
necessity is this speed for a client. Furthermore, even if no extra trafc generated (assume
the media object is played completely in each session), the number of concurrent streams
39on a server is constrained by the streaming speed, and thus limits the server's capacity to
service bursty requests.
2.6 Rate Adaptation
In order to adapt to bandwidth uctuations, major media services such as Windows me-
dia and RealNetworks media support three kinds of techniques for rate adaptation. Stream
switch enables a server to dynamically switch among streams with different encoding rates
for the same object, based on the available network bandwidth. This technique is called
Intelligent Streaming in the Windows media service [12] and SureStream in the RealNet-
works media service [15]. Stream thinning enables a server to only send key frames to the
client, when no lower bit rate stream is available. If the current bandwidth is not suf-
cient to transmit key frames, a server can only send audio to client, which is called video
cancellation.
2.6.1 MBR encoding and stream switch
To enable stream switch, the media object must be encoded with multiple bit rates
(MBR): the encoder generates multiple streams with different bit rates for the same media
content, and encapsulates all these streams together.
Figures 2.13(a), 2.13(b), 2.13(c) and Figures 2.13(d), 2.13(e), 2.13(f) show the distri-
bution of the number of streams encoded in on-demand and live media objects in the home
user and business user workloads, respectively. For video objects, we show the number
of audio streams and video streams in a le separately (Figures 2.13(b), 2.13(c) for on-
demand objects and Figures 2.13(e), 2.13(f) for live objects). Because there are only a
small amount of live video objects in the business user workload, we do not present them
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Figure 2.13: MBR encoding in the home and business user workloads
in Figures 2.13(e), 2.13(f). These gures show that about 42% of the on-demand video ob-
jects in the home user workload are encoded with at least two video streams. The number
of video streams in video objects is up to 12, and the number of video and audio streams
together in a video object is up to 20. The number of streams in live audio objects is rela-
tively small, but there are still 13% and 28% of the objects in home user and business user
workloads encoded with at least two streams, respectively. These results indicate that the
MBR encoding technique has been widely used in media authoring, which enables the rate
adaptationdynamically switching among streams based on the available bandwidth.
The stream switch in RTSP protocols works as follows (stream switch in MMS has a
similar procedure). When a RTSP session is established upon a client request, the me-
dia player sends a DESCRIBE command to the server, asking for the description of the
41requested media object. In the reply to the DESCRIBE, the server sends the media descrip-
tion using SDP [63], including the description of each video/audio stream encapsulated in
the media object. Then the client species the stream that it desires in the SETUP (Win-
dows media service) or SET PARAMETER(RealNetworks media service) command, based
on its current available bandwidth. The server delivers the requested stream upon receiving
the PLAY command from the client.
If during playback, the available bandwidth drops below the media encoding rate, the
play-out buffer will be drained off. In this case, the media player may send a request
to ask the server to switch to a lower rate stream. In Intelligent Streaming (Windows
media service), the media player sends a SET PARAMETER with a SSEntry message
body via RTSP, specifying the current stream and the stream to switch to. In SureStream
(RealNetworks media service), the client sends a SET PARAMETER command with an
UnSubscribe header to cancel the current stream and a Subscribe header to switch
to the new stream.
We extracted all related information from RTSP/MMS commands, and analyzed these
stream switches. To characterize the overhead and frequency of stream switches, we dene
the switch latency as the freezing duration between the end of the old stream and the begin-
ning of the new stream, during which a user has to wait for buffering. We also dene the
low quality durationof a streaming session as the total playback time of streams with lower
rates (relative to the highest encoding rate that the content is transmitted in this session).
Assuming a ve-second play-out buffer [6], Figure 2.14(a) and Figure 2.14(b) show the
distribution of stream switch latency and low quality duration in the home and business
user workloads, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.14(a), about 30%40% of the stream
switches have a switch latency greater than 3 seconds, and about 10%20% of the stream
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Figure 2.14: Stream switch
switches have a switch latency greater than 5 seconds, which is non-trivial for end users. In
Figure 2.14(b), we observe that about 60% of the sessions have a low quality duration less
than 30 seconds, and 85% of the low quality stream durations are shorter than 40 seconds.
2.6.2 Stream thinning and video cancellation
Stream thinning works in a similar way as stream switch. To characterize the quality
degradation due to stream thinning, we dene the thinning duration as the time duration
from the thinning command to the un-thinning command or the stop playing com-
mand, which reects the quality degradation time that a user suffers. We also dene the
thinning interval as the interval between two consecutive stream thinning events, which
reects the frequency of such quality degradations. Figure 2.15(a) and Figure 2.15(b) show
the thinning duration and the interval for video sessions longer than 30 seconds in the home
and business user workloads, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.15(a), more than 70% of
the thinning durations are shorter than 30 seconds. Figure 2.15(b) shows most (70% in the
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Figure 2.15: Stream thinning
home user workload and 82% in the business user workload) thinning intervals are longer
than 30 seconds.
When bandwidth is too low to transmit the key frame of video stream, the client may
send a TEARDOWN command to cancel the video stream, then the server sends audio only.
When the bandwidth increases, the client may set up and request the video stream again.
2.6.3 Summary of Internet streaming quality
According to our extensive trace analysis and real experiments, Fast Cache does not
support rate adaptation in practice. In a streaming session with Fast Cache enabled, the
client never requests to switch streams after the initial stream selection in the SETUP com-
mand, even if there is a more suitable stream matching the decreased/increased bandwidth
during playback. Thinning and video cancellation are also disabled when Fast Cache is
enabled. As a result, when the bandwidth drops below the encoding rate, Fast Cache sup-
ported streaming performs like pseudo streaming [57]: the player stops to buffer data for a
while, then continuesto play the mediafor aboutve seconds (the play-outbuffer size), and
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this procedure repeats. With such a conguration, if a sudden network congestion happens
and lasts for a long time, the streaming quality of Fast Cache supported streaming could be
even worse than that of normal TCP streaming. Figure 2.16 shows that when rebuffering
happens, the rebuffering duration of Fast Cache supported streaming is much longer than
that of normal TCP streaming in the home user workload, because it cannot switch to a
lower rate stream upon network congestion.
Figure 2.17(a) and Figure 2.17(b) show the CDF of playback duration of TCP-based
video streaming sessions that are longer than 30 seconds in the home and business user
workloads, respectively. The three curves in each gure denote all sessions, sessions with-
out quality degradations, and sessions with quality degradations (including rebuffering,
stream switch, stream thinning, and video cancellation), respectively. We can see that for
sessions with longer durations, degradation happens with a higher probability. For exam-
ple, in the business user workload, 88% of the sessions with quality degradations have a
duration longer than 100 seconds, while 58% of the sessions without quality degradations
have a duration longer than 100 seconds. Table 2.5 further shows the breakdowns of ses-
sions with and without quality degradations for TCP-based video streaming sessions that
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are longer than 30 seconds and longer than 300 seconds, in the home and business user
workloads, respectively. We can see that quality degradation happens less frequently in the
home user workload than in the business user workload, which may be due to the longer
playback duration of business users as shown in Figure 2.17. For sessions longer than
30 seconds, 13%40% of the video sessions still have quality degradation due to the re-
buffering, stream switch, stream thinning, and video cancellation. For sessions longer than
300 seconds, the quality is getting worse. Further investigation shows that in a signicant
amount of video sessions with rebuffering, the requested media objects are MBR encoded,
and the lack of stream switch is largely due to the usage of Fast Cache, which disables rate
adaptation.
In conclusion, the quality of media streaming on the Internet leaves much to be im-
proved, especially for those sessions with longer durations.
46streaming duration > 30 sec duration > 300 sec
quality home biz home biz
smooth playback 87.06% 59.96% 56.82% 19.73%
rebuffering only 8.65% 18.91% 32.87% 31.97%
stream switch 0.83% 16.30% 1.40% 37.42%
stream thinning 1.94% 3.42% 4.73% 6.80%
video cancellation 1.52% 1.41% 4.18% 4.08%
Table 2.5: Summary of streaming quality
2.7 Coordinating Caching and Rate Adaptation
Fast Cache and rate adaptation are two commonly and practically used techniques that
improve the experience of streaming media users from different perspectives. Fast Cache
aggressively buffers media data in advance at a rate higher than the media encoding rate,
aiming to absorb the streaming jitter due to network congestion. In contrast, rate adaptation
conservatively switches to a lower bit rate stream upon network congestion. As shown in
our analysis, both techniques have their merits and limits. Fast Cache has its problems
such as increasing server load and producing extra trafc. On the other hand, the latency
of stream switch is non-trivial in most sessions, due to the small size of play-out buffer.
Combining the merits of both techniques, in this section, we discuss Coordinated
Streaming, a mechanism that coordinates caching and rate adaptation. In this scheme,
an upper bound and a lower bound are applied to the play-out buffer of the client player.
The upper bound setting prevents aggressive data buffering while the lower bound setting
eliminates the stream switch latency. When a streaming session starts, the server transmits
data to the client as fast as possible until the lower bound is reached. Then the playback
begins and the client continues to buffer data with the highest possible rate until the buffer
47reaches its upper bound. With a full buffer, the client buffers data at the media encoding
rate, and the buffer is kept full. When network congestion occurs, the client may receive
data at a rate lower than the object encoding rate, and the buffer is drained off. If the net-
work bandwidth increases before the buffer drops below its lower bound, the client will
request data at a higher rate to ll the buffer. Otherwise, the client will switch to a lower
rate stream. The selection of the lower rate stream should be based on the following: in
a typical bandwidth uctuation period, the current bandwidth should be able to maintain
normal playback of this lower rate stream and transmit extra data to ll the buffer to its
upper bound. When the network bandwidth is increased, the client may switch to a higher
encoding rate stream.
We conducted an ideal experiment as a proof of concept of this scheme. We set the
lower bound of the buffer size as 5 seconds to cover the normal stream switch latency
as well as the initial buffering duration, as the default play-out buffer size is 5 seconds,
and the average stream switch latency is also about 5 seconds. The upper bound of the
buffer size is set to 30 seconds, considering the typical network uctuation periods that
may affect streaming quality, such as low quality duration, thinning duration, and thinning
interval (Figures 2.14(b), 2.15(a), and 2.15(b)). In a practical system, the lower and upper
boundof buffersize shouldbe adaptivelytunable basedon thesequalitydegradationevents.
However,we willshowthat evenwiththeabovesimpleconguration, thestreamingquality
can be effectively improved and the over-supplied trafc can be signicantly reduced.
We simulated the Coordinated Streaming scheme based on the packet level informa-
tion of Fast Cache supported streaming sessions, and compared the quality and bandwidth
usage of this scheme with that of Fast Cache supported streaming and normal TCP-based
streaming. To have a fair comparison, we only consider video sessions that request objects
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Figure 2.18: Evaluation of Coordinated Streaming
with 200400 Kbps encoding rates for a duration longer than 30 seconds in the home user
workload. Figure 2.18(a) shows the rebuffering ratio in Fast Cache supported streaming,
normal TCP streaming, and Coordinated Streaming. As shown in this gure, the rebuffer-
ing ratio of Coordinated Streaming is close to zero. The fraction of normal TCP streaming
sessions with large rebuffering ratios is close to or even smaller than that of Fast Cache
supported streaming sessions because many of them use rate adaptation to avoid rebuffer-
ing. Figure 2.18(b) shows the over-transfered data in the above three schemes, and we can
see that Coordinated Streaming reduces 77% over-supplied trafc produced by Fast Cache,
although not as good as normal TCP streaming. Figure 2.18(c) shows that the switch hand-
off latency of Coordinated Streaming is nearly zero, much less than that of normal TCP
streaming. Furthermore, the number of stream switches in our scheme is only 33.4% of
that in normal TCP-based streaming.
492.8 Related Work
Existing measurement studies have analyzed the Internet streaming trafc in different
environments and from different perspectives. Li et al. [79] characterized the streaming
media stored on the Web, while Mena et al. [84] and Wang et al. [116] presented an empir-
ical study of Real audio and Real video trafc on the Internet, respectively. These studies
characterized the packet size, data rate, and frame rate patterns of streaming media objects.
Almeida et al. [24] and Chesire et al. [38] studied the client session duration, object pop-
ularities and sharing patterns based on the workload collected from an educational media
server and an university campus network, respectively. Cherkasova et al. [37] character-
ized the locality, evolution, and life span of accesses in enterprise media workloads. Yu
et al. [123] studied the user behavior of large scale video-on-demand systems. Padhye et
al. [88] and Costa et al. [44] characterized the client interactivity in educational and enter-
tainment media sites, while Guo et al. [58] analyzed the delay of jump accesses for video
playing on the Internet. Live streaming media workloads have also been studied in recent
years. Veloso et al. [113] characterized a live streaming media workload in three increas-
ingly granular levels, named clients, sessions, and transfers. Sripanidkulchai et al. [107]
analyzed a live streaming workload in a large content delivery network.
However, these on-demand and live streaming media measurements mainly concen-
trated on the characterization of media content, access pattern, and user activities, etc. So
far, few studies have focused on the mechanism, quality, and resource utilization of stream-
ing media delivery on the Internet. Chung et al. [40] and Nichols et al. [87] conducted
an experimental study in a lab environment on the responsiveness of RealNetworks and
Windows streaming media, respectively. Wang et al. [114] proposed a model to study the
50TCP-based streaming. In contrast to these studies, we analyzed the delivery quality and re-
source utilization of streaming techniques based on a large scale Internet streaming media
workload.
2.9 Conclusion
In this study, we have collected a 12-day streaming media workload from a large ISP,
including both live and on-demand streaming for both audio and video media. We have
characterized thestreamingtrafc requestedbydifferentusercommunities(homeusersand
business users), served by different hosting services (third-party hosting and self-hosting).
We have further analyzed several commonly used techniques in modern streaming media
services, including protocol rollover, Fast Streaming, MBR, and rate adaptation. Our anal-
ysis shows that with these techniques, current streaming services tend to over-utilize the
CPU and bandwidth resources to provide better services to end users, which may not be a
desirable and effective way to improve the quality of streaming media delivery. A coordi-
nation mechanism that combines the advantages of both Fast Streaming and rate adaptation
techniques is proposed to effectively utilize the server and Internet resources for building
a high quality streaming service. Our trace-driven simulation study demonstrates its effec-
tiveness. Some preliminary results of this work have been presented in [61].
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THE ACCESS PATTERN MODEL OF INTERNET MEDIA
SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
Different from conventional Web content, Internet media content can be delivered
through a variety of approaches, such as streaming, pseudo streaming, overlay multicast,
and P2P techniques, inadditiontothe commonWeb-based downloading. Unlikethe widely
accepted Zipf-like access pattern of Web trafc [30], where text-based content was domi-
nant, existingstudiesonmediatrafc are largelyworkloadspecic, and theobservedaccess
patterns are often different from or even conict with each other, due to the variety of media
delivery systems and the diversity of media content. For example, Chesire et al. [38] and
Yu et al. [123] report that the access pattern of streaming media is Zipf-like in a university
campus and in a VoD system, respectively, while Acharya et al. [22] and Cherkasova et
al. [37] nd that it is not Zipf-like in a multicast-based Media-on-Demand server and in an
enterprise server, respectively. For live streaming, Veloso et al. [112] report user interests
are object driven and followa Zipf-like prole, while Sripanidkulchai et al. [107] report the
popularity of live media programs hosted by Akamai CDN follows a 2-mode Zipf distribu-
tion. For P2P media systems, Gummadi et al. [52] report that the access pattern of media
52workload in KaZaa system collected in a campus network is not Zipf-like, while Iamnitchi
et al. [65] report that it is Zipf-like for KaZaa trafc collected from the network of an ISP.
For the access pattern of YouTube video clips, a client-side study by Gill et al. [49] reports
it is Zipf-like while a meta-information based study by Cha et al. [31] reports a signicant
deviation from the Zipf model.
As a result, a number of models have been proposed or used to characterize Internet
media access patterns. In [31], Cha et al. t the thin tail of the reference rank distribution
of YouTube video clips by the Zipf with exponential cutoff effect and use the preferential
attachment with information ltering model [86] to explain this effect. Gummadi et al. [52]
propose that the popularity distribution of P2P media objects deviates from the Zipf model
due to the fetch-at-most-once property of P2P clients. In study [98], Saleh et al. nd that
the popularity of P2P objects in KaZaa networks can be empirically modeled by a Zipf-
Mandelbrot distribution, which captures the attened head of the popularity distribution
of objects in P2P systems. Sripanidkulchai et al. [107] propose a two-mode Zipf model
for live media programs hosted by a content delivery network (CDN). Tang et al. [108]
propose a generalized Zipf-like distribution model for objects in long duration enterprise
media workloads.
The object access pattern has signicant impacts on the locality of references and the
performance of caching in Internet systems. However, due to a limited number of work-
loads (typically one or two in each study) and a constrained scope of media trafc (e.g.,
enterpriseserver logsor requestsfroma campusnetwork), theanalysesinthesecase studies
are not sufcient to identify a general media access pattern, which is extremely important
for trafc engineering on the Internet and is critical to design, benchmark, and evaluate
Internet media distribution systems. In reality, although many algorithms and systems for
53media caching/proxying have been proposed, including commercial products such as Helix
Universal Proxy [9] and Microsoft Windows Media Proxy [16], few of them are practically
used. Instead, due to the high quality requirements and resource demands of media de-
livery, current media systems tend to over-supply or over-utilize hardware and bandwidth
resources for good user experience [61]. Thus, it is highly desirable to have an insight-
ful understanding of media access patterns for both media system designers and network
administrators.
In this study, we have analyzed a wide variety of media workloads on the Internet,
which cover different content types, including entertainment, business, and educational
content. The workloads were collected from both the client side and the server side in
Web, VoD, and P2P environments between 1998 and 2006, where the media content is
delivered via Web/P2P downloading and unicast/multicast streaming, by P2P clients, en-
terprise servers, and CDNs. The duration of these workloads ranges from a few days to
more than two years and the user population ranges from several thousands to more than
one hundred thousand. The number of client requests ranges from tens of thousandsto hun-
dreds of million, the number of objects in each workload ranges from several hundreds to
several million, and the median of le sizes in each workload ranges from a few megabytes
to several hundreds of megabytes.
Through extensive analysis, we nd that the reference ranks of media objects in all
these workloads can be well tted by the stretched exponential (SE) distribution [78]. This
distribution has two parameters. We nd that one parameter well characterizes the media
le sizes, the other parameter well characterizes the aging of media accesses. We also
analyze factors thatmay affect the observed mediaaccess patterns, such as redundant trafc
ltered by a cache and extraneous trafc introduced throughan ads server, and nd a biased
54measurement could lead to a Zipf-like observation on media access patterns. We further
analyze the evolution of media access patterns in media systems, and nd the deviation of
media reference rank distribution from the Zipf model increases along with the duration
of the workload. Revisiting existing models of media access patterns, we nd that the SE
distribution is a general model that can t all existing case studies, while none of other
models can.
We have further proposed a mathematical model to analyze the performance of media
caching systems with the stretched exponential distribution. Compared with the caching
of Web objects, whose access pattern is Zipf-like, caching of media objects is far less
effective, unless the cache space is enormously large, and both LRU- and LFU-based re-
placement algorithms are less helpful to improve the caching efciency when only a small
percentage of media data can be cached. Our studyfurther showsthat with more requests to
media objects over time, there is a great potential to improve the performance of client-side
caching. However, this improvementmay take months to years and consumes huge amount
of storage. This implies that a performance-effective and cost-efcient media caching sys-
tem should be capable of scaling its storage size with the increase of its workload size over
a long time. Peer-to-peer networks are promising to provide the enormously large and scal-
able cache space for this purpose. Thus, the stretched exponential model of media access
patterns lays out an analytical foundation to establish peer-to-peer based caching systems
for efcient media content delivery.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 summarizes the work-
loads we use. Section 3.3 overviews related works on media access patterns and media
caching. We present the stretched exponential model of media reference rank distributions
in Section 3.4, and study the physical meanings of this access pattern model in Section 3.5.
55We analyze the impact of the stretched exponential distribution on media caching perfor-
mance in Section 3.6, and make concluding remarks in Section 3.7.
3.2 Workload Description
In this study, we analyze a total of sixteen media workloads collected from both client
and server sides in different media systems with different delivery methods, as outlined in
Table 3.1. Table 3.1 also summarizes the workload duration, number of requests, number
of clients, and number of objects for each workload. Among these workloads, six of them
were collected by ourselves. We also have the access to two workloads available in public
sources or provided by our research collaborators. The remaining eight, with an asterisk
before the workload name in Table 3.1, are extracted from the gures in the published
papers due to the unavailabilityof original data. These sixteen workloads are classied into
four categories based on different media delivery environments, summarized as follows.
56System Workload Delivery Workload Collection Num. of Num. of Num. of Median c
Type Name Method Duration Time Requests Objects Clients File Size
*HPC-98 streaming 29 months 11/98-04/01 666,074 2,999 131,161 14 MB 0.22
*HPLabs-99 streaming 21 months 07/99-04/01 14,489 412 2,482 120 MB 0.3
Web ST-SVR-01 streaming 122 days 04/01-07/01 169,414 2,260 41,709 15 MB 0.2
Media PS-CLT-04 downloading 9 days 08/04 196,621 53,383 6,276 1.5 MB 0.2
ST-CLT-04 streaming 9 days 09/04 61,889 18,511 4,751 2 MB 0.2
ST-CLT-05 streaming 11 days 06/05 54,984 18,634 6,238 4.5 MB 0.2
*mMoD-98 multicast 194 days 08/97-03/98  139  125 MB 0.55
VoD *CTVoD-04 streaming 219 days 05/04-12/04 21 million 6,700 150,000 300 MB 0.4
Media IFILM-06 streaming 16 weeks 03/06-07/06 62,228,780 11,872  2.25 MB 0.15
YouTube-06 pseudo stream all-time 10/06 692,343,054 3,981,654  3.4 MB 0.17
*KaZaa-02 exchange 203 days 05/02-12/02 98,997,622 633,106 24,578 300 MB 0.45
P2P *KaZaa-03 exchange 5 days 01/03 976,184 116,509 14,404 5 MB 0.14
BT-03 swarming 48 days 10/03-12/03 256,802 2,453 45,058 636 MB 0.52
*Akamai-03 live stream 3 months 10/03-01/04 70 million 5,000   0.2
Other *Movie-02  1 year year 2002  250   0.65
IMDB-06  all-time 06/06/2006  250   1.15
Table 3.1: Summary of media workloads
5
7The rst category is Web media. These workloads contain media requests in the Web
environment, where media objects are embedded or linked in Web pages. On these Web
pages, the majority are still common Web objects such as text, graphics, and html les,
etc. In this category, HPC-98 (extracted from Figure 7(a) of paper [37]) contains server
logs collected from the HP Corporate media server, which hosts the streaming media ob-
jects accessed through the Web pages of the HP corporation. Similarly, HPLabs-99 (also
extracted from Figure 7(a) of paper [37]) contains the logs of streaming servers hosting
HP Labs media content, accessed through the HPLabs Web site. Similar to HPC-98, ST-
SVR-01 is the log of a large enterprise streaming server, accessed through the company's
Web site. We collected PS-CLT-04 and ST-CLT-04 from a large cable network hosted by a
major ISP in the United States. Workload ST-CLT-05 was collected in a subdomain of the
samenetwork. PS-CLT-04 isa mediaworkloadofWeb downloadingandpseudostreaming,
which includes the rst IP packets of HTTP downloadingfor Windows, RealNetworks, and
QuickTime media les. ST-CLT-04 and ST-CLT-05 are RTSP (RFC 2326) and MMS (Mi-
crosoft's proprietary streaming protocol) streaming media traces collected with a similar
method to that by Chesire et al. [38].
The second category is VoD media. Different from a Web site with a few media
objects, a VoD system provides an integrated environment for dedicated media services,
though it is often Web-based too. mMoD-98 contains logs of a multicast-based Media-
on-Demand video server supporting VCR functions, where the major contents are video
lectures and movies (extracted from Figure 6 of paper [22]). CTVoD-04 contains logs
collected from streaming servers of a large VoD system deployed by China Telecom, where
the major contents are TV shows and movies (extracted from Figure 13 of paper [123]).
These two VoD systems host media content themselves. We collected IFILM-06 from the
58IFILM Web site [11], which provides the weekly click numbers of Web pages for IFILM
video clips, most of which are short movie trailers. These video objects are served by
a CDN via streaming. We have also collected YouTube-06 from its Web site [122] by
crawling summary pages of YouTube video, where the total number of requests of each
clip (for the entire up time of YouTube site) was published (due to its system maintenance
during the workload collection time, among 645,941 pages crawled, only 39.2% of them
were successfully downloaded). YouTube video is also hosted by a CDN, but is delivered
through pseudo streaming.
The third one is P2P media, collected from two kinds of P2P systems. In KaZaa
networks, usersexchangeleswitheach other, whileinaBitTorrentswarm, usersexchange
chunks of the same le. KaZaa-02 is a large le transferring (larger than 100 MB, typically
video les) workload over KaZaa networks, collected on a university campus (extracted
from Figure 5 of paper [52]). KaZaa-03 is extracted from Figure 5 of paper [65], which
includes music les, movie clips, and movie les of different sizes. BT-03 contains data
collected from twoBitTorrent tracker sites, where mostof the les are large videoand DVD
movies [27].
The above three categories are all on-demand media workloads. We have also analyzed
media workloads of live streaming and theater environments, categorized as other in our
workload set. Workload Akamai-03 consists of the references to live streaming media
programs hosted by Akamai CDN, extracted from Figure 3 of paper [107]. Workload
Movie-02 is the 2002 U.S. movie box ofce ticket sales, extracted from Figure 7(d) of
paper [52]. Workload IMDB-06 is the cumulative number of votes for top 250 movies in
Internet Movie Database (IMDB), which was downloaded from the IMDB Web site [67].
59Client side streaming media workloads often contain extraneous media objects that are
pushed to the user mandatorily no matter the user wants them or not. For example, for
advertisement purposes, normally when a user clicks the meta le link of a media object
on a Web page, the media server requests a link of ad clip from an ad server, inserts it
to a dynamically generated meta le, and then sends the meta le to the client player.
Furthermore, some media servers may insert the link of ag clipa small video or audio
object (usually less than 5 seconds) that plays a silent audio or blank video, a static logo
image, or a quick animationbefore the URL of a requested media object and/or between
two subsequent requested media les, in the dynamically generated meta le. Ad clips
are usually served by dedicated ad servers outside the content system, while ag clips
are usually served by the same server serving program content. However, both ad and
ag media trafc is extraneous to users of the media system, and do not reect the real
user access pattern. Our study shows that although ad and ag clips only account for a
small percentage of media trafc, they usually have signicantly higher access rates than
normal objects. In our collected client side streaming workloads ST-CLT-04 and ST-CLT-
05, we identied and removed ad and ag clip requests by matching the URLs in RTSP
commands with keywords such as ads and logo, getnext, next, which indicate the
purpose of these objects, as well as by viewing/listeningto the video/audio content of these
objects. For server side media workloads, the requests of ad media are not recorded in
server logs, since media servers and ad servers are usually separate. Meanwhile, not every
media system uses ag clips, and the number of ag clips in a media system is very small
(usually 1 or 2).
603.3 Related Work
Both Zipf-like and non-Zipf distributions of media access patterns have been reported
by a number of measurement studies:
 For Web media systems, Chesire et al. [38] report that the access pattern of streaming
media is Zipf-like in a university campus network, with a skewness factor, the minus
of the slope of the reference rank distribution in log-log scale,  = 0.47. However,
a direct estimation from Figure 8 in paper [38] leads to   0.67. Similarly, Guo et
al. [59] report that the reference rank distribution of streaming media is Zipf-like in
a broadband residential network, with a skewness factor  = 0.61. Different from
the two client side workload analysis above, Cherkasova et al. [37] report that media
access pattern is not Zipf-like in an enterprise media server.
 For VoD media systems, Griwodz et al. [50] report that the probability of movie
rentals is roughly Zipf-like by analyzing the records of 250 movies in rental stores.
Acharya et al. [22] observe that the media popularity distribution is not Zipf-like in
a multicast-based Media-on-Demand server of a campus network. Yu et al. [123]
report the video access pattern is Zipf-like in a large VoD streaming system of an
ISP. For the access pattern of YouTube video clips, a client-side study by Gill et al.
[49] reports it is Zipf-like while a meta-information based study by Cha et al. [31]
reports a signicant deviation from the Zipf model.
 For P2P media systems, Iamnitchi et al. [65] report that the le download pattern of
KaZaa networks is Zipf-like for workloads collected in a large ISP. However, Gum-
madi et al. [52] report that KaZaa le downloadpattern is not Zipf-like for workloads
collected in a campus network. Klemm et al. [76] and Guo et al. [60] observe that
61the the number of queries in each session and the number of replies provided by each
peers in Gnutella networks do not follow the Zipf-like model, respectively. Further-
more, Chu et al. [39] and Saleh et al. [98] report that the popularity distributions
of les in Gnutella networks are not Zipf-like, and Zhang et al. [27] report that the
popularity of les in BitTorrent networks is not Zipf-like, either.
 For live media systems, Veloso et al. [112] report that the user interest in a given
object is Zipf-like for live streaming workloads collected in a large content service
provider, while Sripanidkulchai et al. [107] report that the popularity of live stream-
ing programs served by a CDN is not Zipf-like.
However, for most reported Zipf-like media access patterns listed above, the model
tting is quite rough. For example, in studies [50], [59], and [65], the distribution curve
does not strictly follow a straight line in log-log scale. In study [123], although the head
and waist of the distribution curve in log-log scale are roughly in a straight line, the tail
of the distribution curve, which accounts for the majority of media objects, is far from the
straight line. The only well tted Zipf-like workload is study [38]. However, as we will
shown in Section 3.4.2, this might be due to the pollution of extraneous media trafc such
as ads and ag clips.
A number of models have been proposed to characterize the non-Zipf Internet media
access patterns. In [31], Cha et al. t the thin tail of the reference rank distribution of
YouTube video clips by the Zipf with exponential cutoff effect and use the preferential
attachment with information ltering model [86] to explain this effect. Gummadi et al. [52]
propose that the popularity distribution of P2P media objects deviates from the Zipf model
due to the fetch-at-most-once property of P2P clients. In study [98], Saleh et al. nd that
62the popularity of P2P objects in KaZaa networks can be empirically modeled by a Zipf-
Mandelbrot distribution, which captures the attened head of the popularity distribution
of objects in P2P systems. Sripanidkulchai et al. [107] propose a two-mode Zipf model for
livemedia programs hosted by a content deliverynetwork (CDN). Tang et al. [108] propose
a generalized Zipf-like distribution model for objects in long duration enterprise media
workloads. Chu et al. [39] propose a log-quadratic model and Saleh et al. [98] propose
a Zipf-Mandelbrot model for Gnutella le popularity distributions, respectively. Most of
these models are still based on the Zipf-like distribution, with intuitive assumptions and
modications in order to t data better. However, each of them can only explain the access
patterns of a very limited scope of media workloads. We will reappraise these models in
Section 3.4.3 and Appendix C.
With an insightful understanding of access patterns of content systems, temporal local-
ity can be well exploited to improve system performance with a low cost. Breslau et al.
[30] have studied the Zipf-like distribution of Web accesses and its implication to proxy
caching. Fonseca et al. [47] and Vanichpun et al. [111] have further analyzed the effect
of caching on the locality of reference for Zipf-like workloads. Although media access
patterns have not been comprehensively studied before, a number of media caching algo-
rithms and systems have been proposed, such as [21], [119], [32], [35], [53], and [80].
Commercial media proxy products are also available, such as Helix Universal Proxy [9]
and Microsoft Windows Media Proxy [16]. However, few of them are practically used.
633.4 The Reference Rank Model of Internet Media Objects
In this section, through the analysis and modeling of sixteen media workloads, we (1)
show that the reference rank distributions of all sixteen media workloads can be well t-
ted with the stretched exponential model; (2) investigate factors that may affect the media
access pattern observations; (3) discuss why Zipf and pow law based models fail to charac-
terize the access pattern of media objects (other previously proposed media access pattern
models are reappraised in Appendix C).
3.4.1 The stretched exponential of Internet media trafc
We use the rank-ordering technique to analyze the Internet media access pattern. Fig-
ures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show the reference rank distributions of media objects in Web, VoD,
and P2P media systems, respectively 5. In each gure, the x coordinate represents the refer-
ence rank of each object, plotted in log scale, while the y coordinate represents the number
of references to this object, plotted in both log scale (marked on the right of y-axis) and a
powered scale (by a constant c, as marked on the left of y-axis). We call the combination
of log scale in x and powered scale in y as the stretched exponential (SE) scale.
These gures show that in log-log scale, the reference rank distributions of all these
workloads have a fat head and a thin tail, which cannot be tted with a straight line, in-
dicating they are not Zipf-like. In particular, many of them deviate from a straight line
signicantly, such as Figures 3.2(a), 3.2(b), and 3.3(c). However, by selecting a proper
constant c, all these workloads can be well tted with a straight line in SE scale. Such a
rank distribution is called a stretched exponential distribution.
5The extraneous trafc in ST-CLT-04 and ST-CLT-05 has been removed. The gures of workloads HPC-
98, HPLabs-99, longer duration of workload IFILM-06, Akamai-03, Movie-02, and IMDB-06 are presented
in Figure A.1 of Appendix A.
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(d) ST-CLT-05
Figure 3.1: Reference rank distributions of media objects in Web systems
To evaluate the stretched exponential t, we compute the coefcient of determination
of the tting result of each workload, R2. As marked in the gures, R2 is very close to 1 for
all workloads. For workloads with raw data accesses, 2 tests are conducted to check the
goodness of ts. The stretched exponential ts are accepted while Zipf-like ts are rejected
(see Appendix B). For long term workloads with timestamps of requests, including ST-
SVR-01, BT-03, and IFILM-06, stretched exponential ts are further conducted on the
reference rank distributions of objects requested in different durations (see Section 3.5.2).
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Figure 3.2: Reference rank distributions of media objects in VoD systems
The probability distribution of the stretched exponential distribution can be expressed
as
P(X < x) = 1   e
 ( x
x0
)c
; (3.1)
where c and x0 are constants (this probability distribution is also known as Weibull distri-
bution). If we rank the N objects in the workload in descending order of their reference
numbers yi (1  i  N), we have P(yn > yi) = i=N. So the rank distribution can be
66expressed as follows
y
c
i =  alogi + b (1  i  N); (3.2)
where a = xc
0 and b = yc
1. Since the minimum number of references to an object is 1, we
can assume yN = 1 when the number of object in the workload, N, is large enough 6. Thus
b = 1 + alogN: (3.3)
An SE distributioncurve is a straight line in SE scale. Since b is a normalization param-
eter, the shape of an SE distribution is determined by c, the stretch factor of y coordinate,
and a, the minus of the slope of the straight line in SE scale. An SE distribution has a nite
mean value (denoted as hxi) [78],
hxi =
Z 1
0
xp(x)dx = x0 (1 +
1
c
); (3.4)
where p(x) = c
xc 1
xc
0 e
 ( x
x0
)c
is its probability density function and  () =
R 1
0 t 1e tdt
is the gamma function. However, for workloads with a limited number of objects, the
deviationof the average number of references to objects (denoted as hyi) from Equation3.4
can be non-trivial, especially when hyi is small (since the minimum number of references
is 1, not zero). A better estimation is
hysei = lim
N!1
1
N
PN
i=1(1   alog
i
N)
1
c
= lim
N!1
R 1
1
N
(1   alogx)
1
cdx
= e
1
ax0( (1 + 1
c)   (1 + 1
c; 1
a));
(3.5)
where (;x) =
R x
0 t 1e tdt is the lower incomplete gamma function. Throughout this
paper, the modeling analysis is mainly based on Equation 3.5, while Equation 3.4 is only
used as an approximation for simplicity.
6As shown in Appendix A, for server side workloads, it is possible that yN > 1 due to the small number
of objects.
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Figure 3.3: Reference rank distributions of media objects in P2P systems
The stretched exponential distribution has been used to describe many phenomena in
nature and economy that do not follow power law [78]. Although it is still empirical, in the
subsequentpartsof thispaper, we willshowthatthe stretchedexponentialmodelof Internet
media reference rank distributions has clear physical meanings, which further supports the
validity of this model.
3.4.2 Factors that may affect media access patterns
In addition to user activities, the computing and networking systems that an entire me-
dia delivery procedure involves may affect the measurement results of media object refer-
ence rank distributions by ltering redundant trafc (e.g., through a proxy) or introducing
extraneous trafc (e.g., through an ad server). In this section, we study how these factors
affect the observed media access patterns, and show how a biased measurement can lead to
a Zipf-like observation as reported before.
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Figure 3.4: Zipf-like t for workloads with extraneous trafc
Effect of extraneous trafc
As we have shown in Section 3.2, the client side streaming media workloads often
contain extraneous trafc such as ad and ag media clips, which do not reect the real user
access pattern and may signicantly affect the object reference rank distribution. Without
removing extraneous trafc, Figure 3.4(a) shows that the log-log plot of the reference rank
distribution of media objects in workload ST-CLT-04 can be well tted with a straight line,
indicating a Zipf-like distribution (see Equation 3.14 of Section 3.6.1) with a skewness
factor   0.71. Similarly, Chesire et al. [38] also nd that the reference rank distribution
of a streaming media workload collected in University of Washington follows a Zipf-like
distribution 7.
However, as showninFigure 3.1(c), after removingthe extraneoustrafc (31% requests
in the workload), the distribution can be well tted with a stretched exponential model,
7See Figure 8 of paper [38]. The skewness factor (the minus of the slope of log-log plot) estimated from
the gure is about 0.67 (instead of 0.47 as presented in the paper), quite close to that of workload ST-CLT-04
(0.71).
69whilethelog-logplothasaclear curvature,indicatingitisnotaZipf-likedistribution. Since
we use a similar method to collect streaming media trafc as that used in study [38], it is
possiblethat the workloadused in [38] alsocontained some extraneousmedia trafc, which
causes the observed Zipf-like distribution. According to [19], streaming video advertising
was booming in year 2000-2001, when workload [38] was collected.
Even with extraneous media trafc, it does not seem to be true that a Zipf-like distribu-
tion can always capture the access pattern of media objects: we nd the extraneous trafc
in different workloads varies. As shown in Figure 3.4(b), the raw data in the ST-CLT-05
workload (with extraneous media trafc unchanged) does not follow the Zipf model well.
Furthermore, tting with Zipf-like distribution is rejected by 2 test (see Table B.1 of Ap-
pendix B).
To illustratethe effect of extraneous trafc on the reference rank distribution,we further
investigate the extraneous objects and corresponding requests in workloads ST-CLT-04 and
ST-CLT-05, respectively. Analyzing the traces we collected, we nd the difference between
the reference rank distributions of these two workloads (collected in the same network in
different years) is due to the changes of ad and ag media clips in the workloads. As shown
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, the reference numbers of ad and ag clips are both much higher than
normal mediaprogram objects (denoted as prog in the gures). The Zipf-like observation
of media reference ranks in workload ST-CLT-04 is caused by those extraneous objects of
high reference rates, especially the ag objects of popular video sites.
Compared with workload ST-CLT-04, the amount of ad media trafc from one of the
major advertisement media providers, yahoo.com, was signicantlyreduced in workload
ST-CLT-05. Furthermore, the reference rates of ag clips in ST-CLT-05 are smaller than
that in ST-CLT-04. We nd that in workload ST-CLT-05, several large media providers,
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such as MSNBC, merged their ag and logo clips into their media content objects when
the objects were authored. For example, in workload ST-CLT-04, a clip of MSN logo
was played before every video object of MSNBC site, while in ST-CLT-05, there was no
requests to this logo clip at all, because it had been merged into the media programs.
Figure 3.7 showsthe percentages of three kindsof objectsamongall requests. Although
extraneous media objects account for a non-trivial portion of all requests in the workload,
they only account for a small percentage of media trafc volume, because ad and ag clips
are usually small. In our cases, the extraneous trafc account for 31% and 13% of all
media requests, but only account for 1.7% and 3.5% transferred bytes, in ST-CLT-04 and
ST-CLT-05, respectively8.
Caching effect
Previous studies on Web workloads have also shown that the initialpart of the reference
rank distribution of objects can be lower than what a Zipf-like model predicts, which looks
similar to our SE observation on media workloads. Williamson et al. [118] point out this
8The object sizes of ad and ag clips of workload ST-CLT-05 are larger than those of workload ST-CLT-
04.
71is due to the caching effect: popular Web objects are likely to be cached by Web browsers
or proxies, hence, subsequent requests may not reach the server. For Web trafc, usually
caching only affects the initial part of the reference rank distribution (depending on the
cache size), and the main body of the distribution curve is still a straight line in log-log
scale. Similarly, as reported by Cherkasova et al. [37], for short term media workloads,
the object reference rank distribution in log-log scale does not signicantly deviate from a
straight line except the initial part. Thus, it is important to gure out whether the stretched
exponential distribution of media access patterns we observed is due to the caching effect
of media content.
However, for streaming workloads in this study, the caching effect has been considered.
Although a media player can cache media les that have been delivered and played, it
still sends a report to the server when the object is re-played in the local cache, in order
to let the server generate a log entry [18]. Similarly, both Windows and RealNetworks
media proxies also send a report to the server when the cached content is requested, so
that the server can collect its object access information and generate a log entry for the
request [16, 9]. Thus, server log based workloads include all requests to media objects,
evenforcached objects. Forclientsideworkloadswe collected, we havecarefullyextracted
the RTSP/MMS commands for cache-validation and log statistics to include local replay
events. Thus, from the perspective of measurement methodology, server side workloads
HPC-98, HPLabs-99, ST-SVR-01, CTVoD-04 and client side workloads ST-CLT-04 and
ST-CLT-05 reect the real access patterns of media users. Therefore, caching is not likely
to be the reason that causes the observed stretched exponential access patterns in these
workloads.
72Meanwhile, caching effect is also observed in long duration workloads such as IFILM-
06. Workload IFILM-06 records the number of clicks on the page of each media object
published on the IFILM Web site. Since the Web page of a media object can be cached by
a Web browser or a proxy, a reloaded page may not be counted as a page click. Thus, as
shown in Figure A.1(c) (see Appendix A), due to the accumulation of caching effect over
time, the initial part (for the rst 100 objects at most) of the reference rank distribution
deviates from the SE model gradually, but the main body of distribution still follows the
SE model. However, for short duration media workloads, the caching effect is trivial. For
example, both the 7-day workload of IFILM-06 (Figure 3.2(c)) and the 9-day workload
PS-CLT-04 (Figure 3.1(b), pseudo streaming via HTTP) are barely affected by client side
caching.
Fetch-at-most-once effect
Similar to the caching effect, Gummadi et al. [52] nd that P2P trafc is not Zipf-
like and attribute this to the fetch-at-most-once effect: since typically media objects are
immutable (the content of a media object does not change over time), P2P users download
them at most once (this effect is equivalent to have an unlimited cache on each client).
Assuming the playback activities of P2P users follow a Zipf-like distribution, the authors
show that the object reference rank distribution of corresponding downloading activities
(workload KaZaa-02) is very close to the real reference rank distribution of P2P workloads
by simulations.
However, this effect is still unlikely to be the reason causing the observed deviations
from the Zipf model for the access patterns in media workloads. As we have presented in
Section 3.4.2, for streaming media workloads, the local replaying events due to caching are
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Figure 3.8: Number of requests to each object by the same user
recorded in server logs and have been carefully measured in our client side network mea-
surements. (1) For streaming media workloads of small objects, such as ST-SVR-01, ST-
CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05, there is no fetch-at-most-once effect, because caching has been
considered. These workloads do not follow the Zipf-like distribution, but stretched expo-
nential. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3.8, for the MMS traces in workloads ST-CLT-04
and ST-CLT-05 (extraneous trafc excluded), it is not rare that an object is requested by the
same user multiple times (multiple users shielded by NAT are identied with the technique
in [61]). (2) Similarly, for server log based streaming media workloads of large video les,
such as CTVoD-04, the fetch-at-most-once effect does not exist either. However, the ac-
cess pattern of workload CTVoD-04 deviates from the Zipf model even more signicantly
than those small le workloads. Due to privacy concerns, there is no user ID information
saved in server logs. Although fetch-at-most-once might be the case in P2P workloads,
for large video objects, such as les in KaZaa-02, it is also reasonable to assume users
74will not repeatedly watch the same video, whether it is rented from a store or downloaded
through P2P networks. Thus, it is very likely that user access patterns in P2P workloads
of large video les reect the real user playing activities quite well. This is also evidenced
by the similar access patterns found in P2P downloading workload KaZaa-02 and VoD
streaming workload CTVoD-04: both the median le sizes and stretch factors of these two
workloads are very close. We will further analyze these two workloads and this similarity
in Section 3.5.1.
Due to the above reasons and the fact that the stretched exponential distribution can t
both small and large sized media workloads as we have shown, fetch-at-most-once effect
is unlikely to be the reason causing the SE distribution of media workloads.
3.4.3 Other media access pattern models
A number of models have been proposed to describe or explain the deviation of media
access patterns from the Zipf-like distribution. Most of them are still based on the Zipf
model. For example, Cha et al. [31] use the Zipf with an exponential cutoff effect to
describe the thin tail of media popularity distributions. In the paper, this effect is explained
as preferential attachment with information ltering [86]. The basic idea of preferential
attachment mechanism is the rich-get-richer effect: If k users have fetched an object,
the rate of other users fetching it is proportional to k. This means that the popularity of a
popular object tends to increase rather than to decrease over time with a high probability.
For Web workloads, this argument is true. On the Internet, some pages, especially the rst
pages of Web portals and search engines, such as Yahoo!, Google, and MSN, can have a
high popularity rank for a very long time. For example, according to Alexa Internet [69],
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Figure 3.9: Number of distinct weekly top N popular objects in Web and media systems
the daily trafc rank of Yahoo! keeps number one from 2001 (earlier data are unavailable)
until November, 2007 (present).
Nevertheless, this argument is not valid for media objects. Web pages can be updated
frequently to attract users and keep their popularity. In contrast, media objects are usually
immutable. In a long term, a video object, no matter how popular it is, is unlikely to
become more popular or keep its popularity rank with the passage of time and with the
creation of new objects. On the contrary, many measurement studies have observed that
the popularity of a media object becomes unpopular quickly [31, 52, 54]. For example,
study [54] reports media popularity decreases with time exponentially. Thus, the rich-get-
richer phenomenon reected in Zipf and power law based models is not present in media
objects.
We have compared the weekly top 1, top 2, ..., top 100 popular objects during sixteen
weeks in a Web workload (collected by University of Calgary [26]) and a video workload
(IFILM-06). Figure 3.9showsthe totalnumberof distinctobjectsinthe unionset of sixteen
weekly top N objects (1  N  100), for the Web and video workloads, respectively. We
76can see that the set of 16 weekly top N popular Web objects is much smaller than that
of 16 weekly top N popular video objects. Particularly, the top one popular Web object
never changes, but the top one popular video object changes every week. This indicates
the number of references to a popular media object cannot be linearly accumulated with
time. The absence of rich-get-richer effect can also be reected by the evolution of
media object popularity distributions in a long duration, which has been reported by study
[37]. Study [117] shows that the reference rank distribution of Web objects is still Zipf-like
even for workloads of one year. In the next section, we will show that although in a short
duration, the popularity distribution of media objects in a system might be highly skewed
and look Zipf-like, the skewness tends to weaken rather than strengthen over time, so that
nally the distribution looks unlike Zipf at all.
Even considering the information ltering, the Zipf with exponential cutoff model can
only explain the thin tail of the distribution curve (in log-log scale). In [31], the authors use
the fetch-at-most-once effect to explain the fat head. Furthermore, it cannot explain why
Gill et al. [49] observe a Zipf-like distribution. In our SE model, the difference between
the observations of [31] and [49] can be explained as the different lengths of their workload
durations (see Section 3.5.4).
We have also compared the stretched exponential model with other two-parameter me-
dia access pattern models, such as Zipf-Mandelbrot model [98] and parabolic fractal model
[39]. We nd these models can only t a small number of workloads, while SE ts all (see
Appendix C).
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Figure 3.10: Stretch factor vs. median le size
3.5 The Dynamics of Media Reference Rank Distributions
In this section, we analyze the reference rank distributions of media objects of differ-
ent sizes in different durations, in order to further understand the dynamics of stretched
exponential access patterns in different media systems. Our analysis shows: (1) parameter
c well characterizes the effect of media le sizes; (2) parameter a well characterizes the
non-stationarity effect of media access aging; (3) the deviation of media reference rank
distribution from the Zipf model increases with the length of workload duration.
3.5.1 Access patterns of different sized media les
Figure 3.10 further shows the stretch factor c of each on-demand media workload (Web,
VoD, or P2P) with its median le size (also see Table 3.1). In this gure, each point
represents a single workload. Roughly distributed along a straight line, these points can be
classied intothree groups: for workloadswitha medianle size < 5MB, thestretch factor
is  0.2; for workloads with a median le size > 100 MB, the stretch factor is  0.3; for
78other workloads, the stretch factor is between 0.2 and 0.3. As shown in Table 3.1 (column
3, 9, and 10), in general, for media workloads delivered by similar systems and techniques,
their stretch factors increase with their median le sizes. For example, the median le size
of workload KaZaa-03 is 5 MB, and the median le size of workload KaZaa-02 is 300 MB.
Their stretch factors are 0.14 and 0.45, respectively. For media workloads delivered by
streaming techniques, the median le sizes of workloads IFILM-06, ST-CLT-05, HPLabs-
99, and CTVoD-04 are 2.25 MB, 4.5 MB, 120 MB, and 300 MB, respectively, while their
stretch factors in the SE model are 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively.
Meanwhile, for workloads with similar median le sizes, in most cases, the correspond-
ing stretch factors are also similar regardless of the underlying media systems and delivery
techniques. For example, workload KaZaa-02 is delivered by P2P networks while CTVoD-
04 is delivered by VoD servers. However, they have similar median le sizes (both about
300 MB) and similar stretch factors (0.45 and 0.4, respectively). Workload KaZaa-03 is
delivered by P2P networks while IFILM-06 is delivered by a CDN. Their median le sizes
are both less than 5 MB, and their stretch factors are 0.14 and 0.15, respectively. Workload
PS-CLT-04 is delivered by downloading while ST-CLT-04 is delivered by streaming. Both
of their median le sizes are about 2 MB, and both of their stretch factors are 0.2. These
cases indicate that in general, despite the different techniques and systems used for media
delivery, the larger the median le size of a workload, the greater the stretch factor of its
SE reference rank distribution.
Our analysis indicates that the reference rank distribution of a media workload highly
depends on the median le size of the workload rather than on the delivery method and the
underlying media system. Although the relationship between the median le size and the
stretch factor of a media workload shown in Figure 3.10 has not been strictly formulized,
79the following factors may help us further understand the trend reected in this gure. (1)
It is unfair to compare les with similar sizes (in bytes) but with different encoding rates
and compression ratios. The le length (in seconds) or user playback duration might be
a more objective metric, but unfortunately we cannot use this metric because the relevant
data are unavailable in some workloads. (2) Video and audio may have different access
patterns and thus have different stretch factors. In our workloads, KaZaa-03 is MP3 music
dominant, all Web media workloads have a combination of video and audio, and other
workloads are video dominant. Due to the lack of related information in the workloads, we
cannot separate video and audio in the analysis. (3) Different types of video content (e.g.,
entertainment, business,and educationalcontent)may havedifferent access patterns. In our
study, HPLabs-99 is a business workload, where the content is hosted by an internal media
server openfor research employeesin HP Labs only. WorkloadmMoD-98iscollectedin an
educational environment, where the content is a combination of video classes and movies.
Other workloads are all entertainment content dominant. HPLabs-99 and mMoD-98 have
similar median le sizes but the values of parameter c are 0.3 and 0.55, respectively. As
shown in Figure 3.10 (EDU for mMoD-98 and BIZ for HPLabs-99), both workloads
deviate from the straight line greater than other workloads.
3.5.2 Non-stationarity of media reference rank distributions
Previous studies have found that long term media workloads and short term media
workloads have different access patterns [37, 108]. In contrast, an analysis of long-term
Web workloads shows that the access pattern is still Zipf-like after several months to one
year [117]. In this section, we study the stationarity of media reference rank distributions,
and show how media access aging affects parameter a, the minus of the slope of SE plot.
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To characterize the dynamics of a media system, we consider the birth rate of new
objects (denoted as obj) and the request rate of all objects (denoted as req) rst. We
have analyzed media accesses over time for long duration workloads ST-SVR-01, BT-03,
and IFILM-06 as well as short duration workloads PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-
05 (other workloads have no timestamps or temporal information of requests). In this
section we focus on long duration workloads in order to study the trend of media access
evolution. For workloads BT-03 and IFILM-06, we nd that the cumulative number of
requests increases with time linearly in a coarse time granularity, indicating that the media
request rates in corresponding systems are roughly constants. For workload ST-SVR-01, as
shown in the curve of right y axis of Figure 3.11, the media request rate is almost a constant
in the rst three months, and then suddenly increases at the beginning of the fourth month
due to a system upgrade, but still approximates to a constant.
The curve on the left y axis of Figure 3.11 shows the cumulative number of objects
requested over time for workload ST-SVR-01. The gure shows that the number of objects
requested in the workload increases quickly at the beginning, then the increase slows down
81and converges to a linear function asymptotically. This effect can be explained as follows.
The initial non-linear increase of the cumulative number of requested objects is due to
objects that were created and had been requested before the trace collection. However,
the number of requests to these pre-existing objects decreases quickly with time, and the
cumulative number of requested objects will be dominated by the objects born after trace
collection after a certain duration of time. Thus, the linear part of the curve corresponds to
the birth of new objects requested in this workload, indicating that the object birth rate is
a constant in a coarse time granularity. We have similar observations on workloads BT-03
and IFILM-06.
The constant media request rates and object birth rates observed in these workloads
indicate that these media systems evolve homogeneously over time during the trace collec-
tion period. We have analyzed the reference rank distributions of media objects accessed in
different weeks and different number of weeks in these three workloads. All of them can be
well tted with the stretched exponential distribution (with R2 > 0:95 for most durations
and R2 > 0:93 for all durations). Furthermore, in each workload, we nd that parameter
c is a constant for different weeks and different number of weeks of that workload. Ac-
cording to its correlation with the median le size in the workload as presented in Section
3.5.1, the time-invariant property of stretch factor c indicates that the median le size of a
workload is a constant along time, which is also conrmed by our validation.
Figure 3.12 shows the reference rank distributions of BT-03 in different number of
weeks. We can see that the minus of the slope of the tted line, i.e., the parameter a of the
corresponding SE distribution,increases with time gradually. Figure 3.13 further shows the
evolution of parameter a over time in these three workloads. This evolution corresponds to
the observation in the study of Cherkasova et al. (with workloads HPC-98 and HPLabs-99)
82[37]: for monthly workloads, the access pattern looks like a Zipf-like distribution, while
for workloads longer than 6 months, it does not. Actually, even for monthly workloads,
the Zipf-like tting of reference rank distribution is quite rough, as shown in the gures of
[37]. In contrast, the media reference ranks of a workload in different durations can be well
tted with SE distributions with the same stretch factor c and a different parameter a.
Now let us consider a homogeneously evolving media system with a constant media
request rate req and a constant object birth rate obj. In a coarse time granularity, this is
a reasonable assumption for many systems, such as the three workloads discussed above.
According to Equation 3.5, hysei increases with time since c is a constant and a increases
with time (denoted as a(t) in the follows).
The cumulative number of requested objects N(t) in the time duration [0;t) is
N(t) = objt + N
0(t); (3.6)
where objt is the number of requested objects born in time [0;t). N0(t) is the number of
old objects that are born before t = 0 and requested in time [0;t). Denote the cumulative
number of requests to object i in the workload as yi(t) (1  i  N(t)). Assuming the
mean value of the cumulative requests to objects in time [0;t) as hy(t)i, we have
hy(t)i =
reqt
N(t)
=
req
obj
1
1 +
N0(t)
objt
: (3.7)
Intuitively, lim
t!1
N0(t)
objt = 0, since the number of old objects will be requested less fre-
quently with the passage of time. Assuming the popularity of a media object decreases
exponentiallywith time [54], we have N0(t) = O(logt) (see Appendix D for a brief proof).
Using Equation 3.4 as an approximation of hy(t)i, we have
a(t) =
h hy(t)i
 (1 + 1
c)
ic
=
h 1
 (1 + 1
c)(1 +
N0(t)
objt)
req
obj
ic
: (3.8)
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Thus, if req, obj, and c are all constants, we have
lim
t!1
a(t) =
h 1
 (1 + 1
c)
req
obj
ic
: (3.9)
In all workloads, the stretch factor c is less than 2 (c < 1 in most cases). When 0 < c 
2,
1
 (1+ 1
c) increases with c. Thus, for the reference rank distribution of a media workload, a
increases with stretch factor c, the ratio of media request rate to object birth rate,
req
obj , and
the duration of workload collection time t.
As shown in Figure 3.13(a) and 3.13(b), the increase of a in workloads BT-03 and
IFILM-06 slows down with time. For workload ST-SVR-01, as shown in 3.13(a), the
increase of a slows down in the rst three months, then speeds up at the beginning of the
fourth month suddenly, and then slows down again. The sudden increase of a in Figure
3.13(b) is caused by the sudden increase of req due to a system upgrade, which means a
may not converge to a constant in practice.
84For short duration workloads PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05, we compute
the distribution parameters for workloads of different time intervals. We nd that both
parameter c and parameter a are constant. The reason is as follows. As shown in Figures
3.20(a), 3.20(b), and 3.20(c), throughout the workload duration, N 0(t) increases with time
almost linearly. According to Equation 3.8, this means the parameter a is a constant during
this time. Thus, the popularity distribution is stationary for short duration workloads.
In summary, for a media system with homogeneous evolution, the media object refer-
ence rank distribution is non-stationary, which evolves over time with an increasing pa-
rameter a and a constant, time-invariant stretch factor c. This evolution is due to the
effect of objects born before the workload collection and/or objects pre-existing in the sys-
tem, which has signicant impact on the caching performance of media systems. We will
further study this effect in Section 3.6.3.
3.5.3 Deviation of media access patterns from the Zipf model
In Section 3.4, we have shown that the distribution of media reference ranks has a fat
head and a thin tail in log-log scale, deviating from the Zipf model. In order to quanti-
tatively measure this deviation, Figure 3.14(a) shows a general stretched exponential dis-
tribution curve in log-log scale. In this gure, chord AB on the SE curve corresponds to
the Zipf-like distribution (see Equation 3.14 of Section 3.6.1) with the same number of
objects and the same number of references to the most popular object as those in the SE
distribution. CD is parallel to AB and tangent to the SE curve at point (X0;Y0). If we
use jOEj to represent the distance from the original point to the chord AB and jEFj to
represent the distance between AB and CD, jEFj=jOEj reects the difference between
the SE distribution and the corresponding Zipf-like distribution in log-log scale.
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Figure 3.14: The difference between SE and Zipf-like plots
In Equation 3.2, let X = logi, Y = logyi, we have
Y =
1
c
log(b   aX); (3.10)
where 0  X  logN, 0  Y  1
c logb.
Since the slope of chord AB is k =   Ymax
Xmax =  
logb
clogN, chord AB can be expressed as
Y = kX + Ymax: (3.11)
Similarly, tangent CD can be expressed as
Y = kX + Y0   kX0; (3.12)
where X0 = 1
a(b + a
ck);Y0 = 1
c log(  a
ck). Thus,
jEFj
jOEj =
jACj
jOAj =
Y0 kX0 Ymax
Ymax =
Y0 kX0
Ymax   1
=
log(alogN) log log(1+alogN) 1
log(1+alogN) +
1
alogN:
(3.13)
86We have
jEFj
jOEj increases with alogN. Further, we have
jEFj
jOEj ! 0 when alogN ! 0
and
jEFj
jOEj ! 1 when alogN ! 1. Thus, in log-logscale, the difference between the media
reference rank distributionand theZipfmodelincreases withalogN. Figure 3.14(b)shows
jEFj
jOEj with different values of a and N.
For a homogeneously evolving media system, a evolves along time until it approaches
to a constant (Equations 3.8 and 3.9), and N increases with time linearly (Equation 3.6).
Thus, in log-log scale, the deviation of media reference rank distribution from the Zipf
model increases with time, causing the fat head and the thin tail of the distribution
curve.
We have compared this deviation for different periods of long duration workloads. For
example, for the rst week of workload ST-SVR-01, where a = 0:423 and N = 459, we
have
jEFj
jOEj = 0:16. In contrast, for the entire 4 months of workload ST-SVR-01, where
a = 0:738 and N = 2260, we have
jEFj
jOEj = 0:23. This evolution is consistent with the
observation in the study of Cherkasova et al. [37] (with workloads HPC-98 and HPLabs-
99), as we have presented in Section 3.5.2.
Since term a(t) (Equation 3.8) and term logN(t) increase with time t slowly, it may
take a long time to observe a signicant deviation between the media popularity distribu-
tion and the Zipf model in log-log plot, especially for workloads with small media les,
such as Web media workloads in Figure 3.1. However, this does not mean that the Zipf
model is a good approximation of media access patterns for workloads with short dura-
tions. Since log scale compresses data differences signicantly, a small difference in the
Zipf model may correspond to a signicantly larger difference in the SE model. As shown
in Figures 3.1(b) (PS-CLT-04), 3.1(c) (ST-CLT-04), and 3.1(d) (ST-CLT-05), the deviations
of these short duration workloads (911 days) are non-trivial, though not signicant. For
87the estimation of system related quantities, such as hit ratios of media caching, using the
Zipf model may cause signicant errors. We will further study this issue in Section 3.6.1.
Even for short duration workloads, the deviation can still be signicant. According
to Equation 3.8, parameter a depends on the stretch factor c, ratio of
req
obj, and workload
duration time t. For workloads with large les, usually both the stretch factor c and the
ratio of
req
obj are large. We have presented the correlation between stretch factor c and le
sizes in Section 3.5.1. The latter is large because large media les, such as movies, tend
to have a high request rate and a low production rate. For example, as shown in Figure
3.13, the parameter a of one-week workload of BT-03 (median le size 636 MB, c = 0:52,
req
obj = 141:1) is even much larger than that of the entire duration (4 months) of workload
ST-SVR-01 (median le size 15 MB, c = 0:2,
req
obj = 99:6), and the difference between
its reference rank distribution and the corresponding Zipf-like distribution is signicant.
For workloads with large les and long durations, the deviation is more signicant. As
shown in Figures 3.2(a), 3.2(b), 3.3(a), and 3.3(c), the log-log plots of media reference
rank distributions of workloads mMoD-98 (median le size 125 MB), CTVoD-04 (median
le size 300 MB), KaZaa-02 (median le size 300 MB), and BT-03 (median le size 636
MB), deviate from a straight line remarkably.
3.5.4 Summary
In this section, we have analyzed the dynamics of object reference rank distributions
for media systems with homogeneous evolution. We have shown that le size is a key
factor affecting media access patterns, and can be well characterized by stretch factor c
of the stretched exponential reference rank distribution. For media systems with constant
media request rate req to object birth rate obj, we have also shown that the access pattern
88(a) YouTube workload of 85 days, col-
lected in University of Calgory campus
network (Figure 15 of paper [49])
(b) YouTube workload of 22 months,
video index pages crawled on YouTube
Web sites (Figure 5(a) of paper [31])
Figure 3.15: Two different observations of YouTube video access pattern
is non-stationary in a long duration: the minus of the slope of the stretched exponential
distribution, a, depends on stretch factor c, the ratio of
req
obj , and the evolution effect due
to the aging of media objects. In general, the media access pattern deviates from the Zipf
model with the increase of alogN, where N is the number of objects in the system. The
le size plays a more important role in affecting this deviation than the workload duration
t and the number of objects in the workload, unless t is enormously long.
To summarize our analysis with exmaples of real systems, we explain the different me-
dia access pattern observations of KaZaa networks and YouTube videos as follows. For
KaZaa media trafc, Gummadi et al. [52] report that the access pattern of media workload
in KaZaa system collected in University of Washington campus network is not Zipf-like.
However, Iamnitchi et al. [65] report that it is Zipf-like for KaZaa trafc collected from
the network of an ISP in Israel. In Section 3.4, we have replotted the object reference
rank distributions of these two workloads, with both log-log scale and SE scale, as shown
89in Figures3.3(a) (workload KaZaa-02, University of Washington) and 3.3(b) (workload
KaZaa-03, Israel ISP). Comparing these two gures, we nd the access pattern of work-
load KaZaa-02 deviates from the Zipf model much greater than that of workload KaZaa-03.
Actually, in paper [65], workload KaZaa-03 is considered as Zipf-like. Investigating the
workload collection methodology of these two studies, we nd the duration of workload
KaZaa-02 is 203 days, while the duration of workload KaZaa-03 is only 5 days. Further-
more, inworkloadKaZaa-02, thelessmallerthan100MBwere specicallyremovedfrom
the trace (see paper [52], Section 2.3.3). Thus, the median le size of workload KaZaa-02
is about 300 MB, much greater than 5 MB, the media le size of workload KaZaa-03 (for
all KaZaa les). According to our analysis in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, the different media
access pattern observations of KaZaa networks in studies [52] and [65] can be explained.
For YouTube video trafc, Gill et al. [49] collected an 85-day workload of YouTube
videos in the campus network of University of Calgory, and found the object popularity
distribution is Zipf-like. Cha et al. [31] crawled the meta information of YouTube videos
by crawling the index pages on the YouTube Web site (this method is very close to the
methodology of our YouTube workload collection). However, they found the popularity
distribution of YouTube videos have a signicant deviation from the Zipf model. This
observation is close to our results. We have also tted their workload with the stretched
exponential distribution, and got similar results. In order to show this difference clearly, we
reference the corresponding rank distribution gures of these two papers in Figures 3.15(a)
and 3.15(b), respectively. Investigating the collection methodologies of these YouTube
workloads, we nd that the duration of Gill's workload is 85 days, while in Cha's workload
and our workload, the durations are much longer: these two workloads were collected
with Web crawling on the index pages of YouTube Web site, where the total number of
90downloads of each video clip for the entire up time of YouTube is published. For these
workloads, the N0(t) in Equation 3.6 should be zero, because there is no old obejcts
created before workload collection. Thus, it is not difcult to understand why these Gill's
study and Cha's study have totally different observations.
Finally, we realize that our analysis above is mainly for ideal media systems with
simplied assumptions, such as stable le sizes for media objects introduced in the system
among time, constant media request rate, and constant object birth rate. For real systems,
some assumptions may not be valid and the system evolution may not be homogeneous.
For exmaple, the media request rate and object birth rate of YouTube videos have increased
signicantly with time. In some video systems, the introduction of new content may be
bursty and irregular. For example, for workload CTVoD-04, most videos were introduced
in the rst day of system launch, and new contents were introduced into the system quite
randomly. Although the workload is still strteched exponential, the parameter analysis in
this section may not be applied. Furthermore, due to the the lack of related information, the
requests from different unique users have not been analyzed in details. We also realize that
other factors, such as the recommendation list by video sites and the reference links among
ash videos such as YouTube 9, may affect the access patterns of these media objects,
though we have no enough data to quantitively analyze these effects.
3.6 Implications of Stretched Exponential Access Patterns
The Zipf-like reference rank distribution of Web objects and the widely deployed Web
proxies have demonstrated the signicance of access patterns on the performance of con-
tent delivery systems. Previous studies such as [30] by Breslau et al. have analyzed the
9Unlike traditional Internet videos, current ash videos support reference links to other similar or related
ash videos, in order to recommand and redirect users to these videos.
91Web access distribution and its implication for caching. In this section, we explore the
implication of stretched exponential access patterns on media caching, from the aspect of
the asymptotic properties of workload size and cache size.
3.6.1 Caching implications of different reference rank models
As we have shown in Section 3.5.2, the media reference rank distribution is stationary
for short duration workloads. If we assume requests in a media workload are independent
with each other, the temporal locality in the workload can be analyzed with the reference
rank model of objects.
Caching with the Zipf model
A Zipf-like distribution can be described as
yi =
A
i; (3.14)
where yi is the number of references to the i-th popular object (1  i  N, N is the total
number of objects in the workload),  (the skewness factor) is a constant that characterizes
the shape of the distribution, and A is a normalization factor. Thus we have
logyi = logA   logi; (3.15)
which means the distribution function is a straight line in the log-log scale. Assuming
yN = 1 when N is large enough (the N-th object gets only one access), we have A = N .
When  < 1 and N ! 1, the mean value of a Zipf-like distribution is
lim
N!1
hyzfi = lim
N!1
1
N
PN
i=1 yi = lim
N!1
N 1 PN
i=1 i  = 1
1 : (3.16)
92With an innite cache size, cache misses could only come from compulsory misses,
thus we get the optimal hit ratio
H
opt
zf () = lim
N!1
Nhyzfi   N
Nhyzfi
= 1  
1
hyzfi
= : (3.17)
Clearly, this gives an upper bound when all objects are considered cacheable.
When   1, the optimal hit ratio ! 1 when N ! 1 since hyi is divergent (proof
omitted). For most Web workloads,  ranges between 0.6 and 0.8 [30]. The above result
is consistent with the observation in [30] of the failure of 10/90 rule: the hit ratio of a
Web proxy cannot be greater than 90%. In the remainder of this section, we only consider
Zipf-like distributions with  < 1.
Now considering a more realistic scenario where the cache size is limited. We study the
cache performance when the cache size is proportional to the size of all accessed objects.
Assume each object occupies one unit of storage volume and the cache size is N, where
  1 and is a constant. With an optimal cache replacement, when  < 1, the number of
total cache hits is
PN
i=1(yi   1) 
R N
1 (N
x )dx   N
 (
1 
1    )N:
(3.18)
Thus, the optimal hit ratio of a workload with Zipf-like distribution is 10
H
opt
zf () = lim
N!1
1
Nhyzfi(
1 
1    )N
= 1    (1   ):
(3.19)
According to the above derivation, we can estimate the optimal hit ratio. For example,
when = 0:8, caching25%ofallrequesteddatacan achievehitratio0.7. Thisisconsistent
with the Web caching hit ratios reported in [30].
10When   1, hyi is divergent. So we have H
opt
zf () = 1.
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Figure 3.16: Caching efciency of media (SE) and Web (Zipf) workloads
Caching with the stretched exponential model
Similar to Equation 3.17, since a stretched exponential distribution has a limited mean
value (Equation 3.5), for an innite cache size, the optimal hit ratio is
H
opt
se = lim
N!1
Nhysei   N
Nhysei
= 1  
1
hysei
: (3.20)
Assume each object occupies one unit of storage volume and the cache size is k (k =
N,   1 and is a constant). The optimal hit ratio of SE distribution is
Hopt
se () = lim
N!1
hits
Nhysei = lim
N!1
1
Nhysei
Pk
i=1(yi   1)
= lim
N!1
[ 1
hysei
R k
N
1
N
(1   alogx)
1
cdx   k
Nhysei]
=
 (1+ 1
c) (1+ 1
c; 1
a log)
 (1+ 1
c) (1+ 1
c; 1
a)  

hysei:
(3.21)
Figure 3.16(a) shows an exemplied comparison of optimal hit ratios between the Zipf-
like and stretched exponential model when  changes. The parameters are selected based
94on typical client side Web workloads ( = 0:8) and media workloads (c = 0:2;a = 0:25,
same as those in ST-CLT-05). Both distributions have the same hit ratio with an unlimited
size of cache. The duration of workload ST-CLT-05 is 11 days, comparable to those of
client side Web workloads in Web caching studies such as Breslau et al. [30]. Thus, the
comparison is fair. From Figure 3.16(a), it is clear that the caching efciency of workloads
under an SE model is much worse than that under a Zipf-like model: caching 1% Web
content can achieve about 40% hit ratio, while caching 1% media content can only achieve
18% hit ratio 11.
In order to compare the asymptotic caching performance of these two models with a
small , we consider the case where the cache size k is a constant and k << N.
For a Zipf-like distribution with  < 1, we have
H
opt
zf ( k
N) =
Pk
i=1(yi 1)
PN
i=1 yi =
Pk
i=1( N
i ) k
Nhyzfi

Pk
i=1
1
i
hyzfi
1
N1 :
(3.22)
For a stretched exponential distribution, we have
Hopt
se ( k
N) =
Pk
i=1(yi 1)
PN
i=1 yi =
Pk
i=1(1+alog N
i )
1
c  k
Nhysei
 k
hysei
(1+alogN)
1
c
N :
(3.23)
When N ! 1, we have
lim
N!1
Hopt
se ( k
N)
H
opt
zf ( k
N)
= lim
N!1
hyzfi
hysei
k
Pk
i=1
1
i
(1 + alogN)
1
c
N = 0: (3.24)
Since hyzfi and hysei are independent of k, this equation means the cache efciency of
a workload following stretched exponential model is asymptotically lower than that of a
workload following Zipf-like model when  is small (k << N).
Equation 3.24 is an asymptotic analysis for systems with a very small cache size. Fig-
ure 3.16(a) is a comparison between a typical client side, short term Web workload and a
11Theactualhitratioofthismediaworkloadis only0.6forunlimitedcaching. Thisis becausetheworkload
is not large enough so that the tail is well tted: many objects are accessed only once.
95typical client side, short term Web streaming media workload. However, the real caching
performance is system dependent. An unfair comparison may lead to biased conclusions,
e.g., to compare the performance of caching on the client side and server side. As shown
in Section 3.5.2, the parameter a of the SE reference rank distribution of a media workload
increases with the time. Figure 3.16(b) compares the hit ratios of media workloads with
different a and the hit ratio of the Web workload used in Figure 3.16(a), when only 100 out
of 10,000 objectscan be cached. We can see that the optimalhitratio of media workloadin-
creases with the increase of parameter a, and will overwhelms that of Web workload when
a is large enough, for a specied k and N. Furthermore, although Equation 3.24 indicates
that workloads with large media les (with large c) have poorer caching performance, it is
only valid when  is small enough, because the parameter a of large le media workloads
is usually much larger than that of small le media workloads. Actually, media workloads
with large les often have high request concentrations, because for large media objects, the
production rate is usually low while the request rate is usually high.
In summary, the analysis above indicates that media caching under a stretched expo-
nential model is far less effective than Web caching under a Zipf-like model, especially
when only a small fraction of requested objects can be cached. Thus, in many previous
studies advocating Web media caching where a Zipf-like model is assumed, it is highly
likely that the caching benet has been overestimated.
3.6.2 Performance analysis of segment-based streaming media
caching
As streaming media objects are generally large and are often partially accessed,
segment-based caching has been proposed and applied to better utilize the cache storage.
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Figure 3.17: The reference rank distributions of media objects and segments. Each object
has the same length and is divided into 100 segments. There is no partial access to any
object.
In this subsection, we study the efciency of segment-based caching for streaming media
workload, in which the reference rank distribution of objects is stretched exponential.
Assume the reference rank distribution of media objects follows the streched exponen-
tial distribution with parameter c and a, as shown in Figure 3.17(a). If all media objects
have the same length, which can be divided into m segments, and no partial access to these
objects, then the reference rank distribution of media segments would have two modes: for
the rst m segments, i.e., segmentsof the most popular object, they have the same (highest)
number of references; for remaining segments (other objects), the reference ranks and the
numbers of references are in a straight line with slope  a under the same SE scale as its
object reference rank distribution. Shown in Figure 3.17(b).
We consider streaming media workloads St-SVR-01, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05 for
this analysis. We evenly divide each media object into segments of 5-second playback
length, which is the default setting of the play-out buffer size of Windows media player [6].
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Figure 3.18: The two-mode stretched exponential distribution of segment reference ranks
The same analysis is also conducted with byte-based segmentation, which shows similar
results.
Figure 3.18(a), 3.18(b), and 3.18(c) show the distribution of segment reference rank in
workloads ST-SVR-01, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05, respectively. Compared with Figure
3.1(a), 3.1(c), and 3.1(d), we can see that the segment reference rank follows a two-mode
stretched exponential distribution with the same c as that in the corresponding object ref-
erence rank. As shown in these gures, the minus of the slope of the rst mode is much
smaller than that of the second mode, but not in a horizontal line. Counting the number
of segments in the rst mode, we nd they are quite close for all three workloads: 193
for ST-SVR-01, 149 for ST-CLT-04, and 199 for ST-CLT-05. Furthermore, although the
minus of the slope of the second mode is much higher than that of the rst mode, it is still
much smaller than that of corresponding object reference rank distribution (the parameter
a is smaller). This means, after segmentation, the segments of the top popular objects ac-
count for only a smaller percentage of segment requests. Thus, the segment hit ratio of
98the workload, which is close to the real byte hit ratio, should be smaller than that of the
corresponding object hit ratio.
The shape of each mode in the segment rank distribution depends on the corresponding
object rank distribution, the le length distribution, and how each object is accessed. To
gain an overall estimate of the performance of segment-based caching, we assume the
number of segments in the rst mode is a constant k about 200, and k << N (N is total
number of segments for all objects in the workload). Assume the distribution equations of
the rst mode and the second mode are y
(1)
i = ( a1 logi + 1 + a1 logN1)
1
c;1  i  k
and y
(2)
i = ( a2 logi + 1 + a2 logN)
1
c;k < i  N, respectively (a1 < a2 and N1 > N).
Assume the cache size is large enough to hold all segments in the rst mode, denoted as
N ( k
N    1). So the number of request hits is
hits =
N X
i=1
(y
(2)
i   1)  
k X
j=1
(y
(2)
j   y
(1)
j ); (3.25)
and the total number of requests is
reqs = Nhy
(2)
se i  
k X
j=1
(y
(2)
j   y
(1)
j ): (3.26)
Thus the optimal segment hit ratio is
H
opt
seg() =
Hopt2
se ()   h0
1   h0
< H
opt2
se (); (3.27)
where Hopt2
se () is the optimal hit ratio of the second mode stretched exponential, and h0 =
Pk
j=1(y
(2)
j  y
(1)
j )
Nhy
(2)
se i . We have
h0 =
Pk
j=1(y
(2)
j   y
(1)
j )
Nhy
(2)
se i
<
k(1 + a2 logN)
1
c
Nhy
(2)
se i
; (3.28)
and thus lim
N!1
h0 = 0.
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Figure 3.19: The stretched exponential implications on streaming media caching perfor-
mance
Figure 3.19(a) and 3.19(b) show the optimal object hit ratio, optimal segment hit ratio,
segment hit ratio under the Least Recently Used replacement policy (LRU) and perfect
Least Frequently Used replacement policy (LFU), for workloads ST-CLT-04 and ST-CLT-
05, respectively. With perfect LFU, all access information can be kept. For optimal hit
ratios, when cache size is large enough, the hit ratio reaches a peak value and then remains
stable. The reason is that many objects/segments in the workload are rarely accessed, and
caching them does not help improve the cache hit ratio. As we expected, the optimal
segment hit ratio of streaming media is much lower than corresponding optimal object
hit ratio. For example, the maximal segment hit ratio (unlimited cache) is only 0.342 for
workload ST-CLT-05, although the object hit ratio can be up to 0.6.
Figure 3.19(a) and 3.19(b) also show the gap between the optimal segment hit ratio and
segment hit ratios under LRU and LFU, as they (and their variants) are commonly used in
practice for replacement. When the normalized cache size is 0.2, the optimal hit ratio has
100reached the peak value 0.342 while the LRU hit ratio is only 0.281 for workload ST-CLT-
05. LFU achieves even worse performance, because it cannot capture the sequential access
order of segments in an object as LRU.
We further construct a simplied model to quantitatively compare the performance of
LRU under stretched exponential with that under Zipf-like. For a workload following a
reference rank distribution with a nite mean hyi, assume there are a total of M requests in
the workload, so the number of objects requested in the workload is N =
M
hyi. Assume the
probability that object i gets requested is pi and requests to media objects are independent
from each other. So on average there is one request to object i among 1=pi consecutive
requests. In order to have object i cached, the cache size must be greater than the aggregate
size of distinct objects requested during this time period. Since pi =
yi
Nhyi, we have the
cache size to keep object i is
1=pi
hyi = N
yi, or the normalized cache size (in fraction of all
requested data)

LRU(i) =
1
yi
: (3.29)
For a Zipf-like distribution with skew factor  < 1, we have

LRU
zf (i) =
1
(N
i ) = (
i
N
)
 = [
opt
zf (i)]
; (3.30)
where opt is the minimal cache size to hold object i (under optimal cache replacement
policy).
Similarly, for a stretched exponential distribution with parameter a and c, we have

LRU
se (i) =
1
[1   alog(
i
N)]
1
c
=
1
[1   alog
opt
se (i)]
1
c
: (3.31)
In reality, a caching system can have only limited storage space, i.e., i << N and  is
small. Thus, we have
lim
N!1
LRU
zf (i)
LRU
se (i)
= lim
N!1
[1   alog(
i
N)]
1
c
(N
i ) = 0: (3.32)
101Equation 3.32 indicates that the performance of LRU under a stretched exponential dis-
tribution is asymptotically smaller than that under a Zipf-like model with a small cache
size. Figure 3.19(c) compares the cache size demand for LRU to achieve the same hit ra-
tio as that of the optimal policy under Zipf-like and stretched exponential models. In this
gure, the skew factor  of a Zipf-like model is set to 0.8. The parameters of the stretched
exponential model are set based on both the rst and the second mode of segment rank dis-
tribution of workload ST-CLT-04. Note that the x-axis is opt, representing the normalized
size of an optimal cache, and the y-axis is LRU  opt, representing the additional normal-
ized cache space required for LRU to achieve the same hit ratio as optimal policy with a
normalized size of opt. Thus y-axis denotes the efciency of LRU replacement policy for
workloads following a Zipf-like or stretched exponential model. As the modeling results
in the gure shows, for a small cache size, the efciency of LRU under a stretched expo-
nential distribution is much lower than that under a Zipf-like distribution. The reason is as
follows. The popularity differentiation among popular objects in a stretched exponential
model is much smaller than that in a Zipf-like model. During the two successive requests
to object i, the number of objects requested in a stretched exponential model is larger than
that in a Zipf-like model. Hence, object i always gets replaced out of the cache before it is
requested again.
Segment-based caching is more efcient in storage usage. Our analysis shows that the
hit ratio of segment-based caching, which is close to the corresponding byte hit ratio, is
even poorer than that of object-based caching in the analysis Section 3.6.1. Furthermore,
LRU replacementislessefcientin improvingthe cachingperformanceofmediaworkloads
(stretched exponential) than that of Web workloads (Zipf-like).
1023.6.3 The evolution of media caching performance
As presented in Section 3.5.2, in a homogeneously evolving media system, due to the
diminishing accesses to old objects, the average number of requests per object in a media
workload gradually increases with time until approaching to a constant. With a higher a
and a constant c over time, the request concentration of media requests increases, and the
performance of media caching can be improved. Now we study how long it takes and how
much storage is required for such evolution.
We have extracted the Last-Modified eld in the RTSP/HTTP headers of media
requests in workloads PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05. We use this eld to approx-
imate the birth time of a requested object. Figure 3.20(a), 3.20(b), and 3.20(c) show the
cumulative number of objects requested over time in the three workloads. We plot objects
born before workload collection (old objects) and object born after workload collection
(new objects) separately. In all three workloads, most objects requested in the workload
are old objects pre-existing before workload collection, and the numbers of old and new
objects both increase with time linearly. Figure 3.20(d) shows the CDF of the ages of old
objects when they were requested for the rst time in these three workloads. We can see
that more than 70% of old objects are at most 500 days old. This gure indicates that the
number of old objects will not linearly increase with time forever, and new objects will
catch up with and overwhelm old objects after a long time.
Assume all objects are cacheable and have the same le size. According to Equation
3.7, when new objects dominate the workload, the average number of requests to an object
in workloads PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05 is 39.7, 30.3, and 40.5, respectively,
and the hit ratio for caching 10% objects is 0.85, 0.84, 0.85, respectively. In contrast,
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Figure 3.20: The accesses to old objects and new objects in client side workloads
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Figure 3.21: Object age distributions of client side workloads
the optimal cache hit ratios for caching 10% objects are only 0.52, 0.48, and 0.54 in the
duration of workloads PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and ST-CLT-05.
However, this process may take a very long time. Even assuming the number of old
objects will not increase after the workload collection (an overoptimistic assumption ac-
cording the trends shown in Figures 3.20(a), 3.20(b), and 3.20(c)), the time for new objects
to dominate the workload is 25.3, 54.4, and 103.3 days for PS-CLT-04, ST-CLT-04, and
ST-CLT-05, respectively. For server side workloads such as ST-SVR-01 (Figure 3.11), this
time can be shorter, because the number of objects in a server is limited. However, the
duration of this time is still in weeks.
Considering that the popularity of a media object decreases with time, the request cor-
relation, another source of temporal locality of media systems, could be exploitedto further
improve the caching performance. However, this process also takes time, since media ob-
jects have long life spans. As shown in Figures 3.21(a) and 3.21(b), for media workloads
105collected on the client side, most requested media objects are created long time ago, and
most media requests are also for objects created long time ago. For example, for workload
ST-CLT-05, more than 50% requested objects are created at least 250 days ago, and more
than 50% requests are for objects older than 150 days.
Thus, for client side caching systems such as media proxies, a huge storage space is
required and the performance can hardly be improved without a long execution time. A
distributed caching system with enormously large storage and huge amount of pre-existing
media content such as a P2P-based system seems attractive. In a P2P system, the total
amount of storage is scalable to the user population and workload size. Furthermore, the
content cached in a client's local machine can be contributed to the system when the client
joins for the rst time, avoiding the cold misses of new requests and thus signicantly
reducing the system execution time to achieve the nal (maximal) performance.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have analyzed sixteen diverse media workloads collected from both
the client side and the server side in different media systems with different delivery ap-
proaches, and proposed a general model for Internet media access patterns. We have found
the reference ranks of media objects in these workloads follow the stretched exponential
distribution. For homogeneously evolving media systems, the stretch factor of its refer-
ence rank distribution is a constant, which is highly related to the median le size in the
workload. Furthermore, the media reference rank distribution evolves over time. Modeling
the performance of media caching, we found the performance of media caching under the
stretched exponential distribution is far less efcient than Web caching under a Zipf-like
106model, indicating previous studies based on a Zipf-like assumption have potentially over-
estimated the benet of media caching, even with segment-based partial caching strategies.
An efcient media delivery system thus needs to leverage distributed resource sharing to
scale its storage space with the increase of its workload size along time, where a media
delivery system based on P2P collaborations is very attractive. Some preliminary results of
this work have been presented in [62].
107CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF BITTORRENT-LIKE
PEER-TO-PEER MEDIA SYSTEMS
4.1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer collaboration can utilize the huge amount of CPU, bandwidth, and storage
resources among the edge clients of the Internet, which is benecial to resource consuming
systems such media delivery. However, rst, in a P2P network, although there are some
peers providing services voluntarily, in general peers are selsh and always want to get
more services but contribute less. Second, in a P2P network, peers are free to come and
go at any time. As a result, the quality of P2P services is often unreliable. Although
a good incentive mechanism can effectively suppress free riding, the service availability
and performance stability of P2P systems cannot be ensured, especially for requests to
unpopular media les.
The performance of P2P systems depends on the participation and contribution of
clients in the systems. Although the participation and contribution of P2P services can
be stimulated by some kinds of incentive mechanism, in general they are driven by the in-
dividual interests of peers. With the effective tit-for-tat incentive mechanism, BitTorrent
performs well during the ash crowd period. However, although the incentive mechanism
108of current BitTorrent systems is effective for les with high popularity, it cannot help much
for media les in the tails of the reference rank distribution. In this study, we analyze
the user request patterns of BitTorrent-like systems, in order to design more efcient P2P
collaboration algorithms.
BitTorrent [41] is a new generation of peer-to-peer (P2P) le sharing system that has
become very popular recently. According to BigChampagne, there are nearly 7 million
BitTorrent online users at the same time in August 2004, and nearly 10 million in August
2005 [3]. According to a recent measurement by CacheLogic, BitTorrent trafc represents
53% of all P2P trafc on the Internet in June 2004 [90]. Unlike traditional P2P systems
such as Gnutella [1], KaZaa [2], and eDonkey/eMule/Overnet [4], in which peers sharing
different les are organized together and exchange their desired les with each other, Bit-
Torrent organizes peers sharing the same le into a P2P network and focuses on fast and
efcient replication to distribute the le. In BitTorrent, a le is divided into small chunks,
and a peer can download multiple chunks of the le in parallel. Peers with different le
chunks are stimulated to exchange with each other through a tit-for-tat incentive mech-
anism, which enables peers with high uploading bandwidth to have corresponding high
downloading bandwidth. In this way, BitTorrent prevents free riding effectively, which is
very common in early P2P systems [23]. In contrast, P2P systems for exchanging different
les such as KaZaa and eMule use participation levels or credit systems to track the con-
tribution of each peer, and encourage peers to contribute by giving higher service priority
to those peers with more contribution. Recently, reputation systems and game theoretic
approaches for providing incentive in P2P networks have also been proposed [74, 81].
However, these systems are either too complex and unrealistic or easy to cheat and are mis-
used [8, 25]. Compared to these systems, the direct tit-for-tat mechanism of BitTorrent is
109simple, effective, and robust. In practice, BitTorrent systems scale fairly well during ash
crowd period and have been widely used for various purposes, such as for distributing large
software packages [28, 72].
Research has been conducted to study the effectiveness of BitTorrent systems [72, 91,
94, 121]. The most recent work shows the stability of BitTorrent systems through a uid
model, and veries the effectiveness of its incentive mechanism [94]. However, this uid
model assumes a Poisson model for the downloading request arrival process, which has
been shown to be unrealistic in an eight-month measurement study [91]. Consequently,
the model can only characterize the performance of the BitTorrent system under stable
conditions. In reality, as shown by our trace analysis, this stable period is very short.
Furthermore, all existing studies on BitTorrent systems focus on the behaviors of single-
torrent systems only, while our trace analysis shows that most peers (> 85%) participate in
multiple torrents.
In this chapter, we present a performance study of BitTorrent-like P2P systems by mod-
eling, based on extensive measurements and trace analysis. We rst study the evolution of
a single-torrent system. We found that although the existing system is effective for address-
ing the ash crowd problem upon the debut of a new le, it has the following limitations:
 Due to the exponentially decreasing peer arrival rate and the limited up time of seeds
in a torrent, the service availability of the corresponding le becomes poor quickly,
and eventually it is hard to locate and download this le.
 Client performance in the BitTorrent-like system is unstable, and uctuates signi-
cantly with the changes of the number of online peers.
110 Existing systems could provide unfair services to peers. In current BitTorrent sys-
tems, a peer with a higher downloading speed tends to download more and upload
less.
Motivated by the results of the single-torrent system study, we further propose a graph-
based model to quantitatively analyze the multi-torrent system. In detail, we (1) character-
ize the peer request pattern in multi-torrent environments; (2) study the service potentials
a torrent can provide to and get from other torrents; (3) demonstrate that inter-torrent col-
laboration is much more effective than stimulating seeds to stay longer for addressing the
service unavailability in BitTorrent systems. Guided by the modeling results, we discuss
and evaluate a novel architecture to facilitate inter-torrent collaboration with an exchange
based instant incentive mechanism, addressing the well-known problem of lacking incen-
tives to seeds.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents related
work. In Section 4.3, we demonstrate the limitations of existing BitTorrent-like systems
throughmeasurementsandtraceanalysis,andproposeanevolutionmodelforsingle-torrent
systems. We present our multi-torrent model in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses an
architecture for inter-torrent collaboration. Finally, we summarize our work in Section 4.6.
4.2 Related Work
The amountof P2P trafc and the populationof P2P users on the Internet keeps increas-
ing. A lot of studies have been performed on the measurements, modeling, and algorithms
of different P2P systems. Saroiu and Gummadi et al. characterized the P2P le sharing
trafc over the Internet, including Napster, Gnutella, and KaZaa systems in their measure-
ment studies [100, 99]. Gummadi and Dunn et al. analyzed the popularity distribution of
111P2P les over the Internet and characterized the download at most once property of P2P
clients [52]. Measurements and trafc analysis of BitTorrent systems have also been con-
ducted recently. Izal and Urvoy-Keller et al. analyzed a ve-month workload of a single
BitTorrent system for software distribution that involved thousands of peers, and assessed
the performance of BitTorrent at the ash crowd period [72] . In study [28], Bellissimo et
al. analyzed the BitTorrent trafc of thousands of torrents over a two-month period, with
respect to le characteristics and client access characteristics. In study [91], Pouwelse et
al. presented the current infrastructure of BitTorrent le sharing systems, including the
Web servers/mirrors for directory service, meta-data distribution, and P2P le sharing. The
authors also found that the arrival, abort, and departure processes of downloaders do not
follow a Poisson distribution in the eight-month trace they collected, which was assumed
in the previous modeling study [94].
A queuing model for P2P le sharing systems was proposed by Ge et al. in [48].
Yang and Veciana analyzed the service capacity of BitTorrent-like systems, and found that
multi-part downloading helps P2P systems to improve performance during ash crowd pe-
riod [121]. Based on their study, Qiu and Srikant further characterized the overall perfor-
manceofBitTorrent-likesystemsusingasimpleuidmodel,andanalyzedtheeffectiveness
of BitTorrent incentive mechanism using game theory [94]. Massoulie and Vojnovic intro-
duced a probabilistic model of coupon replication systems, and analyzed the performance
under an environment where neither altruistic user behaviors nor load balancing strategies
(such as rarest rst in BitTorrent) are supported [83].
In study [106], Sripanidkulchai et al. proposed an interest-based content location ap-
proach for P2P systems. By self-organizing into small groups, peers with the same interest
can collaborate more efciently, which is similar to the BitTorrent networks, where all
112peers share the same le. Sherwood et al. proposed a P2P protocol for bulk data transfer,
which aims to improve client performance and to reduce server load, by using enhanced
algorithms over BitTorrent systems [104].
Different from all studies above, our modeling and trace analysis focus on the evolution
of single-torrent systems and the inter-relation among multiple torrents over the Internet,
revealing the limitations of current BitTorrent systems. Furthermore, we have proposed
an innovative architecture to facilitate inter-torrent collaboration, which represents the rst
step towards making the BitTorrent-like system a reliable and efcient content delivery
vehicle.
4.3 Modeling and Characterization of Single-Torrent Systems
In a BitTorrent system, the content provider creates a meta le (with the .torrent
sufx name) for the data le it wants to share, and publishes the meta le on a Web site.
Then the content provider starts a BitTorrent client with a full copy of the data le as the
original seed. For each data le to be shared, there is a tracker site, whose URL is encoded
in the meta le, to help peers nd each other to exchange the le chunks. A user starts
a BitTorrent client as a downloader at the beginning to download le chunks from other
peers or seeds in parallel. As soon as a peer has downloaded a chunk, it is shared to the
peer community so that other downloading peers have a new source of this chunk. A peer
that has downloaded the le completely also becomes a seed that could in turn provide
downloading service to other peers. All peers in the system, including both downloaders
and seeds, self-organize into a P2P network, known as a torrent or a swarm. The initial
seed can leave the torrent when there are other seeds available, and content availability and
113system performance in the future depend on the arrival and departure of downloaders and
other seeds.
Although the effectiveness of BitTorrent systems during ash crowds, which normally
happen soon upon the debut of a new le, has been widely studied through trace analysis
and modeling [72, 91, 94, 121], the overall client performance in the lifetime of a torrent
during which the le popularity changes has not been studied. However, the change of le
popularityis particularly importantfor BitTorrent-like systems, where the service availabil-
ity relies purely on the voluntary participation of peers. This is in contrast to a client-server
model where a permanent site (i.e., a server) can provide persistent service. In this sec-
tion, we propose an evolution model to study the effects of le popularity changes to the
performance of a single-torrent system.
4.3.1 Characterizing le popularity evolution
In this study, we analyze and model BitTorrent trafc based on two kinds of traces, one
is data le downloading statistics of peers recorded by the tracker sites and the other is
meta le downloading activities of BitTorrent users collected on the Internet. The BitTor-
rent data le downloading traces were collected from two popular dedicated tracker sites
(although each torrent can have its own tracker site, there are many dedicated tracker sites
on the Internet providing persistent service, each of which may host thousands of torrents),
sampled every half an hour for 48 days from 2003-10-23 to 2003-12-10. This trace was
collected by University of Massachusetts, Amherst [28] (abbreviated as the tracker trace
in the remainder of this paper). We identify different peers and match multiple sessions of
the same downloading with the similar methods used in study [72]. The rewalled peers,
although cannot accept incoming connections and thus are not provided by the tracker to
114allow other peers to connect to, are still included in the tracker statistics. We extract the
peer request time, downloading/uploadingbytes, the downloading/uploading bandwidth of
all peers of each torrent, and the information of each torrent such as torrent birth time and
the size of data le. Due to page limit, we only present the analysis results of the larger
tracker trace, which includes more than 1,500 torrents (about 550 torrents were fully traced
during their lifecycles). The smaller trace has similar results.
The BitTorrent meta le downloading traces were collected from a large commercial
server farm hosted by a major ISP and a large group of home users connected to the Internet
via a well-known cable company, using the Gigascope appliance [46], from 2004-09-28 to
2004-10-07. The server farm trace includes about 50 tracker sites hosting hundreds of tor-
rents, and the cable network trace includes about 3,000 BitTorrent users (by IP addresses)
requesting thousands of torrents on the Internet. Both traces include the rst IP packets of
all HTTP downloading of the .torrent les, with the timestamp when the packet is cap-
tured (the downloading time of the .torrent le). This timestamp represents the peer
arrival time to the torrent. We also extract the timestamp encoded in each .torrent le,
which is the creation time of the meta le and represents the torrent birth time.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the complementary CDF (CCDF) distribution of the relative re-
quest arrival time for all fully-traced torrents in the tracker trace. We consider all requests
to all torrents in the trace and normalize x and y coordinates as follows. The x coordi-
nate is a relative time t, which is equal to the request arrival time to a torrent minus the
birth time of this torrent, i.e., the age of the torrent when a request arrives at it. For a peer
downloading the le in multiple sessions, only the rst request is considered. So t denotes
the arrival time of a peer to a torrent. The y coordinate at time t denotes the total number
of requests to all torrents in the trace minus the cumulative number of requests to these
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Figure 4.1: The complementary CDF distribution of peer arrival time (time of a peer's rst
request to a torrent or time when a meta le was downloaded) after torrent birth for three
BitTorrent traces (y-axis is in log scale)
torrents during time duration t since the requested torrent is born. The y-axis in the gure
is not normalized to percentage (as normal CCDF plots) to keep the unit of y coordinates.
Similar to Figure 4.1(a), Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) show the CCDF distribution of the time
when a .torrent le was downloaded after torrent birth in the server farm and in the
cable network, respectively. Note that y-axis is in log scale in the three gures.
All three curves can be tted with straight lines. This consistent trend strongly suggests
that after a torrent is born, the number of peer arrivals to the torrent decreases exponen-
tially with time. The curves are not straight lines because each data set consists of many
torrents, and the number of peer arrivals for different torrents may decrease exponentially
with different attenuation parameters. To validate whether this claim holds for each indi-
vidual torrent, we use the least square method to t the logarithm of the complementary of
the number of peer arrivals to each torrent along the time in the tracker trace. We dene the
relative deviation of this tting at time t for a torrent as
jlogN0(t) log N(t)j
logN0(t) 100%, where t is
the age of the torrent when a peer arrives, N0(t) is the complementary value of the number
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Figure 4.2: Fitting deviations of fully-traced torrents in the tracker trace
of requests at t, and N(t) is the tting result. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of average
tting deviation for each fully-traced torrent that has at least 20 peers during its lifetime.
In this gure, each point in the x-axis denotes a torrent, sorted in non-ascending order of
torrent population during the entire lifetime, and the corresponding value in y-axis denotes
the average of relative tting deviation of this torrent. We can see that the tting is more
accurate for torrents with larger populations, and the overall average relative deviation is
only about 6%. We do not t the curve for each individual torrent in the server farm and
cable network trace, because the data collection duration is short so that they do not cover
the whole lifespans of torrents. In the remainder of this paper, we only use the tracker trace
for modeling and analysis.
We dene the popularity of a BitTorrent data le at a time instant as the peer arrival
rate of the corresponding torrent at that time, which is the derivative of the peer arrival
time distribution of that torrent. Since the derivative of an exponential function is also an
exponentialfunction, we assumethatthepeer arrivalrate of a torrentfollowsan exponential
117decreasing rule with time t
(t) = 0e
  t
 ; (4.1)
where 0 is the initial arrival rate when the torrent starts, and  is the attenuation parameter
of peer arrival rate (le popularity). This equation characterizes the evolution of le pop-
ularity in a single-torrent system over time. In Section 4.3.3, we will use a uid model to
evaluate the le popularity evolution again.
4.3.2 Torrent evolution and service availability
We dene the torrent lifespan as the duration from the birth of the torrent to the time
after which there is no complete copy of the le in the system, and thus new arriving peers
cannot complete downloading. To simplify our model, we assume that the initial seed exits
the system as soon as a downloader has downloaded the le completely. In practice, the
initial seed may stay online in the system for a longer time, and some seeds may return to
the system to serve the content.
The inter-arrival time between two successive arriving peers t can be approximated
as
1
(t). If we denote the rate at which seeds leave the system as , then the average service
time of a seed can be approximated as 1
. Since 1
 is limited, according to the exponential
decrease of peer arrival rate, the inter-arrival time of peers will grow exponentially, and
nally there will be only one seed at a time. Thus, when t  1
(t) > 1
, a new peer arrives
at time t cannot complete downloading before the last peer (seed) leaves, and the torrent is
dead. Using Equation 4.1, we get the torrent lifespan
Tlife =  log(
0

): (4.2)
Equation 4.2 shows the expectation of the real torrent lifespan. To verify Equation 4.2,
we compute the initial peer arrival rate 0 and the torrent attenuation parameter  for fully
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Figure 4.3: The comparison of torrent lifespan: modeling and trace analysis (y-axis is in
log scale)
traced torrents in the tracker trace. From Equation 4.1, we have
logt =  log0 +
t

: (4.3)
Both t and t for each peer arrival can be extracted from the trace and we get log0
and
1
 using linear regression. We also compute the seed leaving rate  as the the reciprocal
of the average seed service time, which is extracted from the trace, too. Figure 4.3 shows
the comparison of torrent lifespan computed from the tracker trace (indicated by trace) and
that from the Equation 4.2 (indicated by model). In this gure, each point in x-axis denotes
a torrent, while each point in y-axis denotes the measurement result or the modeling result
of torrent lifespan. The torrents in the x-axis are sorted in non-ascending order of the
modeling results of torrent lifespans. As shown in the gure, our model ts the real torrent
lifespan very well. The average lifespan of torrents is about 8.89 days based on the trace
analysis and 8.34 days based on our model. The lifespans of most torrents are between 30 -
300 hours, and there are only a small number of torrents with extremely short or extremely
long lifespans.
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(b) Downloading failure ratio:
modelingandtraceanalysis(y-
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Figure 4.4: Torrent population and downloading failure ratio for all fully-traced torrents
The total population of a torrent during its lifespan (in the number of peers) is
Nall =
Z 1
0
0e
  t
 dt = 0: (4.4)
Among them, some peers may not be able to complete downloading due to lack of
seeds, which we call failed peers, denoted as follows:
Nfail =
Z 1
Tlife
0e
  t
 dt = : (4.5)
Thus, the downloading failure ratio of the torrent is
Rfail =
Nfail
Nall
=

0
=

0
: (4.6)
Figure 4.4(a) showsthe comparison of the torrent populationcomputedfrom the tracker
trace with that computed from our model for each fully-traced torrent. In this gure, each
point in x-axis denotes a torrent, while each point in y-axis denotes the measurement result
or the modeling result of the total population of this torrent during its entire lifespan. The
torrents in the x-axis are sorted in non-ascending order of the modeling results of torrent
120populations. As evidenced by the gure, the modeling result and trace analysis are con-
sistent. In addition, we can see that the distribution of the torrent population is heavily
skewed: although there are several large torrents, most torrents are very small, and the
average population of torrents is only about 102 peers.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the downloading failure ratio based on trace analysis and on our
model (plotted in a manner similar to that of Figure 4.4(a)). This tting is not as good as
that of Figure 4.4(a); the real failure ratio of torrents is lower than what our model predicts
because there are some altruistic peers that serve the torrent voluntarily. This also explains
why the torrent lifespan in the trace analysis (8.89 days) is slightly higher than that in our
model (8.34 days). Furthermore, there are some torrents that have no failed peers in the
trace because the seeds leave after the downloaders nish, but cannot be shown in the log
scale plot. However, the average downloading failure ratio based on the trace analysis is
still about 10%, which is non-trivial for a content distribution system.
Equation 4.5 implies that the number of failed peers in a torrent is independent of the
initial peer arrival rate (the initial le popularity). Instead, the number of failed peers de-
pends on the attenuation exponent of peer arrival rate (the attenuation speed of le popular-
ity) and the seed departure rate. Figure 4.4(c) shows downloading failure ratios of torrents
and their corresponding populations (plotted in the similar manner as that of Figure 4.4(a)
and 4.4(b)). As reected in the gure and indicated by Equation 4.6, the larger the torrent
population, the lower the downloading failure ratio. It is interesting to note that the popula-
tion of torrents, sorted in non-ascending order of their corresponding downloading failure
ratios, forms several clear curves, each of which represents those torrents with similar evo-
lution patterns (the attenuation parameter ). On the right side of the gure, the failure ratio
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Figure 4.5: The peers abort downloading voluntarily
of the torrents is zero due to the existence of some altruistic seeds, which always stay until
the last downloader completes.
In the above analysis, we assume that peers always complete their downloading unless
they cannot. We do not consider peers that abort downloading voluntarily when seeds are
still available in the torrent. A peer may abort downloading due to (1) loss of interest to
the data le; (2) slow downloading speed or small downloading progress. Figure 4.5(a)
shows the distribution of the average downloading speed of peers that voluntarily abort
and peers that download the data le completely. Figure 4.5(b) shows the distribution of
downloading progress (the percentage of the entire data le that has been downloaded)
when peers abort downloading voluntarily. The gures indicate that the probability for a
peer to abort downloading voluntarily is almost independent of its downloading speed and
the current downloading progress. This is consistent with the study [52], which found that
P2P users are patient to wait days to weeks for the entire le downloading. Hence, the
122x(t) number of downloaders in the system at time t
y(t) number of seeds in the system at time t
0 the initial value of peer arrival rate
 the attenuation parameter of peer arrival rate
 the uploading bandwidth
 the rate at which seeds leave the system
 the rate at which downloaders relinquish downloading
and exit the system
 the le sharing efciency, meaning the probability
that a peer can exchange chunks with other peers
Table 4.1: Notations and assumptions for the uid model
voluntary abort behavior of le downloadings is mainly due to the loss of user interest.
Excluding peers that abort le downloading is equivalent to assuming that these peers are
uninterested in the data le at the beginning, and thus does not affect our analysis.
4.3.3 Client performance variations
Study [94] proposed a uid model for BitTorrent-like systems with constant peer ar-
rival rate. We use the idea of the uid model, but assume that peer arrival rate follows
Equation 4.1. Assume the downloading bandwidth of a peer is greater than its uploading
bandwidth, the basic ODE (ordinary differential equation) set for the uid model is
8
> > > <
> > > :
dx(t)
dt
= 0e
  t
   x(t)   (x(t) + y(t));
dy(t)
dt
= (x(t) + y(t))   y(t);
x(0) = 0;y(0) = 1;
(4.7)
where the meanings of the parameters in our uid model are listed in Table 4.1. These
notations are adopted from work [94, 121].
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Figure 4.6: Torrent evolution under the uid model
When the ODE set has two different real eigenvalues  1 6=  2, the resolution can be
expressed as:

x(t) = ae 1t + be 2t + d1e  t
 ;
y(t) = c1ae 1t + c2be 2t + d2e  t
 ;
(4.8)
where d1;d2;c1;c2;a;b are constant. The value of these constants and the detailed resolu-
tion of the uid model can be found in Appendix E.
The average downloading speed of peers at time t is
u(t) = 
x(t) + y(t)
x(t)
= ( +
y(t)
x(t)
): (4.9)
We use the tracker trace to validate the torrent evolution model. Similar to the peer
arrival rate, the modeling results t the trace better for torrents with larger populations.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the torrent evolution by both our uid model and the analysis results
of a typical torrent in the trace. The gure shows that the number of downloaders increases
exponentially in a short period of time after the torrent's birth (the ash crowd period),
and then decreases exponentially, but at a slower rate. The number of seeds also increases
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Figure 4.7: Performance variations in BitTorrent systems
exponentially at rst, and then decreases exponentially at a slower rate. The peak time
of the number of seeds lags behind that of the number of downloaders. As a result, u(t)
increases until the torrent is dead, and the resources of seeds cannot increase in proportion
to service demand. Furthermore, due to the random arrival of downloaders and the random
departure of seeds, average downloading performance uctuates signicantly when the
number of peers in the torrent is small, as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
Figure 4.7(a) shows the performance variations of the torrent under two kinds of granu-
larities. The instant speed represents the mean downloadingspeed of all peers in the torrent
at that time instant, sampled every half an hour. The average speed represents the average
value of the instantspeed over the typical downloadingtime (the average downloadingtime
of all peers). The gure shows that the client downloading speed at different time stages is
highly diverseand can affect client downloadingtime signicantly. The reason is that seeds
play an important role in the client downloading performance. However, the generation of
125seeds is the same as the completeness of peer downloading, so the random uctuation of
downloading speed cannot be smoothed in the scale of typical downloading time when the
number of peers is small.
Figure 4.7(b) shows the number of peers and the average downloading speed for each
torrent in the trace at 12:00:01 on 2003-11-15. In this gure, each point in x-axis denotes a
torrent, while the left y-axis denotes the number of peers (the number of downloaders and
seeds are represented with different colors and stacked together in the gure) in this torrent,
and the right y-axis denotes average downloading speed of this torrent. The torrents in the
x-axis are sorted in non-ascending order of the number of peers (downloaders and seeds)
in each torrents. The results at other time instants are similar. In general, peers in torrents
with larger populations have relatively higher and more stable downloading speed, while
the downloading speed in torrents with small populations disperses signicantly. When
the number of peers in the torrent is small, the client downloading performance is easily
affected by the individual behavior of seeds.
Figure 4.7(c) showsthe total number of peers in all torrents (the number of downloaders
and seeds are represented with different colors and stacked together in the gure) and the
average downloading speed of all downloaders in the trace at different time stages. The
average downloading speed of all torrents is shown to be much more stable than that of one
torrent. The reason is that the downloader/seed ratio is much more stable due to the large
population of the system. This motivates us to balance the service load among different
torrents, so that each torrent can provide relatively stable downloading performance to
clients in its lifespan.
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Figure 4.8: Fairness of seed service policy in BitTorrent systems (y-axis is in log scale)
4.3.4 Service fairness
In a BitTorrent system, the service policy of seeds favors peers with high downloading
speed, in order to improve the seed production rate in the system, i.e., to have these high
speed downloaderscomplete downloadingas soon as possible and wish they will then serve
otherdownloaders. In thissubsection,we investigatethe effectsof thispolicyonthe service
fairness of BitTorrent.
We dene the contribution ratio of a peer as the total uploaded bytes over the total
downloaded bytes of the peer. Figure 4.8(a) shows the peer downloading speed and the
corresponding contribution ratio extracted from the trace. In this gure, each point in the
x-axis denotes a peer, while the left y-axis denotes the contribution ratio of this peer, and
the right y-axis denotes the average downloading speed of this peer. On the x-axis, peers
are sorted in non-ascending order of their contribution ratios. If the service of BitTorrent
127system is fair, the peer contribution ratio and downloading speed should be highly posi-
tively correlated. However, the gure shows a rough trend that the peer contribution ratio
increases when the downloading speed decreases. That is, the higher the downloading
performance peers have, the less uploading service they actually contribute. This indicates
that peers with high speed nish downloadingquickly and then quit the system soon, which
defeats the design purpose of the seed service policy.
Figure 4.8(b)showsthenumberof torrentsthateach peer involvesand itscorresponding
contribution ratio (plotted in the similar manner as that of Figure 4.8(a)). The gure shows
no distinguishable correlation between the two, indicating that the main reason for seeds to
leave old torrents is not to start new downloading tasks.
In summary, we observe that the BitTorrent's biased seed service policy in favor of high
speed downloaders really affects the fairness to peers in downloading, and an incentive
mechanism is needed to encourage seeds to contribute.
4.4 Modeling Multiple Torrents in BitTorrent Systems
In the previous section, we have shown that client performance uctuates signicantly
in single-torrent systems, but is very stable when aggregated over multiple torrents. Based
on this observation, in this section, we study the correlation among multiple torrents
through modeling and trace analysis, aiming to look for solutions to enable inter-torrent
collaboration.
Although different torrents are independent from each other in the current BitTorrent
systems, they are inherently related by peers that request multiple data les. A peer may
download a data le, serve as a seed for that torrent for a while, and then go ofine to sleep
for a period of time. The peer may return sometime later and repeat the activities above.
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Figure 4.9: The CDFs of torrent birth, peer request arrival, and peer birth over the trace
collection time
Thus, a peer's lifecycle consists of a sequence of downloading, seeding, and sleeping ac-
tivities. If a peer stops using BitTorrent for a long time that is much longer than its typical
sleeping time, we consider the peer as dead.
In the current BitTorrent systems, a peer is encouraged to exchange le chunks with
other peers that are downloading the same le instead of serving old data les it has down-
loaded. Thus, in our model, we assume each peer joins (downloading and seeding) each
torrent at most once, and joins one torrent at a time. Having these assumptions, we start to
characterize peers in multiple torrents.
4.4.1 Characterizing peer request pattern
In the multi-torrent environment, both torrents and peers are born and die continuously.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the CDF of torrent birth in the trace (indicated by raw data) and our
linear t. The average torrent birth rate (denoted as t in the following context) is about
0.9454 torrent per hour. Figure 4.9(b) shows the CDF of torrent request arrivals (for all
129peers over all torrents) and our linear t. We dene the torrent request rate as the number
of downloading requests for all torrents per unit time in the multi-torrent system, denoted
as q in the following context. Although the peer arrival rate of a single-torrent system
decreases exponentially as shown in Figure 4.1, the torrent request rate in the multi-torrent
system is almost a constant, about 133.39 requests per hour.
Since both the torrent birth rate and torrent request rate are almost constant, it is natural
to assume that the peer birth rate (denoted as p in the following context) is also a constant.
A peer is born when it appears in the system for the rst time. However, as shown in
Figure 4.9(c), the peer birth rate is high at the beginning of the trace collection duration,
and then converges to a constant rate asymptotically. The reason is that peers appear in
the trace for the rst time may actually have been born before the trace collection, and the
number of such peers decreases quickly after the trace collection starts. Thus, we take the
asymptotic birth rate as the real birth rate of peers, which is about 19.37 peers per hour.
The constant peer birth rate and torrent request rate indicate that each peer only joins
a limited number of torrents. However, the request rate of a peer might still change over
time. We dene the peer request rate as the number of requests a peer submits for different
torrents per unit time. Assume the peer request rate can be expressed as
r(t) = r0e
  t
r ; (4.10)
where t is the time duration after the peer is born, r0 is the initial request rate, and r is the
attenuation parameter of the request rate. When r ! 1, the peer has a constant request
rate; when r < 0, the peer has an increasing request rate.
The inter-arrival time between two successive requests of a peer t is 1
r(t) (note this
inter-arrival time is different from the inter-arrival time of two successive arriving peers to
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Figure 4.10: The request pattern of peers
a torrent described in Section 4.3.2). Thus, we have
logt =  logr0 +
t
r
: (4.11)
We extract t and t from the trace for each peer requesting multiple torrents, and use
linear regression to compute logr0 and 1
r. Figure 4.10(a) shows the number of torrents
that each peer requests and the corresponding r, for peers requesting at least 3 torrents.
In this gure, each point in the x-axis denotes a peer, while the left y-axis denotes the r
value of this peer, and the right y-axis denotes the number of torrents in which this peer
participates. In x-axis, peers are sorted in non-ascending order of the number of torrents
they join. As shown in the gure, the value of parameter r in Equation 4.10 is extremely
large compared to the typical duration of le downloading, with the mean value of about
77 years, which implies that the average request rates of peers do not change signicantly
over time. Further, r is independent of the number of torrents that peers join. Thus, we can
131assume that the request processes of peers are Poisson-like with constant average request
rates.
Figure 4.10(b) shows the average inter-arrival time of torrent requests for peers request-
ing multiple torrents (plotted in the similar manner as that of Figure 4.10(a)). As shown in
the gure, it is intuitive to nd that the upper bound of the number of torrents each peer
requests increases with the decrease of inter-arrival time. However, for peers with similar
request rates, the number of torrents they request are very diverse, since they stay in the
system for different time durations. Figure 4.10(c) further plots the downloading speed
versus the number of torrents that each peer joins (plotted in the similar manner as that of
Figure 4.10(a)). There is no strong correlation between the two for peers with downloading
speed > 1 KB per second. This implies that for peers whose downloading speed is large
enough, the numbers of les they download is independent of their downloading speed.
Thus, we assume that a peer joins a new torrent with probability p. For N peers in
the system, during their whole lifecycles, there are Npm 1 peers that request at least m
torrents. Ranking peers in non-ascending order of the number of torrents they join, the
number of torrents that a peer ranked i joins is
m = 1 +
logi   logN
logp
: (4.12)
In addition, a peer has the probability 1   p to download exactly 1 le, probability
p(1   p) to download exactly 2 les, and probability pk 1(1   p) to download exactly k
les. So the mean number of torrents that a peer joins is:
 m =
1 X
k=1
kp
k 1(1   p) =
1
1   p
: (4.13)
Figure 4.11(a) shows the distribution of the number of les that each peer downloads
in the trace. The curve in the gure is a little convex, deviating from what Equation 4.12
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Figure 4.11: Torrent involvement of peers (x-axis is in log scale)
predicts (a straight line when x-axis is in log scale). The reason is that the number of
torrents joined by peers born before the trace collection is under-estimated, since some of
these requests cannot be recorded in the trace. A similar situation exists for peers that are
still active after the end of trace collection.
Figure 4.11(b) shows the distributionof number of torrents joined by each peer that was
born in the middle of the trace collection duration (indicated by raw data) and our linear
t. The curve ts Equation 4.12 very well, and we estimate p  0:8551 from the analysis.
Thus, the average number of torrents each peer joins is about 7:514.
To verify the probability model we use in the above analysis, we estimate p in another
way as follows. Assuming that the peer birth rate is p and the torrent request rate is q,
since each peer joins 1
1 p torrents during its lifetime in average, we have
q =
1
1   p
p: (4.14)
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Figure 4.12: The seeding time and sleeping time of peers (y-axis is in log scale)
Based on the peer request arrival rate and the peer birth rate we derived before (see
Figure 4.9(b) and 4.9(c)), we have p = 1  
p
q = 0:8548. This is very close to the value
we got from Equation 4.12, 0:8551, meaning that there are more than 85% peers joining
multiple torrents.
Having characterized the torrent request pattern of peers, nally we consider the distri-
bution of the seeding time and the sleeping time of peers. According to our uid model,
1
 represents the average seeding time. Figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) show the probability
distribution functions of the peer seeding time and the peer sleeping time in the system.
Note that the y-axis is in log scale. Both the peer seeding time and sleeping time roughly
follow the exponential distributionwith probability density function fsd(t) = 1
sde
  t
sd, and
fsl(t) = 1
sle
  t
sl, respectively. Based on the trace analysis, we estimate sd = 1
 = 8:42
hours, and sl = 58:32 hours.
1344.4.2 Characterizing inter-torrent relations
In this subsection we study how different torrents are connected through peers that
download multiple les, based on our previously veried assumptions.
For simplication, we consider a homogeneous multi-torrent environment where all
torrents and peers have the same 0, , , , , and average sleeping time. Consider all
torrents that have been born in the system by the time instant t0. We number the torrents
and name their birth time as follows: the most recently born torrent by t0 is torrent 1, with
a birth time t1; the torrent born just before torrent 1 is torrent 2, with a birth time t2; ... ;
and so on and so forth. Thus, for any two torrents i and j, if torrent i was born just before
torrent j, we have i = j + 1 and ti < tj.
Assume the probability that a peer selects torrent i at time t as its k-th torrent is P k
i (t),
t  t0 and 1  i < 1. We have P k
i (t) = 0 if t < ti. We denote P 1
i (t) as Pi(t) for
simplicity, and assume that Pi(t) satises
Pi(t) =
e 
t ti

P1
j=1 e 
t tj

; (4.15)
where tj = t  
j
t, 1  j < 1. Thus, we have
Pi(t) = e
  i
t
P1
j=1 e
  j
t
= (e
1
t   1)e
  i
t
= (e
1
t   1)e 
t ti
 :
(4.16)
When a peer requests its k-th data le, the data les that it has requested will not be
selected. Assuming
P
k
i (t) = kPi(t); (4.17)
the peer arrival rate of torrent i can be expressed as
i(t) = qPi(t)
=

1   p
p(e
1
t   1)e
 
t ti
 ; (4.18)
135where  =
P1
k=1 kpk 1(1   p). When t  r, we have k  1 and   1. Comparing
Equation 4.1 with 4.18, we have 0 = 
1 pp(e
1
t   1).
Considering that a peer in a torrent may have downloaded les from other torrents, we
can model the relationship among different torrents in the P2P system as a directed graph.
Each node in the graph represents a torrent. A directed edge from torrent i to torrent j
denotes that some peers in torrent i have downloaded the le from torrent j, and thus have
the potential to provide service to peers in torrent j, even though they are not in torrent j
currently. The weight of the directed edge Wi;j represents the number of such peers. For
simplicity, we dene Wi;i = 0.
The graph changes dynamically over time. Now let us consider the graph at time t0.
During time [t;t + dt], tj  t < t0, there are j(t)dt peers who join torrent j. Let
k(t) = br(t0   t)c. During time [t;t0], these peers can download up to k(t)   1 torrents
completely in addition to torrent j and may request (or be requesting) the next torrent at
time t0. Assuming k  1, for a peer who is active at time t, the probability that it is still
active at time t0, but does not request torrent i during [t;t0] is
Qi(t) = p 
k(t) 1 Y
l=1
p  (1   Pi(t +
l
r
)): (4.19)
When i 6= j, we have
Wi;j =
Z t0
tj
Qi(t)  Pi(t +
k(t)
r
)  j(t)dt: (4.20)
Therefore, the weighted out-degree of torrent i represents the total potential capability
its peers can provide to peers in other torrents, denoted as SPi, where
SPi =
1 X
j=1
Wi;j: (4.21)
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Figure 4.13: The inter-torrent relation (y-axis is in log scale)
Correspondingly, the weighted in-degree of torrent i represents the total potentials its
peers can get from peers in other torrents, denoted as SGj, where
SGj =
1 X
i=1
Wi;j: (4.22)
Figure 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) show the weighted out-degree and weighted in-degree at a
time instant based on trace analysis and our probability model, respectively. In the gures,
each point in the x-axis denotes a torrent, sorted in non-ascending order of weighted out-
degree or weighted in-degree. The right y-axis in the gures denotes torrent size, the
number of peers in the torrent at this time instant. In general, torrents with more peers tend
to havea larger out-degree and in-degree, thoughthetrend is veryrough. The weighted out-
degree and in-degree distribution according to our trace analysis follows power law rules
roughly. It deviates from our model somewhat because of the heterogeneity of torrents in
the real system.
1374.4.3 Reducing downloading failure ratio by inter-torrent collabora-
tion
In the multi-torrent environment, old peers that had downloaded the le from a torrent
may come back to download other data les, and the lifespan of this torrent can be extended
if these old peers are willing to provide service. Assume the request arrival rate of this
torrent is (t) and (t) = 0 when t < 0. If we consider both new requesting peers and old
returning peers, the peer arrival rate of the torrent is
0(t) =
Pk(t)
l=0 pl(t   l
r) =
Pk(t)
l=0 pl0e 
t  l
r

= 0e  t
 qk(t)+1 1
q 1 ;
(4.23)
where k(t) = brtc and q = pe
1
r (q > 1 according to our trace analysis).
When 0(t) < , the torrent is truly dead. The lifespan of a torrent without inter-torrent
collaboration is Tlife =  log(
0
 ). Denoting the lifespan of the torrent with inter-torrent
collaboration as T 0
life, then 0(T 0
life) = , we have
log = log0  
T 0
life
 + log(q
k(T 0
life)+1   1)   log(q   1)
 log0  
T 0
life
 + (k(T 0
life) + 1)logq   log(q   1)
= log0  
T 0
life
 + k(T 0
life)logq + log
q
q 1:
It leads to log(
0

q
q 1)  (1
   rlogq)T 0
life. Thus
T 0
life 
 log(
0

q
q 1)
1 r logq =
 log(
0

q
q 1)
rlog 1
p
>
Tlife
r log 1
p
= Tlife:
(4.24)
According to the trace analysis and our modeling,  = 1
rlog 1
p
 6. So we have
R0
fail =
R 1
T 0
life 0e  t
 dt
R 1
0 0e  t
 dt
= e
 
T0
life
 < R

fail  R
6
fail: (4.25)
In the single-torrent model, since we cannot change the peer request pattern, the only
way to decrease the downloading failure ratio is to decrease the seed leaving rate (i.e., to
138increase the seed service time). According to Equation 4.2 and 4.6, if the seed leaving rate
is decreased from  to , we have
T

life =  log(
0
) = Tlife +  log

; (4.26)
and
R

fail =

0
= Rfail


: (4.27)
Comparing Equation 4.24 and 4.25 with Equation 4.26 and 4.27, we can see that inter-
torrent collaboration is much more effective than stimulating seeds to serve longer in order
to reduce the downloading failure ratio. Decreasing seed leaving rate can only extend
torrent life span by a constant, while inter-torrent collaboration can increase torrent life
spanmultipletimes. As a result, for reducing thedownloadingfailure ratio, decreasing seed
leaving rate has polynomial effect, while inter-torrent collaboration has exponential effect.
For example, if the current downloading failure rate is 0.1, and seeds can be stimulated to
stay 10 times longer (i.e.,  will decrease 10 times), then the downloading failure rate will
decrease 10 times to 0:01. However, by inter-torrent collaboration, the downloading failure
ratio can be as low as 0:16 = 10 6. The reason is that extending seed staying time only
increases the service time for peers that arrive close to the seed generation time. With the
passage of time, the peer arrival rate decreases exponentially, and nally the seed serving
time will not be long enough for newly arriving peers. On the other hand, by exploiting
inter-torrent collaboration, peers that have downloaded the le may return multiple times
during a much longer period, and the downloadingfailure ratio can be signicantly reduced
to near zero.
1394.5 Multi-Torrent Collaboration of BitTorrent Systems
4.5.1 Tracker site overlay
We propose an architecture where tracker sites of different torrents self-organize into
an overlay network to coordinate the collaboration among their peers. Each tracker site
maintains a Neighbor-Out Table and a Neighbor-In Table to record the relationship with
its neighboring torrents. The Neighbor-Out Table records the torrents that its peers can
provide service to. The Neighbor-In Table records the torrents whose peers can provide
service to this torrent. When a peer q joins a new torrent A, it uploads to its tracker site the
informationabout from which torrents it had downloaded les previously. Then A's tracker
site forwards this information to the tracker sites of those torrents where q had downloaded
les from. By doing so, the torrents that are created independently by different content
providers are connected together to form an overlay network, as shown in Figure 4.14(a).
The tracker overlay is actually an implementation of the inter-torrent relation graph pre-
sented in Section 4.4.2 12. Figure 4.14(b) shows that the connectivity degree (unweighted)
of the tracker overlay is heavily skewed and similar to P2P overlays like Gnutella networks.
Thus, many existing search algorithms can be used in the tracker overlay.
The tracker overlay provides a mechanism for inter-torrent collaboration. In the current
architecture of BitTorrent systems, peers in different torrents cannot collaborate because
they cannot nd and communicate with each other. By using tracker overlay, peers in
different torrents can exchange les that they have downloaded and balance their resource
sharing. Our simulation shows that the tracker overlay can cover more than 99% torrents
in the system.
12Recently, BitTorrent begins to support trackerless torrents with DHT [5]. The inter-torrentrelation graph
can be maintained by this DHT in similar way as that in the tracker overlay.
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Figure 4.14: Tracker site overlay
In the tracker overlay architecture, the extra service load on the existing tracker sites is
small. Assume a torrent has n peers at its peak time. Since the average number of torrents
each peer involves is 1
1 p, the neighbor table size is O( n
1 p). Furthermore, the tracker
overlay is fully decentralized and has no single point of failure. Tracker overlay has better
fault-tolerance and scalability than a central server solution.
Tracker overlay also provides a built-in mechanism to search content among multiple
torrents. Currently, BitTorrent users rely on Web-based search engines to look for the
content they want to download.
4.5.2 Multi-torrent collaboration
BitTorrent assumes each peer is selsh, and a peer exchanges le chunks with those
peers that provide it the best service. The incentive mechanism of BitTorrent systems is
instant, because each peer must get corresponding benet immediately for the service it
141provides. In contrast, KaZaa and eMule use a participation level or ID stored in the sys-
tem to trace and identify the contribution of users. Peers with a higher level or higher ID
will have a higher priority to be served. Thus, the contribution of a peer under this mech-
anism will be rewarded in a long term instead of instantly. Although KaZaa and eMule
systems are multi-le based and thus the popularity changes of a le have little affect on
the service availability of its downloading, their long-term incentive mechanisms are not
as effective as the tit-for-tat mechanism in BitTorrent. The downloading speed of eDon-
key/eMule/Overnetismuchslowerthanthatof BitTorrentbecausepeers intheP2P network
usually share and downloada large number of les, makingthe bandwidthavailable to each
transfer much smaller than that in BitTorrent [5]. Furthermore, fraud prevention is also a
big problem. For example, the participation level system in KaZaa has been cracked and
thus one can set its participation level arbitrarily [8]. Compared with systems based on the
long-term user reputation, the instant incentive mechanisms like tit-for-tat are simple,
effective, and robust. Instead of going back to the long term incentive model of KaZaa and
eDonkey systems, in this subsection, we propose an exchange based mechanism for instant
collaboration among multiple torrents through the tracker site overlay, which still follows
the tit-for-tat idea.
Our proposed inter-torrent collaboration strategy is as follows. First, if there exists a
directed cycle among a number of torrents, such as torrents A;B and torrents B;C;D;E
in Figure 4.14(a), then peers in these torrents can exchange le chunks through the coor-
dination of the tracker site overlay. More specically, a peer that needs service from peers
in other torrents on the cycle does not have to serve these peers directly, because its con-
tribution can be transfered to these peers along the cycle with the help of corresponding
trackers. Since the contribution of each peer must be rewarded instantly, any fraudulent
142behavior will be identied and punished at once. Second, when no such cycles exist for a
peer q who wants to get service from peers in other torrents, the peer can construct such
a cycle as follows. Peer q may join these torrents temporarily and download some chunks
of the les, even if it does not want these les itself. Through the coordination of corre-
sponding tracker sites, the peer can provide uploading service for these chunks only, and
attribute its service contribution to the peers it wants to get service from, so that these peers
can get benet from the peers that q serves and offer q the service it needs. Thus, a directed
neighboring cycle is constructed. We call this technique bandwidth trading. The basic idea
is that the bandwidth can only be shared through content downloading/uploading. Since a
le chunk can be served to multiple peers in the system, bandwidth trading is efcient and
the overhead is trivial.
In such multi-torrent collaboration systems, a peer that has downloaded multiple les
can get better service when downloading a new le (no matter it is popular or not) by
serving the old les it has downloaded to the peer community, thus addressing the well-
knownproblemof lackingincentivestoseeds. Research [25] and[45] present a similaridea
of using le exchange as an incentive for P2P content sharing. Different from these studies,
our system aims to share bandwidth as well as content across multiple P2P networks.
4.5.3 Performance evaluation
We evaluate our system design through simulations with the tracker trace used in pre-
vious sections. In the simulations, we assume seeds use a fair service policy that does not
prefer any peer in any torrent as long as it can serve. Figure 4.15(a) shows the downloading
failure ratio in the current BitTorrent systems (without inter-torrent collaboration) and that
in our proposed system (with inter-torrent collaboration), respectively. We only consider
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Figure 4.15: The performance analysis of our system
torrents born in the initial period of the trace collection time in order to study the perfor-
mance in their whole lifetime. In this gure, each point in the x-axis denotes a torrent,
sorted in non-ascending order of the corresponding downloading failure ratio in the tracker
trace (without inter-torrent collaboration). As shown in Figure 4.15(a), under inter-torrent
collaboration, the downloading failure ratios in most torrents are actually zero or close to
zero. Figure 4.15(b) shows the average downloading speeds of peers in different torrents
at a certain time (12:00:01 on 2003-11-15). Each point in the x-axis denotes a torrent,
sorted in non-ascending order of the average downloading speed of torrents at this time in-
stant. The system with inter-torrent collaboration clearly provides a much better and more
stable downloading service to clients. Figure 4.15(c) shows the peer contribution ratio (de-
ned in Section 4.3) in two systems. In our proposed system, the peer contribution ratio
is better balanced. These preliminary results demonstrate that our proposed system design,
though without complicated credit systems, can enhance the current BitTorrent system sig-
nicantly.
1444.6 Conclusion
BitTorrent-like systems have become increasingly popular for content distribution and
le sharing, and have contributedto a large amount of trafc on the Internet. In this chapter,
we have performed extensive trace analysis and modeling to study the behaviors of such
systems. We found that the existing BitTorrent system provides poor service availability,
uctuating downloading performance, and unfair services to peers. Our model has revealed
that these problems are due to the exponentially decreasing peer arrival rate and provides
strong motivation for inter-torrent collaborations instead of simply giving seeds incentives
to serve longer. We propose the design of a new architecture where the tracker sites of
different torrents are organized into an overlay to facilitate inter-torrent collaboration. Our
trace-driven simulations have shown promising results. Some preliminary results of this
work have been presented in [54, 55].
145CHAPTER 5
PEER-TO-PEER ASSISTED MEDIA CACHING
5.1 Introduction
Delivering multimedia contents with high quality and low cost over the Internet is chal-
lengingduetothe typicallarge sizesof mediaobjectsand thecontinuousstreamingdemand
of clients. Currently, there are three representative solutions for media streaming on the In-
ternet. First, special content delivery networks (CDNs) have been built to replicate media
servers across the Internet to move the contents close to the clients, such as Akamai 13. This
approach is performance-effective but not cost-effective. The second approach is to utilize
existing proxies to cache media data, which is cost-effective but not scalable due to limited
storages and bandwidths of centralized servers. The third approach is to build client based
P2P overlay networks for media content delivery, which is highly cost-effective but does
not guarantee the quality of service because the capacities (CPU, storage, and bandwidth)
of peers can be heterogeneous and their availabilities can be transient.
Many researchers have delved in the proxy caching approach, a successful approach
used for delivering text-based Web content on the Internet, to improve its performance for
streaming media delivery. However, a full caching approach of media objects can quickly
13http://www.akamai.com/.
146exhaust the limited proxy cache space. To handle the large sizes of media objects, re-
searchers have developed a number of segment-based proxy caching strategies (e.g., [35]
and [119]) to cache partial segments of media objects instead of their entireties.
Although the segment-based proxy caching technique has shown its effectiveness for
media streaming, the quality of service it can provide is still not satisfactory to clients for
the following reasons. First, the limited storage capacity of a proxy restricts the amount
of media data it can cache for clients. In addition to the large size of media objects, re-
search in [38] shows that the reference locality of multimedia objects is much less than that
of Web pages. Thus, the cache space problem is much more signicant in media proxy
systems than in Web proxy systems. Second, the delivery of streaming media normally
requires a dedicated reservation of continuous bandwidths for the clients. However, the
highly demanded proxy bandwidths limit the number of clients to be served simultane-
ously. Furthermore, a proxy not only easily becomes a system bottleneck, but also forms
a single point of failure, being vulnerable to attacks. On the other hand, the resources
of bandwidth, storage, and CPU cycles are richly available and under-utilized among the
clients. Thus, the P2P le sharing model is very attractive. However, directly borrowing
this model for media streaming cannot guarantee the quality of streaming service for the
following three reasons. First, the availability of demanded media data in each peer can be
unpredictable because each peer caches and replaces media content independently without
any coordination with other peers. Second, the availability of services can also be dynamic
due to the transient nature of peers even though the data are always available. Third, the
quality of services provided by multiple collaborativepeers may not be sufcient for highly
dynamic and bursty media streaming requests.
147In order to address the scalability problem of proxy based techniques, and to deliver
the high quality media content to clients, we present a novel and scalable segment-based
P2P media delivering system by organizing the proxy and its clients in the same intranet
into a P2P system. This system is called PROP abbreviated from our technical theme of
collaborating and coordinating PROxy and its P2P clients. Our proposed system at-
tempts to address both the scalability and the reliability issues of streaming media delivery
in a cost-effective way. In such a system, the clients effectively coordinate and collabo-
rate with the proxy to provide a scalable media storage and to actively participate in the
streaming media delivery. Media objects are cached in segment units both in peers and
in the proxy for the purposes of self-viewing and global sharing. Based on modeling and
analysis of cache redundancy in our proposed system, we have designed replacement algo-
rithms, aiming to approximately achieve the optimal distribution of media segments across
the whole system. We have comparatively evaluated our proposed system by trace-driven
simulationswith synthetic workloads and with a real-life workload trace extracted from the
media server logs in an enterprise network. Our experimental results show that PROP sig-
nicantly improves the quality of media streaming and the system scalability. Specically,
the byte hit ratio can be improved up to 2.4 times over client based P2P systems and proxy
based P2P systems. Our contributions in this work are threefold.
 The collaboration and coordination between the proxy and its P2P clients in our
system address the scalability problem of proxy based technique, and also eliminate
the concern of unstable quality of services by only relying on self-organized clients.
These two system components are complementary to each other: the proxy provides
a dedicated storage and reliable streaming services when peers are not available or
148not capable of doing so, while peers provide a scalable storage for data caching and
signicantly reduce the service load of the proxy.
 To improve the reliability and maximize the utilization of cached data in each peer,
we have proposed a model to analyze the cache redundancy in our peer-to-peer
caching system where peers are free to come and go. Our modeling results give
the optimal replica distribution in such a system, and provide the guidance to cache
replacement policy design.
 According to the modeling and analysis, we have proposed segment based replace-
mentpoliciesforproxyandpeers, whichexploitthedatalocalityand balancetheload
in the PROP system. Our objective is to keep popular media segments in the proxy
for global sharing, and leave a certain space in each peer to cache those relatively
unpopular segments. With this arrangement, both popular and unpopular segments
are fairly treated, improving the overall hit ratios in the PROP system.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses other re-
lated work. Section 5.3 presents the design and rationale of our proposed media streaming
system. We evaluate the performance of our system and its alternatives in Section 5.4, and
make concluding remarks in Section 5.5.
5.2 Related Work
Efforts have been made on P2P media streaming recently. Acharya and Smith [21]
studied the collaboration among multiple proxy servers in an intranet to provide media
streaming service. Chae et al. [32] studied the data replacement techniques for cooperative
caching among a number of media proxies. Different from these studies, our PROP system
149exploitsthe potential storages and processing capacities among media clients, and proposes
corresponding data placement and replacement policies. Padmanabhan et al. [89] and Tran
et al. [110] propose P2P multicast trees for live media streaming. Although multicast can
be used for on-demand media streaming as well, the startup latency is non-trivial. Cui et
al. [45] and Rejaie et al. [97] propose P2P streaming schemes for layer-encoded media.
The quality of layer-encoded media streaming may not be guaranteed if some layers are not
delivered in time, which cannot occur in segment-based systems. In weakly coupled P2P
systems such as the ones presented in [89] and [97], users collaborate loosely with each
other in a peer-to-peer fashion for on-demand media streaming, instead of being organized
into a P2P overlay. Ip et al. [70] propose a cooperative proxy-client caching system for
on-demand media streaming, which does not consider cache redundancy in the system.
Hefeeda et al. [64] propose a structured P2P media streaming system, targeting media
sharing on the global Internet, where each peer is the owner and distributer of its cached
media, and there are no extra media providers in this system. In contrast, our system
targets on-demand media streaming from professional and commercial media providers for
clients in a large intranet, where each peer only serves its cached media as a member of the
distributed caching system, instead of owning and distributing these media.
Aside from P2P based media streaming, the research on the proxy based and assisted
media streaming and delivery techniques has been conducted. Particularly, proxy caching
of streaming media has been explored in [21], [29], [57], [75], [103], [109], [119], [124].
Prex caching and its protocolconsideration as well as partial sequence caching are studied
in [51], [103]. In video staging [124], a portion of bits from the video frames whose size
is larger than a predetermined threshold is cut off and prefetched to the proxy to reduce
the bandwidth on the server proxy channel. In [82], the proposed approach attempts to
150select groups of consecutive frames by the selective caching algorithm, while in [85], the
algorithm may select groups of non-consecutive frames for caching in the proxy. The
caching problem for layered encoded video is studied in [75]. The cache replacement of
streaming media is studied in [96], [109].
The proxy caching of streaming media has also been integrated with other techniques,
to further improvecache efciency. In [115], the batching, patching and streaming merging
are combined with proxy caching. A circular buffer is used in [33], while in [34], a set of
existing techniques are evaluated and the running buffer is efciently utilized together with
patching for efciently delivering the media content.
5.3 System Design and Rationale
5.3.1 Infrastructure overview
The two main components of the PROP system are (1) the proxy and (2) all the client
peers receiving the media streaming service, which are self-organized into a P2P overlay
network. The proxy is the bootstrap site of the P2P system and the interface between the
P2P system and media servers. When an object is requested for the rst time or when no
peer in the system is able to serve a streaming request, the proxy is responsible to fetch the
requested media data from the remote server, divide the object into small segments, and
cache them locally.
Each peer in the PROP system has three functionalities. First, a peer is a client that
requests media data; second, a peer is a streaming server that provides media streaming
service to clients. Each peer caches the media data in segments while its content accessing
is in progress, and shares the cached data with other peers in the system. Third, a peer is
also an index server that maintains a subset of indices of media segments in the system for
151content location. Peers in our system are self-organized into a structured P2P overlay sup-
porting a distributed hash table (DHT), which maps the identier of each media segment to
the index of the segment (see Section 5.3.2 for details). The P2P operations in our system
are overlay independent though we use CAN [95] in our simulation.
In our system, the media segments and their corresponding indices are decoupled. In
other words, they may be maintained by different peers. The index of a segment contains a
location list of peers, each of which caches a copy of the media segment, and the access in-
formation of this segment, which is used for replacement operations. The segment locating
is conducted in two steps: the rst step is to route the request to the peer maintaining the
index of the demanded segment, and the second step is to select a peer that caches a copy
of the segment. Comparing with the central indexing solution like Napster 14, distributed
indexing is not only scalable but also out of the single-point-of-failure problem. Mean-
while, our approach is efcient and cost-effective for two reasons. First, the selection of a
serving peer can be optimized according to the capacities and workloads of peers caching
the demanded media data, because the index server maintains all access information of
segments. Second, the cost of content locating is distributed over the P2P network so that
the burden of P2P routing on each peer is trivial. Once the demanded segment is success-
fully located, the media streaming between the serving peer/proxy and the requesting peer
becomes point-to-point.
5.3.2 P2P routing and media streaming
The distributed hash table supported by the P2P overlay stores the (key;value) maps
where each key is the identier of a media segment and the corresponding value is the
14http://www.napster.com/.
152index of the segment. The identier of a media segment is a GUID (globally unique iden-
tier) hashed from the URL of the media object and the offset of the segment in the object
with SHA1 algorithm. In our system, each peer is assigned a key space zone when joining
the system, and maintains the segment indices mapped to this zone. Joining P2P routing
entails getting the key space zone and taking over the corresponding indices from a neigh-
bor while leaving P2P routing entails handing over the segment indices and merging the
key space zone to a neighbor [95].
The following operations on the distributed hash table are designed in our system for
content locating and data management: publish, unpublish, request, update and notify.
All these operations can be built on top of the common functionalities provided by dis-
tributed hash tables: put(key;value), get(key), and delete(key).
Publishing and unpublishing media segments
The publish(seg id;location) operation publishes a cached copy of media segment
in the P2P system, in which seg id is the segment identier, and location is the IP ad-
dress and port number of the peer that caches the segment copy. Correspondingly, the
unpublish(seg id;location) operation unpublishes the copy of media segment stored in
location. To publish or unpublish a segment, a peer routes its location and the seg id to
the target peer that maintains the segment index. Then the target peer put the location into
or remove it out of the location list in the segment index. These operations correspond to
the put or delete functions in DHT interface. Each segment index is created by the proxy
when segmentation, and the index server is responsible for maintaining the consistency be-
tween the media segments and corresponding indices. A peer publishes a segment as soon
as it caches the full segment and unpublishes a segment as soon as it deletes the segment.
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Figure 5.1: The requesting and serving of media data
A peer publishes all segments it caches when joining the P2P system and unpublishes all
segments it caches when leaving the P2P system.
Requesting and serving media segments
A peer requests media data segment by segment, and searches in its local cache rst.
If the local search fails, it calls the request(seg id;URL) operation, which requests a
segment of the object designated by the URL. When a peer requests a media object that
it does not cache, it routes the URL to the target peer that maintains the key space zone
that the identier of the object's rst segment (its seg id) is mapped to. This operation
corresponds to the get function in DHT interface. If the corresponding index does not
exist, meaning the object is requested for the rst time, the target peer sends a request to the
proxy, which fetches the requested object from the media server, and creates the index and
publishes the object. Then the target peer routes the proxy's location back to the requesting
peer, redirecting the peer to the proxy to get the media data. If the target peer nds the
segment index, but the location list is empty, the target peer sends a request to the proxy,
which fetches the segment and publishes it. The rst ve steps in Figure 5.1(a) show such
154an example. If the location list is not empty, the target peer checks the validation of each
location link, then returns the location of the peer with the maximal available bandwidth
to the requesting peer. The rst three steps in Figure 5.1(b) show such an example. Then
the serving peer provides the requested data to the requesting peer, as the last step shown
in Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b). A client can buffer the next segment when the current
segment is played back. If a serving peer wants to leave the P2P system before the current
streaming terminates, it must push the rest of the segment to the requesting peer before
exiting the P2P system.
Updating segment popularity and utility values
PROP uses the popularity and utility values of segments to manage cached data (see
Section 5.3.4 in details). These values depend on the access information and number of
copies of corresponding media segments in the system. When the proxy or a peer nishes
serving a segment streaming task, it calls update(seg id;access info) operation, which
routes the access information to the target peer maintaining the segment's index, and then
the target peer updates the corresponding information items. When the segment popularity
orutilityvalueschange, theindexservernotiesallpeersthatcache thesegmentnewvalues
by notify(peerset;seg id;value) operation, where peerset is the peers in the location list
of the segment index, and value is the popularity or utility value of the segment designated
by seg id. These operations correspond to the put function in DHT interface.
Message routing overhead
In PROP, for each segment a client requests, a request and an update message are
generated. For each segment replica that is cached or evicted from cache, a publish or
155unpublish message is generated. Although a notify operation may generate multiplemes-
sages, it can be postponed if the popularity or utility value changes little. Furthermore, our
replacement algorithm can keep the location list of the segment index in a moderate size
(see Section 5.3.4 for details). Thus, the routing overhead in PROP is trivial compared to
the media data transfered. Our simulation shows it is less than 1% of the streaming media
data (including TCP/IP and Ethernet headers) for 100 KB segment size. To further reduce
the routing overhead, we can increase the segment size, or use variable-sized segmentation
such as exponential segmentation [119] and adaptive and lazy segmentation [35].
5.3.3 Redundant cache model
Due to the dynamical peer arrivals and departures, an object may not be available if it
is only cached by a single peer. A solution is to let a peer that wants to go ofine transfer
the object it maintains to other peers, such as the home mode of Squirrel [71]. However,
Squirrel is a peer-to-peer based Web proxy system, where the objects are usually very
small. In contrast, the sizes of multimedia objects are much larger. Frequently transferring
cached objects among peers is not desired since it consumes more bandwidth and storage.
Furthermore, a peer may fail due to many reasons. In our solution, we use two methods
to provide the reliable service: (1) the proxy can maintain the most popular objects as a
backup service; (2) an object (or a segment) can be cached in multiple peers to provide
redundancy.
Assume the popularity (the reference probability) of media segments follows a Zipf-
like distribution (for stretched exponential distribution, the analysis is similar). If we rank
all media segments in the descending order of their popularities, the popularity of the i-th
media segment, pi, can be expressed as
156pi =
A
i; (5.1)
where A =
Pm
i=1
1
i, m is the number of all media segments, and  is a constant.
Assume there are N peers and m media segmentsin the system. Each peer contributesa
storage of size C and has a failure probability q (q < 1) when serving a segment. Assume
the size of each segment is 1 unit of storage size. For segment i cached in ri peers, the
cache failure probability is qri. Our objective is to nd the distribution of frig, which can
minimize the total number of failed requests of all media objects, with the constraint of the
total cache size
frig = argmin
fnig
f
m X
i=1
piq
nig; (5.2)
where
m X
i=1
ni = CN: (5.3)
We have
m X
i=1
piq
ni  m(
m Y
i=1
piq
ni)
1
m; (5.4)
where the minimum value holds when
p1q
r1 = ::: = piq
ri = ::: = pmq
rm = B: (5.5)
For segment i, we have
piq
ri = B; (5.6)
ri =
logpi   logB
log
1
q
=
logA   logi   logB
log
1
q
: (5.7)
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Figure 5.2: Segment distribution
Since
m X
i=1
ri =
mlogA   logm!   mlogB
log 1
q
= CN; (5.8)
we have
logB = logA   
logm!
m   CN
m log 1
q
 logA   (logm   1)   CN
m log 1
q;
(5.9)
ri 
logpi
log 1
q
+ (CN
m + 
logm 1
log 1
q
 
logA
log 1
q
)
=   
log 1
q
log i
m + (CN
m   
log 1
q
):
(5.10)
When CN
m  
log 1
q
+ 1, we have rm = CN
m   
log 1
q
 1. That is, when the total cache
size of all peers is large enough so that all media segments can be cached, increasing cache
size leads to evenly increase the number of copies for each segment. Figure 5.2 shows
the number of copies for different segments in the system, where 1,000 peers cache 106
different media segments, with each peer contributing 1,500 storage units ( line) and
4,500 storage units (+ line), respectively.
In reality, it is difcult to get the values of parameters such as , q, and A. In Section
5.3.4, wewillpresenta heuristicdistributedalgorithmtoachievesucha distributionwithout
knowing the values of these parameters.
1585.3.4 Cache management
In PROP system, the proxy serves as a persistent cache site, but the storage size is
limited. On the other hand, the total storage space contributed by peers is huge but the
available contents change dynamically because peers come and go frequently. To fully
utilize the storage and to improve the streaming service quality, we propose efcient re-
placement policies for both proxy and peers based on the global information of segment
accesses using the following parameters.
 T0, the time when the segment is accessed for the rst time;
 Tr, the most recent access time of the segment;
 Ssum, the cumulative bytes that the segment has been accessed;
 S0, the size of the segment in bytes;
 n, the number of requests for this segment;
 r, the number of replicas of the segment in the system.
Popularity-based proxy replacement policy
The proxy takes over the streaming service whenever the requested media segment
cannot be served by any peer in the system. Thus, the proxy should hold those popular
media objects to minimize the performance degradation due to peer failures. We use a
popularity-based replacement policy instead of Least Recently Used (LRU) policy that is
commonlyused in Web proxies, because LRU isnot efcient for le scan operations, which
are typical in media streaming services, and can only exploit the locality of reference to the
proxy instead of the whole system. We dene the popularity of a segment as
159p =
Ssum
S0
Tr   T0
 min(1;
Tr T0
n
t   Tr
); (5.11)
where t is the current time instant,
Ssum
S0
Tr T0 represents the average access rate of the
segment in the past, normalized by the segment size, and min(1;
Tr T0
n
t Tr ) represents the
probability of future access:
Tr T0
n is the average time interval of accesses in the past, if
t   Tr >
Tr T0
n , the possibility that a new request arrives is small; otherwise, it is highly
possible a request is coming soon. The segment with the smallest popularity is chosen as
the victim to be replaced when the proxy cache is full. Considering both the recent access
and past access information, the proxy can cache the most useful media data for clients.
Study[35] usesasimilarapproach toestimatethepopularityof objectsinproxycaching
systems. However, our system architecture and replacement policies are completely differ-
ent from these systems. In order to quickly collect space for new media objects and to
reduce the cache management overheads, the exponential segmentation approach [119]
and the adaptive-lazy segmentation approach [35] have been proposed. In contrast, due
to the distributed indexing and caching service provided by peers, the load of proxy in
the PROP system is much smaller than that in traditional proxy caching systems. PROP
uses an evenly sized, ne granulated segmentation with low overheads, and our simulations
show that ner granulated data management is more efcient than coarser granulated data
management for cache utilization.
Utility-based replacement policy for client peers
Independently exploiting reference locality on each client side is neither efcient from
the system'sperspectivenor effectivefrom the user's perspective. First, due to the clientac-
cess patterns, the popular objects get more accesses from peers and thus have more copies
160cached in the system, which are already cached on the proxy side. Keeping those unnec-
essary copies of popular objects degrades the cache efciency since the cache space could
have been used to cache other objects. Second, the locality on each client side is limited
and the cached data is prone to be ushed in a long streaming session if LRU replacement
is used. Third, the segments of a media object may be cached in a single peer, thus the
data availability is very sensitive to the peer failure and leaving. On the other hand, the
reference locality of all clients is much more signicant than that of a single client and the
difference between the access latency in an intranet and the local disk is not important for
media streaming. Thus, although the cached data in PROP system are distributed across all
client peers, they should be managed collectively to achieve best utilization.
The purpose of our peer replacement policy is to use an adaptive mechanism to dynam-
ically adjust the distribution of media data cached in the system. We have three objectives:
 The distribution of cached segments should be close to the optimal distribution (de-
scribed by Equation 5.10) to maximize the cache utilization.
 Different segments of the same object should be cached in different peers. Thus, the
failure of individual peers can only affect part of the media object.
 The segment distribution should not involve extra data transferring.
To achieve these goals, we design a heuristic algorithm as follows. Our peer replacement
policy is designed to replace both those media segments with diminishing popularities be-
cause they rarely get accessed, and those popular media segments with too many copies
being cached. As a result, peers accessing media objects completely will cache the latter
segments and evict the beginning segments of the objects because they are more popular
and have more replicas in the system than the latter segments. Peers that access only the
161beginning segments will cache the beginning segments. Thus, naturally a peer will cache
only a few segments of each object it has accessed, while the segments of each object are
distributed across many peers in the system according to their popularities, reducing the
negative effects caused by peer failures. The above operation needs no extra data transfer-
ring except the data requested by users.
To achieve the optimaldistribution,for the peer replacement policy,we dene the utility
function of a segment as
u =
(f(p)   f(pmin))  (f(pmax)   f(p))
r+ ; (5.12)
where p represents the popularity of the segment, pmin and pmax estimate the minimumand
maximum of segment popularities in the P2P system respectively, r is the number of repli-
cas of this segment in the system, and f(p) is a monotonic non-decreasing function, which
is called the adjustment factor of the utility function. The desired distribution of media
data in PROP system is r / f(p),as described in Equation 5.10. In our system, we choose
f(p) = logp and  =  = 1, and we will show the performance of different adjustment
factors in our evaluation. The values of pmin and pmax can be maintained by the proxy and
propagatedacross theP2P overlayby a oodingwhennecessary. The term
f(p) f(pmin)
r cap-
tures the segments with small popularities and large numbers of replicas while
f(pmax) f(p)
r
captures the segments with large popularities and large numbers of replicas. These two
kinds of segment replicas should be replaced by the replicas of segments with moderate
popularities but a small number of copies. So in our system, we choose those segments
with the smallest utility value as the victims to be replaced when a peer's cache is full.
When the cache system reaches its optimal distribution of segment replicas, we have
u = (log
1
q
)
2(
rmax
r
  1)(1  
rmin
r
): (5.13)
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Figure 5.3: Utility variations of media segments
Let
du
dr = 0, we have
r0 =
2rmaxrmin
rmax + rmin
: (5.14)
That is, the utility u reaches its maximum when r = r0. Figure 5.3 shows the relation be-
tween utility and number of copies. The gures indicates that our replacement policy can
effectively reduce the number of popular segment copies that can be accumulated quickly
(so as to better utilize the cache space), as well as reduce those unpopular segments when
they are cached more than needed. Thus, the data distribution is optimized naturally along
with the progress of media accessing, and the efciency of cache utilization is maximized.
Our simulation shows that the utility-based replacement policy has more benets for work-
load with low reference locality than workload with high reference locality, due to the
segment distribution it results in the PROP system. This advantage is very attractive for
streaming media delivery systems, since the reference locality in streaming media work-
load is much smaller than that in Web caching workload [38].
1635.3.5 Streaming task dispatch
In PROP, a streaming session is divided into a number of streaming tasks in a moderate
granularity determined by the segment size (we use 100-500 KB in our simulation). These
tasks can be served by different peers and it is the index server's responsibility to dispatch
streaming tasks to different streaming servers. Instead of having multiple peers to collabo-
ratively serve media steaming for a client like [64], only one streaming server is needed at
a time in PROP. The failure of the streaming server has little impact on the client, and the
media player only needs to buffer one segment for a smooth playback. Furthermore, the
streaming tasks can be dispatched fairly and efciently based on the information in seg-
ment indices and the quality of the streaming servers. Currently we only use the available
bandwidth of the serving peer as the criterion to dispatch streaming tasks for load balance,
and always dispatch streaming tasks to client peers rst to decrease the proxy burden. We
leave the dispatch optimization and data prefetching as a future work.
5.3.6 Fault tolerance
When a peer fails, both the media data it caches and the segment indices it maintains
are lost. In PROP, each peer periodically checks the validation of the replica location links
in the segment indices it maintains and simply removes dead links. The loss of segment
indices can be recovered by using the recovery mechanism of distributed hash table, e.g.,
CAN supports multiple realities to improve fault tolerance of routing [95].
When the proxy fails or is overloaded so that it cannot fetch data for clients, the re-
questing peer connects to the media server directly, fetches data and caches them locally
until the proxy is recovered. Since the indices of media segments are distributed in the P2P
system, the content locating mechanism still works and the system performance degrades
164gracefully. Compared with the solution of maintaining a central index in the proxy like the
browser-aware proxy system [120], our system not only removes the single point of failure,
but also signicantly reduces the burdens of index maintenance and segment locating on
the proxy.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
By using trace-driven simulation, we have comparatively evaluated the performance of
our proposed system with different proxy cache sizes and different peer cache sizes, and
showed the different roles of the proxy and peers. When the total cache size of peers is
zero, the system is equivalent to a proxy caching system. When the cache size of the proxy
is zero, the system is equivalent to a client based P2P system without proxy server. In
the following evaluations, if not specied, the default replacement policy on the proxy is
popularity-based, and the default replacement policy on peers is utility-based for PROP
system, or LRU for client based P2P system, respectively.
We use the following metrics in our evaluations. The major metric, streaming jitter
byte ratio, is dened as the amount of data that is not served to the client in time by the
proxy and peers, thus causing the potential playback jitter on the client side, normalized
by the total bytes all clients demand. The second metric is the delayed start request ratio,
which is dened as the number of requests suffering startup delays, normalized by the
total number of requests. These two metrics reect the QoS of the media streaming to the
client. The third metric we use is the byte hit ratio, which is dened as the total bytes of
media data served by the proxy and peers, normalized by the total bytes of media data all
peers consume. Byte hit ratio represents the storage utilizationand outgoingnetwork trafc
reduction of the system.
165Trace # of # of # of Size   Obj. Trace
Name Req. Obj. Peers (GB) Length Duration
REAL 11559 400 1663 24 - - 6-131 m 10 days
PART 15188 400 376 51 4 0.47 2-120 m 1 day
WEB 15188 400 376 51 4 0.47 2-120 m 1 day
Table 5.1: Workload summary of PROP evaluation
5.4.1 Workload summary
Table 5.1 outlines some properties of the workloads. REAL denotes the workload ex-
tracted from the server logs of HP Corporate Media Solutions, covering the period from
May 1 through May 10, 2001. WEB and PART are two synthetic workloads for media
viewing in the Web environment, where we assume the popularities of media objects fol-
low Zipf-like distribution (pi =
fi PN
i=1 fi;fi = 1
i and the request arrivals follow Poisson
distribution (p(x;) = e  x
x!;x = 0;1;2:::). These assumptions and the corresponding
parameters for two synthetic workloads are based on the existing workload characteriza-
tion studies [37, 38], which indicate that Internet media accesses exhibit substantially dif-
ferent characteristics from commonWeb accesses. Recently we have further conrmed this
distribution in [58]. WEB denotes complete viewing scenario while PART denotes partial
viewing scenario in the Web environment. In PART, 80% of the requests only view 20% of
the objects and then terminate.
The reference frequency of media objects in the three different workloads is shown in
Figure 5.4. REAL has a steeper Zipf distribution because the accesses in this workload
are limited in the internal media servers of HP Corporation only (paper [37] presents the
measurement and analysis of this workload in details). The reference locality of objects in
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Figure 5.4: The distribution of the reference frequency of media objects
the PART workload is the same as that in the WEB workload while the reference locality
of segments is higher than that in the WEB workload because in the PART workload, the
initial parts of media data are accessed more frequently than the latter parts. Thus, these
three workloads represent three kinds of access patterns with different reference localities:
for media segments, the order of reference localities is WEB < PART < REAL.
For the REAL workload, we set the bandwidth of the link between the proxy and media
server as the clients' available bandwidths in the trace, ranging from 0 bps (unreachable)
to 6.248 Mbps. The media encoding rate in the REAL workload ranges from 6.9 Kbps to
2.055 Mbps. For synthetic workloads, we choose the bandwidth of the link between the
proxy and media server randomly from 0.5 to 2 times the encoding rate of corresponding
media objects. In our simulation, the segment size for the REAL workload is 100 KB, and
the segment size for the PART and WEB workload is 500 KB. We assume the bandwidth
of the intranet is broad enough for media streaming. We also assume each peer is online
randomly, and can serve at most 5 clients at the same time, which is the common congura-
tion in P2P software such as BitTorrent [41]. The caches of the proxy and peers are empty
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Figure 5.5: Performance evaluation on the REAL workload
at the beginning of our simulation, and each peer's cache size is proportional to the amount
of media content it accesses in the workload. For client based P2P system model without
proxy caching, each peer fetches media data individually while it caches its accessed data
and publishes them in the system in the same way as our proposed system.
5.4.2 Performance results
To simulate the system performance in real environments, in our experiments, the peer
arrival and departure to the system are assumed to be random. We believe this reects (or
at least it is close to) the behavior of real peers. Note that different from the Web accesses,
in P2P systems, there is no consensus on the peer arrival and departure patterns. We rst
present the overall performance of PROP under different proxy cache sizes and peer cache
sizes, then evaluate the performance improvement of our proposed proxy replacement and
peer replacement policy.
168Overall performance
Figure 5.5 shows the performance results of the three different system models (PROP,
proxy caching, and client based P2P system) on the REAL workload. We selected the
proxy cache size as 10%, 3%, and 1% of the total accessed media data in the workload,
and ranged the total peer cache size from 0 to about 3 times the total accessed media data.
In each gure, no proxy caching denotes the performance results of the client based P2P
system. The y axis denotes the performance results of the proxy caching system since the
total peer cache size is zero. The results in Figure 5.5 show that our proposed system can
signicantly improve the QoS of media streaming and the byte hit ratio with the increase
of peer cache size. For example, compared with the proxy caching system, our system
can reduce up to 87% streaming jitter bytes as shown in Figure 5.5(a), reduce up to 82%
delayed start requests as shown in Figure 5.5(b), and increase the byte hit ratio up to 2.4
times as shown in Figure 5.5(c). This is because more media data can be cached in the
system due to the more storage contributed by peers, and thus improves both the byte hit
ratio and QoS of media streaming correspondingly.
Figure 5.5 also shows that the proxy plays an important role in P2P media streaming
system. The QoS and the byte hit ratio are improved signicantly with the increase of the
proxy cache size. Compared with the client based P2P system, our proposed system with
a proxy capable of caching 1% of all media data can reduce up to 93% of streaming jitter
bytes, up to 88% of delayed start requests, and the byte hit ratio can be as high as 85%,
as shown in Figure 5.5(a), 5.5(b), and 5.5(c) respectively. In our system, the streaming
performance can be effectively improved as we increase the proxy size. The reason is
that a peer is not a dedicated server. It comes and leaves randomly and can only serve a
small number of clients simultaneously. Thus, it is possible that a client cannot be served
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Figure 5.6: Performance evaluation on the PART workload
immediately by peers that cache the requested data. On the other hand, the proxy provides
a persistent cache and dedicated service to all clients; it takes over the streaming service
whenever the peers are not capable of providing the streaming service, ensuring the quality
of media streaming and reducing the outgoing bandwidth cost.
Figure 5.6andFigure 5.7showtheperformance resultswiththePART workloadandthe
WEB workload respectively. As shown in these gures, the performance results with these
two workloads have similar trends to that with the REAL workload. At the rst glimpse,
it is surprising to nd that the performance of workload WEB is slightly better than that of
workload PART, which does not seem to be intuitive since the reference locality of media
segments in the PART workload is greater than that in the WEB workload. Dissecting the
two workloads, we nd that in the WEB workload, the total amount of bytes consumed by
all clients is about 2.8 times greater than that in the PART workload, while the total amount
of media objects is nearly the same as that in PART. Thus, the compulsory misses in the
WEB workload are relatively smaller than those in the PART workload. Comparing the
performance results of the PROP system evaluated by the three workloads, we can see that
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Figure 5.7: Performance evaluation on the WEB workload
the proxy plays a more important role for workload with smaller reference locality. For
example, under the same condition, when proxy cache size increases, the streaming jitter
reduction of the WEB workload is up to 4 times greater than that of the PART workload,
the delayed startup reduction of the WEB workload is up to 2 times greater than that of
the PART workload, and the byte hit increase of the WEB workload is up to 64% greater
than that of the PART workload. This conrms the effectiveness of our design of the
PROP system: theproxyanditsP2Pclientsshouldcollaborativelyprovidemediastreaming
service.
Proxy load changes
To further evaluate the collaboration and coordination between the proxy and its P2P
clients, we have measured and observed the proxy load changes of our proposed system
with different proxy cache sizes and peer cache sizes. The proxy load includes the total
amount of bytes it serves peers and the total amount of bytes it fetches from the media
server. Figure 5.8(a), 5.8(b), and 5.8(c) show the proxy load for REAL, PART, and WEB,
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Figure 5.8: Proxy load changes
respectively. In these gures, the proxy load is normalized by twice of the total bytes all
peers consume, the maximal load that is possible on the proxy. Increasing the cache size of
peers can signicantly reduce the proxy load due to the streaming service provided by peers
in the system. The proxy load reduction is up to 72% for the REAL workload compared
with the proxy caching system, as shown in Figure 5.8(a). We also observe that the proxy
load decreases with the increase of the proxy cache size. This is because when the proxy's
cache size increases, more media data can be cached, which reduces the outgoing fetching
load on the proxy.
Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c) show similar trends when proxy cache size increases or
peer cache size increases. Comparing the proxy load on the three different workloads, we
also observe that the proxy cache size is more sensitive to workload with smaller reference
locality. For example, under same conditions, when proxy cache size increases, the proxy
load reduction of the WEB workload is up to 50% greater than that of the PART workload.
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Figure 5.9: The comparison between popularity-based replacement and LRU replacement
Proxy replacement policy
Several proxy caching techniques for media streaming have been proposed, such as ex-
ponential segmentation [119] and adaptive and lazy segmentation [35]. Both techniques
use variable segment size to improve byte hit ratio and to reduce the cache management
overheads. These techniquescan be usedinPROP as well. However,due tothe serviceload
taken by clients, the service load of the proxy in PROP system is much smaller than that in
traditional proxy caching systems. Therefore ner granulated segmentation is feasible in
the PROP system for better cache utilization. In this section, we compare the performance
of popularity-based replacement with that of LRU replacement using uniform segment size
to show the advantage of popularity-based replacement. Given the existence of many vari-
ants of the LRU based replacement policies, we select LRU for comparisons because LRU
is the most commonly used policy in the deployed proxy cache such as SQUID 15. Due to
this reason, we assume the LRU based replacement policy for peers too in the next subsec-
tion.
15http://www.squid-cache.org/.
173Figure 5.9(a), 5.9(b), and 5.9(c) show the comparisons of byte hit ratios between
popularity-based replacement and LRU replacement for three workloads REAL, PART,
and WEB, respectively. For PART, the byte hit ratio of popularity-based replacement is up
to 23 percentage points higher than that of LRU (about 3 times of the byte hit ratio achieved
by LRU). For WEB, the byte hit ratio improvement of popularity-based replacement over
LRU is even higher, up to 26.5 percentage points (about 4.8 times byte hit ratio achieved
by LRU). The improvement of the REAL workload is not so signicant because the refer-
ence locality in this workload is relatively high, so that the potential improvement of byte
hit ratio is relatively small. PART. LRU replacement is not efcient for media streaming
proxy because the data access pattern of media streaming is sequential in most cases, i.e., a
user tends to view media from the beginning until the end. This access pattern is similar to
le scanning, for which the inefciency of LRU is well known [73]. With LRU, the latter
segments of a media le will replace the initial segments when the cache is full, which is
more likely to be accessed in the future. The popularity-based policy, on the other hand,
performs replacement operations based on the probability of the future accesses of media
segments, maximizing the utilization of proxy cache.
Peer replacement policy: overall performance
To further evaluate the efciency of resource management of our proposed system, we
compared the performance of our global caching with utility-based replacement on each
peer to that of independent caching with LRU replacement on each peer, and then discussed
the performance of different adjustment factors for utility-function.
Figure 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show the comparisons between the performance of the
system with our utility-based peer replacement policy and that of the system with the LRU
peer replacement policy, for the three workloads REAL, PART, and WEB, respectively. For
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Figure 5.10: Replacement policy comparisons on the REAL workload (without proxy
caching in the system)
the REAL workload, we only show the results of the system without proxy caching. For
the PART and WEB workloads, we only show the results of the system with proxy caching
5% of the total accessed media data, using the popularity-based replacement policy on the
proxy. For other proxy cache sizes, similar performance results are achieved.
Fromthesegures, wecansee thestreamingjitterbytesanddelayedstartrequestsofthe
utility-based replacement policy decrease much faster than those of the LRU replacement
policy, while the byte hit ratio of the utility-based policy increases much faster than that of
the LRU policy,indicatingour utility-basedreplacement policyis much more effectivethan
the LRU policy. For the REAL workload, compared withthe systemusing LRU, the system
using the utility-based policy can reduce up to 36% streaming jitter bytes and up to 42%
delayed start requests, and the improvement of byte hit ratio is as high as 59%, as shown in
Figure 5.10(a), 5.10(b) and 5.10(c), respectively. For workload PART, the streaming jitter
reduction and the delayed start request reduction is up to 41% and 56%, respectively, and
the improvement of byte hit ratio is up to 19%, as shown in Figure 5.11(a), 5.11(b) and
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Figure 5.11: Replacement policy comparisons on the PART workload (with proxy caching
5% of the total accessed media data in the system)
5.11(c) respectively. For workload WEB, the streaming jitter reduction and the delayed
start request reduction is up to 57% and 61%, respectively, and the improvementof byte hit
ratio is up to 24%, as shown in Figure 5.12(a), 5.12(b) and 5.12(c), respectively.
The ranking order of overall performance improvements for the three workloads is
REAL < PART < WEB, in the reverse order of reference localities of the three work-
loads presented in Section 5.4.1, showing signicant advantage of utility-based replace-
ment. Meanwhile, although REAL has the highest reference locality in the three work-
loads, themaximalimprovementof bytehitratioofthe REALworkloadinFigure 5.10(c) is
higher than that of PART workload in Figure 5.11(c) and WEB workload in Figure 5.12(c),
because there is no proxy caching for the case of REAL workload in Figure 5.10(c), ev-
idencing the important role of proxy in our PROP system. The utility-based replacement
policy can greatly reduce delayed start requests with only a small cache size in each peer
because the initial segments of media objects are generally more popular than the latter
segments and have greater possibility to be cached. On the contrary, the initial segments
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Figure 5.12: Replacement policy comparisons on the WEB workload (with proxy caching
5% of the total accessed media data in the system)
are more likely to be replaced by LRU, with the progress of media viewing. At the same
time, utility-based peer replacement policy takes into account both the popularities and the
numbers of replicas of cached segments to maximize the storage utilization, therefore it
reduces the outgoing bandwidth consumptions and improves the QoS of media streaming.
Peer replacement policy: utility function
Figure 5.13(a), 5.13(b), and 5.13(c) show the byte hit ratios of systems with ve dif-
ferent utility functions for workload REAL, PART, and WEB, respectively. For REAL,
the proxy caches 3% of the total accessed media data. For PART and WEB, the proxy
caches 5% of the total accessed media data. With simple utility function, the system tries
to cache media data as much as possible. Each segment is cached at most in one place, and
the more popular segments have higher priorities to be cached. For other utility functions,
the adjustment factors are p2, p, p1=2 and logp, respectively, in which p is the segment
popularity.
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Figure 5.13: The comparisons of different adjustment factors for utility function
The results of all three workloads show the same ranking order for the performance
of the ve adjustment factors: simple < p2 < p < p1=2 < logp, in terms of byte hit
ratio. For example, for WEB, the maximal byte hit ratio improvement with adjustment
factor logp over that with adjustment factor simple;p2;p, and p1=2 are 18.4, 9.51, 2.61,
and 0.56 percentage point, respectively. For REAL and PART, the corresponding byte hit
ratio improvements are smaller because the reference localities of these two workloads are
greater than that of WEB, but the ranking orders are the same.
The system with simple utility function achieves the worst performance because
caching only one copy of each media segment cannot ensure data availability due to the
random joining and leaving of clients. Utility functions with adjustment factors p2, p, p1=2
and logp cache multiplecopies of media segments based on their popularities. Maintaining
the number of copies of media segments proportional or polynomial to their popularities
will quickly exhaust the available cache size, so that the segments with moderate popu-
larities cannot be cached. Although signicantly reducing the proxy's service burdens,
maintaining too much replicas of popular segments is not efcient for storage utilization,
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Figure 5.14: The Adaptiveness of Utility-based Replacement on the REAL workload
since these popular segments are more than enough in the system. On the other hand, the
order of logarithmic function is lower than that of any polynomial function. PROP uses
logp as the adjustment factor of the utility function, which reects the number of seg-
ments replicas in the optimal distribution, as analyzed in Section 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. Thus, the
storage can be utilized more efciently and the proxy burden can still be relieved with a
small number of redundant popular segment replicas in the system. Our simulation results
conrm the above analysis. As shown in Figure 5.13, lower level polynomial adjustment
factors perform better than higher level polynomial adjustment factors, but still not so good
as logarithmic adjustment factors.
Figure 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 show the distribution of the number of replicas of media
segments with different popularities under utility-based replacement policy on the REAL,
PART and WEB workload, respectively. For REAL, the proxy caches 3% of total accessed
media data. For PART and WEB, the proxy caches 5% of total accessed media data. The
x axis denotes segments, sorted by the corresponding popularity values. These gures
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Figure 5.15: The Adaptiveness of Utility-based Replacement on the PART workload
show that the segment replica distribution resulted from our utility-based replacement is
close to the optimal distribution of segment replicas based on Equation 5.10 (a logarithmic
function). The number of replicas for popular segments is a little smaller than the optimal
one. However, this is not a problem in PROP since the proxy can take over the streaming
requests. Furthermore, the popular segments can be quickly replicated in the system due
to the high request rate. For replacement with adjustment factor p, the number of popular
segments is much larger than the optimal value, preventing low popular segments from
being cached. These trends are shown consistently in all three workloads. In general,
althoughthe dataplacement inPROP ispassive(a clientonlycaches thedata ithas viewed),
our utility-based replacement can adaptively maintain the data cached in the system in the
desired distribution for media streaming service.
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Figure 5.16: The Adaptiveness of Utility-based Replacement on the WEB workload
5.4.3 Implications of our performance evaluation
Our intensive trace-driven performance study provides insights into the PROP system
design, and impact of P2P sharing on the streaming system. We briey summarize the
implications of our performance evaluation.
 We have shown that our P2P assisted proxy system signicantly improves the qual-
ity of streaming service mainly because the caching storage in PROP has been ef-
fectively and highly enhanced. Thus, media segments can be timely and smoothly
delivered to any end user in the system either by other end users or/and by the proxy
collaboratively.
 Our study shows that an increment of proxy cache size can be much more effective to
the performance improvement of streaming content delivery than that of text-based
Web content delivery. Our P2P approach well responds the high demand of large
caching space for streaming contents.
181 The involvement of P2P segment sharing among users has signicantly reduced the
trafc to the proxy. This provides us with an opportunity of making data replace-
ment in the proxy at a ne grain level (a segment-based rather than an object-based
method). We show that a segment-based replacement method can improves proxy
cache utilization.
 One important factor to improve the efciency of the PROP system is the coordina-
tion of segment replacement among peers and the proxy. Without such a mechanism,
popular media objects/segments can be unnecessarily duplicated in both proxy and
many client caches, wasting cache space. We show that segment replacement in each
client based on our utility function effectively coordinates segment allocations in the
global PROP caching space.
5.5 Conclusion
Existing Internet streaming media delivering techniques are either based on a client-
server model, such as proxy caching and server replications by CDNs, or based on a client
based P2P structure. The disadvantage of the client-server model is its limited scalabil-
ity and high cost, while the disadvantage of a client based P2P system is its unreliable
quality of streaming media delivery due to the dynamic nature of peers. In this study, we
propose P2P assisted proxy systems to address these two limitations. In our system, the
proxy is a member of the P2P network managed by the distributed hash table. In addition,
the proxy also plays an important and unique role to ensure the quality of media delivery
due to its dedicated and stable nature. To improve the cache utilization, we have proposed
a model and designed the replacement policies for the collaboration and coordination be-
tween the proxy and clients accordingly, making the entire streaming media system both
182performance-effectiveandcost-efcient. We haveconductedextensiveexperimentstoeval-
uate various aspects of our design, and the results shows that our system can achieve 2.4
times improvement in byte hit ratio compared to client based P2P systems and proxy based
P2P systems.
183CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Measurements and modeling are critical to understand the highly dynamic Internet sys-
tems and Internet trafc. In this dissertation, we have analyzed the access patterns of
Internet media systems and studied effective system designs for large scale media delivery
through measurements and modeling. We have conducted a series of large scale measure-
ments on the Internet to investigate the effectiveness of current media delivery systems and
approaches, fromthe perspectiveof deliveryqualityand resource utilization. We found cur-
rent media systems tend to over-supply or over-utilize server hardware and network band-
width to provide high quality media service, which is not a scalable approach for serving
the explosively increasing media trafc on the Internet. Motivated by the state-of-the-art
of Internet media delivery, we have systematically studied the access patterns of a large
variety of Internet media systems to exploit the temporal locality among media requests for
efcient and high performance system design. Our study shows that Internet media access
patterns follow the stretched exponential distribution with clear physical meanings. With
this kind of access patterns, the performance of media caching in a client-server model is
far less effective than that of Web content caching. Thus, the widely agreed Zipf model
misinterprets media access patterns and overestimates the benet of client-server based
184media caching. We have further analyzed the evolution of media access patterns in ho-
mogeneously evolving systems, and found that the temporal locality in media systems in-
creases with time, thus long term caching is benecial to improve system performance.
Our stretched exponential model lays out an analytical foundation to establish peer-to-peer
caching systems for delivering the huge amount of media content on the Internet.
In order to enable effective peer-to-peer collaborations for exploiting the huge amount
of CPU, bandwidth, and storage resources among the edge clients of the Internet, we have
conducted a performance study of BitTorrent-like P2P systems, and analyzed the incentive
mechanisms and user access patterns of BitTorrent systems. We found that that although
the existing BitTorrent system is effective for addressing the ash crowd problem upon
the debut of a new le, it has service availability and performance stability problems after
a period of time, due to the exponentially decreasing peer arrival rate. We have proposed
a graph-based model to quantitatively analyze the interaction among multiple BitTorrent
systems, and have studied the service potentials a torrent can provide to and get from
other torrents. Based on this model, we have demonstrated that inter-torrent collabora-
tion is much more effective than stimulating seeds to stay longer for addressing the service
availability and performance stability problems in BitTorrent systems. We have further
discussed and evaluated a novel architecture to facilitate inter-torrent collaboration with
an exchange-based instant incentive mechanism, addressing the well-known problem of
lacking incentives to seeds. We nally proposed PROP, a P2P-assisted media caching sys-
tem, which utilizes peer-to-peer collaboration to provide service scalability and dedicated
servers to provide service reliability. A redundant caching model and an adaptive cache re-
place algorithm are proposed to maximize the utilization of P2P resources based on media
access patterns in the system.
185APPENDIX A
REFERENCE RANK DISTRIBUTIONS OF OTHER MEDIA
WORKLOADS
Figure A.1(a) and A.1(b) show the reference rank distributionof media objects in work-
loads HPC-98 and HPLabs-99, respectively. Figure A.1(c) shows the reference rank dis-
tributions of workload IFILM-06 in different durations. Similar to Figure 3.12, the slope
of the distribution curve increases with time. The head of the reference rank distribution
(raw data) deviates from the SE model gradually due to the accumulation of caching ef-
fect, as presented in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, the tail of the distribution (raw data) is
cut off from the SE model with time gradually. This is because for a server side media
workload, the media requests are constrained by the number of objects introduced in the
system. If the object birth rate is small, even the least popular objects may still get a cer-
tain amount of accesses, and thus Equation 3.3 should be changed to b = yN + alogN
where yN > 1. However, this does not affect the analysis in the paper since b is only a
normalization parameter.
Figure A.1(d), A.1(e) and A.1(f) show the reference rank distributions in media work-
loads of the other category. As shown in Figure A.1(d), the stretch factor of live stream-
ing media workload Akamai-03 is 0.2, very close to that of most on-demand Web media
workloads. Figure A.1(e) and A.1(f) show the reference rank distribution of media objects
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Figure A.1: More reference rank distributions of media workloads
187in workload Movie-02 (movie box ofce sales) and IMDB-06 (top 250 movie votes), re-
spectively. The parameter a of these two workloads are much higher than other workloads,
since they have small media birth rate and large media request rate (see Section 3.5.3). The
stretch factor c of Movie-02 is a little bit larger than that of movie dominant workloads
such as BT-03 and CTVoD-04, indicating different media environments may affect user ac-
cess patterns in some extent. The stretch factor c of IMDB-06 is much larger than all other
workloads, possibly because it is a voting rank workload instead of a real media workload.
188APPENDIX B
CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS FOR SE AND
ZIPF-LIKE MODELS
To have a quantitative evaluation on the goodness of t for stretched exponential and
Zipf-like distributions, we check these statistical assumptions with hypothesis tests. Since
the reference rank distribution is a discrete distribution (the number of references must be
positive integers), 2 test is used.
2 test requires to divide the data set into a number of groups. In order to have a fair
comparison, we use the same data binning methods to test the stretched exponential and
Zipf-like distributions. We rst make sure that the number of points in each group is at least
5, and then divide the domain range of reference numbers as evenly as possible. Assuming
the instances of expected distributions have the same number of objects as that in the data
set, we use the three-parameter stretched exponential model and two-parameter Zipf-like
model (Equations 3.2 and 3.14) to generate expected distributions, due to the consideration
of normalizationfactors. The parameters of Zipf-like modelis computedwith linear regres-
sion tting the data in log-log scale. We then compute the observed frequency (in number
of observations) for each bin of the data set, and the expected frequency (in number of
observations) for each bin of the expected distributions. We have
189Workload Zipf-like model SE model
Name 2 2
(;k c) R 2 2
(;k c) R
ST-SVR-01 22.00 12.59  5.57 11.07
p
PS-CLT-04 148.06 14.07  6.46 12.59
p
ST-CLT-04 45.71 14.07  12.65 15.51
p
ST-CLT-05 48.40 15.09  10.98 13.28
p
IFILM-06 22.03 3.84  2.58 3.84
p
BT-03 92.75 18.31  10.84 16.92
p
IMDB-06 10.92 5.99  0.52 3.84
p
ST-CLT-05 92.07 9.49  with extraneous trafc
Table B.1: 2 hypothesis test results ( = 0:05)

2 =
k X
i=1
(Oi   Ei)2
Ei
; (B.1)
where Oi is the observed frequency of i-th bin, Ei is the expected frequency of i-th bin,
and k is the number of bins.
Assume the signicance level is  (in our test  = 0:05), the assumed distribution is
rejected when

2 > 
2
(;k c) (B.2)
where k is number of bins and c is the number of distribution parameters plus 1.
Table B.1 lists the results of 2 tests for our workloads with original data, where the
signicance level  = 0:05. 2 test accepts the SE model and rejects the Zipf-like model
for all these workloads. For workload ST-CLT-05 with extraneous trafc, the Zipf-like
model is also rejected by 2 test. We do not present the detailed results of 2 tests for
weekly and different numbers of weeks workloads ST-SVR-01 and BT-03.
190APPENDIX C
REAPPRAISAL OF OTHER MEDIA ACCESS PATTERN MODELS
Many studies have observed that the object popularity disitributionsof streaming media
systesm and P2P systems have a attened head in log-log scale, such as [22, 38, 76, 108].
Correspondingly, a number of models have been proposed. Most of them are still based
on Zipf or power law model. In Section 3.4.3, we have shown that the rich-get-richer
phenomenon is not present in media objects, and the assumption of Zipf with exponential
cutoff model does not hold for media workloads. In this section, we revisit these models
and illustrate why stretched exponential is a better model.
C.1 Zipf-Mandelbrot model
In study [98], Saleh et al. nd that the popularity of P2P objects can be empirically
modeled by a Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution, which captures the attened head of the pop-
ularity distribution of objects in P2P systems. The Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution can be
expressed as
yi =
A
(i + q); (C.1)
where i represents the reference rank (1  i  N, N is the number of objects), yi denotes
the number of references to the i-th object,  is a constant like that in a Zipf-like distribu-
tion, q is a constant, and A is a normalization factor. In literature such as [78], it is called
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Figure C.1: Zipf-Mandelbrot tting for workloads with large media les
shifted linear fractal distribution. When q = 0, the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution becomes
the Zipf-like distribution.
However, Zipf-Mandelbrot tting only works for media workloads with small les,
suchas workloadsinstudy[98], whichare mainlysmallmusicles collectedfrom Gnutella
networks. For such workloads, the tail of the log-log plot of the reference rank distribution
is close to a straight line, which is easy to t by the Zipf-Mandelbrot model with a small q
(compared to the total number of objects in the workload). In contrast, for workloads with
large media les, no matter P2P or not, the reference rank distribution cannot be well tted
with Zipf-Mandelbrot model. Figures C.1(a), C.1(b), and C.1(c) show the Zipf-Mandelbrot
tting for workloads KaZaa-02 (median le size 300 MB), BT-03 (median le size 636
MB), and CTVoD-04 (median le size 300 MB), respectively. We have used different
values of parameter q to t these workloads, by using linear regression. We can see that
even if q is as large as nearly the number of objects in the workload, the reference rank
distribution still cannot be well tted with the Zipf-Mandelbrot model. The reason is that
for a media workload with large les, the difference between its reference rank distribution
192and the Zipf model is signicant, thus the thin tail of the distribution curve in log-log scale
becomes important and cannot be tted with a straight line.
C.2 Parabolic Fractal Model
Besides the variants of the Zipf-like model, it is also reported that the popularity distri-
bution of les in peer-to-peer systems can be tted with a parabola in log-log scale, and is
called log quadratic distribution [39]. A more commonly accepted name of this model is
the parabolic fractal distribution [77, 78] with
logyi = logy1   alogi   blog
2 i; (C.2)
where i represents the reference rank (1  i  N, N is the number of objects), yi denotes
the number of references to the i-th object, and y1 is the number of references to the most
popular object. a and b are two positive constants. The Zipf-like distribution is a special
case of the parabolic fractal distribution when b = 0. In the parabolic fractal distribution,
the logarithm of the frequency or size of entities in a population is a quadratic polynomial
of the logarithm of the rank, which remarkably improves the t over a simple power-law
relationship.
We also t our workloads using the parabolic fractal distribution. However, only work-
load PS-CLT-04 can be tted with a parabolic fractal model approximately. Other work-
loads can only be partially tted with a parabola in log-log scale. For example, as shown
in Figure C.2, the parabolic fractal model can t either the head and waist or the tail of the
reference rank distribution of workload ST-SVR-01, but not both. Please also note that the
y-axis in this gure is in log scale, which can signicantly compress the difference between
raw data and tting data from that in the parabolic fractal tting.
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Figure C.2: Parabolic fractal tting for workload ST-SVR-01
The failure of tail tting of the parabolic fractal model is due to its innite mean and
innite moments when the number of events approaches innity, which is unrealistic for a
media workload. Since yN = 1 when N is large enough, from Equation C.2 we have
yi = e
alogN+blog2 N = N
a+blogN: (C.3)
Thus
hypbi 
y1
N
= N
a+blogN 1; (C.4)
and we have hypbi ! 1 when N ! 1.
C.3 Generalized Zipf-like Distribution Model
Study [108] analyzed a long term media workload in an enterprise media server and
found the reference rank in a short term (e.g., a month) follows a Zipf-like distribution, but
in a long term it does not follow a Zipf-like distribution. This observation is explained as
due to the grouping effect of sufcient objects with similar popularities in a long term. In
194[108], a linear transformation is applied on both x and y axis to transform the distribution
into Zipf-like, called the generalized Zipf-like distribution. Although in this case the gen-
eralized Zipf-like tting looks good, workloads with different durations are not examined,
and the selection of transformation parameters is not explained. As illustrated in Section
3.5.2, according to the stretched exponential model, the non-Zipf observation on the ref-
erence rank distributions of long term workloads is due to the cumulative effects of media
access evolution.
C.4 Two-Mode Zipf Model
Sripanidkulchai et al. [107] show that the popularity of events of the live streaming
media workload Akamai-03 follows a two-mode Zipf distribution. However, as shown in
the log-log plot of Figure A.1(d), the transition between the two modes is not sharp. Sim-
ilarly, workload CTVoD-04 also shows a non-strict two-mode Zipf-like property, although
it is reported as Zipf-like (see the log-log plot of Figure 3.2(b)). As shown in the SE plot of
these two gures, both workloads actually follow the stretched exponential model: the two-
mode Zipf-like property is only a straightforward approximation. Other examples include
workload BT-03 (Figure 3.3(c)) and workload Movie-02 (Figure A.1(e)).
195APPENDIX D
AN ANALYSIS OF PRE-EXISTING OBJECTS IN MEDIA
WORKLOADS
We use a simple uid model to qualitatively analyze the magnitude of the number of
pre-existingobjectsaccessed in the systemduring the collectionof a media workload. Con-
sider a homogeneous media system where all media objects have the same popularity when
they are created, and their popularities attenuate with time exponentially in the same way
(note this assumption cannot be extended to describe media reference rank distribution).
The request arrival rate of each object can be described with the following function

q(t) = 
q
0e
  t
 ; (D.1)
where t is the time after the object is born,  is a constant characterizing popularity attenu-
ation rate, and 
q
0 is a constant characterizing the initial request rate to this object.
Thus, the total number of requests to an object during its lifetime is
N0 =
Z 1
0

q
0e
  t
 dt = 
q
0: (D.2)
Since the total number of requests to an object decreases with time, the inter-arrival
time of requests to the object, i.e., the time duration between two consecutive requests to
the same object, t, increases exponentially with time:
t =
1
q(t)
=
1

q
0
e
  t
 : (D.3)
196Assume a constant media request rate and a constant object birth rate. The cumulative
number of requested objects N(t) in the time duration [0;t) is:
N(t) = objt + N
0(t); (D.4)
where objt is the number of requested objects born in time [0;t). N0(t) is the number
of pre-existing objects that are born before t = 0 and requested in time [0;t). The oldest
object among them should be requested only once during [0;t). Assume the birth time of
this object is  t0 (t0 > 0). Objects born after  t0 should be requested at least once during
[0;t). Thus the number of requested objects that are born before the workload collection is
N0(t) = objt0. Assume each object is requested immediately after it is born, the number
of requested objects that are born after workload collection is objt.
To estimate t0, we consider the beginning of workload collection time, i.e., t = 0. Let
t0 = 0 when t = 0. The request inter-arrival time of this oldest object at this time is thus
t + 1

q
0. We have
t =
1

q
0
e
t0
 = t +
1

q
0
; (D.5)
thus
t0 =  log(
q
0t + 1): (D.6)
So
N
0(t) = objt0 = obj log(
q
0t + 1); (D.7)
and
N(t) = objt + obj log(
q
0t + 1): (D.8)
197APPENDIX E
THE RESOLUTION OF THE BITTORRENT FLUID MODEL
Equation 4.7 is a non-homogenous ODE equation system. A particular solution for 4.7
is

x = d1e t=;
y = d2e t=;
(E.1)
where 8
<
:
d1 =
 0
2
 +1=  (+  1
 );
d2 =
0
 
(+ 1=)( +1=)

:
(E.2)
The eigen equation is
 
2 + ( +  +    )  +  + (   ) = 0: (E.3)
When the corresponding homogenous equation system has two different real eigenval-
ues  1 6=  2, the resolution can be expressed as

x = ae 1t + be 2t + d1e t=;
y = c1ae 1t + c2be 2t + d2e t=;
(E.4)
where 8
> > > <
> > > :
c1 =  
 1++
 ;
c2 =  
 2++
 ;
a =
 c2d1+d2 1
c2 c1 ;
b =
 c1d1+d2 1
c1 c2 :
(E.5)
198When the corresponding homogenous equation system has two equal real eigenvalues
 1 =  2, the resolution can be expressed as

x = (a + bt)e 1t + d1e t=;
y = (ac1 + bc2 + bc1t)e 1t + d2e t=;
(E.6)
where 8
> > <
> > :
c1 =  
 1++
 ;
c2 =  
1
;
a =  d1;
b =
1 d2
c2 :
(E.7)
When the corresponding homogenous equation system has a pair of conjugate complex
eigenvalues   i, the resolution can be expressed as

x = et(c1 cost + c2 sint) + d1e t=;
y =  set(c1 cos(t + ) + c2 sin(t + )) + d2e t=;
(E.8)
where 8
> > > <
> > > :
s = 1

p
(++)2+2;
 = tan 1(

++);
c1 =  d1;
c2 =
 1=s d2+d1 cos
sin :
(E.9)
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